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Black Voice News Publishers
Named Publishers of Thef Year
Warren Jackson of Advenising the
organization's
20th years, Hardy Brown was reExperti was named Advertiser Anniversary. The Brown's were elected Second Vice President.
of the Year by the West Coast named because of their work on In making the presentation,
Black Publishers Association, behalf the the Association. Both President Clovis Campbell,
last week at the celebration of have been in-volved for many Publisher of the Arizona
Informant said, "Whenever I've
needed the Browns to help with
any project they are right there
to help." He added, "and they
didn't just begin it has been
over a perioct of" many years."
Black Voice News also won
three awards for publishing
excellence. They won a second
place for Best Typography, and
two third places for Martin
Luther King, Jr. , and Best
Editorial editions.
The Judges said of the Black
Voice editorial, "Somebody had
to say it and BVN states it as
eloquently as anyone could,
"Some Black Youth Out of
Touch With Morality". The
mainstream music of our
teenagers and young adults is
polluted with sexually explicit
lyrics, graphic language and
touting disrespect for families,
for adults and authority generally.......The hard hitting editorial
says enough is enough, and
implores parents, other adults
j ,,,,,.;;j;,,;;.•
"
and
the young people them (L to R) Clovis Campbell, President, West Coast Black Publishers, Hardy & Cheryl Br ':'tV
elves
to learn and focus on the
Publishers of the Year and Berni Fo t r, President elect.

B

lack
Voice
News
Publishers, Hardy and
Cheryl Brown were named
Publisher of the Year and

,.
~i
Warren Jackson, President of Advertising Experti, receives
Advertiser of the Year Award from President of WCBPA,
Clovis Campbell.

great, positive ·values of dccency ..... and trash the trash.
Well done!"
This year's conference chair
was John Holoman, Publisher of
the Herald Dispatch. Modena
Perry, was the convention coordinator.
New officers elected were,
Bernie Foster, President> Dr.

Ruth Love, 1st, Vice President,
Hardy Brown, 2nd Vice
President, Vi rgi nia Tay lor,
Secretary and Brian Townsend,
Treasurer.
Speaker of the House Willie
Brown was a keynote speaker.
More on the convention next
week.

Voice Salutes African Americans In T.he Inland Empire Hall Of Fame
By Abrendal Smith

albums intitled, "Living the
Book of my life" and
n the coming weeks we will "Somebody". Thomas became
salute African Americans the first black to portray the role
who have lived or are living in of Burjur in the musical "Hair''.
the Inland Empire.
He also played the part of a
Many African-Americans white man at the same time in
have made major contributions the same production.
to our culture. What motivated
He began acting professionalthem to walk down their paths to ly at age 19. He attended drama
fame? What were their accom- classes at UC Berkley and UC
plishments and where are they Riverside. His mother said,
now?
"Phillip was a natural. He was
In saluting these positive born acting."
African American Inland
Empire Hall of Famers, the
Voice will showcase some of
their profiles.
This week, the Black Voice
will feature actor, singer Phillip
Michael Thomas, the Miller
family, and former Laker, Jim
McDaniels.

I

am glad that I am the President
of the United States of my own
mind."
THE MILLER
FAMILY
RIVERSIDE

Let Saul Miller Sr., the noted
saxophone player, who hail s
from Memphis, Tennessee, been
married to Carrie Miller, from
Pakala, Florida, for 35 years, tell
about his five fabulous off-

PlllLLIP
MICHAEL THOMAS
SAN BERNARDINO
ACTOR

Phillip Michael Thomas, age
42, former star in the role of
Ricardo Tubbs, on Miami Vice,
learned a valuable lesson from
his mother, Lula Thomas. Mrs.
Thomas sat all of her 8 children,
five girls and three boys, on her
lap, and recited her favorite
poem, "Be the best of whatever
you are".
Now, Thomas, graduate of
San Bernardino High Sch6ol in
1967, with 8 children of his
own, has perfonned in several
Broadway and television productions. He's recorded two
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while attending Poly High this fabulous family together Sr. stressed family communicaSchool, scoring 105 points and kept these exceptionally ath- tion and togetherness and he
against Norte Vista. She attend- letic siblings in tact when too wouldn't have it any other way.
ed USC and made
all ameri- many other yoµth were falling He ran a tight ship. You seldom
can 8 times. In the 1984 down? According to Sam James, see a whole family of gifted
Olympics, she led the United
States team in every category
and captured the coveted gold
metal. Now she is an ABC
spons commentator and calls
men's basketball with Brent
Musk berger.
While helping the Indiana
Pacers climb out of the cellar of
the Eastern Conference, Reggie
developed into one of the most
prolific scorers in the league
averaging over 20 points per
game. Reggie, 27, also a Poly
High graduate and , led the
N.B.A. with a 92.3% free throw
record.
Tami,23, attended Poly high
as well and was a career middle
blocker with a four year scholarship at Cal State Fullerton, serving on the volleyball team. She The MIiier Family
is now a counselor at the Van
Horn Center in Riverside.
track and field coach for children who are all upstanding
What was the glue that held Riverside's youth, "Saul Miller

CONTINUED_Of(B-1

Main Street Merchants Upset
.,,

I
The problem came when the
ome of the merchants arid guards placed at the barricades
business owners on Main informed potential Main Street
Street are angry with the orga- customers they couid not park
nizers of the Riverside Jazz or parking would cost $15.
Mike Aleman, an employee
Festival and the police departleft
to make a delivery, he was
ment for barricading the street
told
once he left he could not
and causing even the regular
·
return
to park on the nearly
customers problems.
empty
street.
The losses were substantial
Discoveries owner Gena
for small businesses in the area.
Chuck and Dorothy Haight, Dadson was additionally conowners of the Upper Cru s L cerned because the crowds were
sandwich shop said the day was so light on Saturday and that her
moving along fine customers customers could not park in the
had begun to come in. Then all back lot. Everyone was asked
of a sudden, foot traffic stopped. where they were going and
The lunch hour and no cus - directed to another area.
One lot even charged $15,
tomers. Haight said they had
about $200 worth of meat, more free with a validation from the
than usual in expectation of Antique Show going on in
large crowds attending the Raincross Square, but many
Festival. "We buy in small going to the antique show didn't
quantities and purchase more see the small print free with a
validation.
often to keep our meat fresh."

S

Phillip Michael Thomas

Could Thomas have inherited
some of his creative talents from
his mother? Could have. Lula
Thomas, a journalist, and free
lance writer is presently working
on a script for her multi-talented offspring. Where would one
find this diversified gentleman?
Television spots,layouts for
magazine, in his own recording
studio in Miami, or on the theatrical stages of Spain and
Austria.
In 1986, Thomas, the crew of
Miami Vice, and their parents,
dined on filet mignon and
lobster tails at the White House.
President Reagan asked each of
the actors, "What does stardom
feel like? Thomas answered, 'I

springs. Three boys and two
girls. All extremely talented.
Saul Miller Jr.,34, graduate of
Ramona
High
School,
Riverside, is a saxophone soloist
for the official Air Force jazz
band, The Ainnen of Note, in
Washington, D.C. and has been
for the past 7 years.
Darryl Miller, 32, spent five
years in the catcher position for
the California Angels and now
serving with the baseball team
as the Director of Community
Relations.
Cheryl Miller, 27, is to
women's basketball what
Michael Jordan is to the N.B.A..
She made one of her first
entries into the sports chronicles

A customer was going into
Darlene Nemer's store to pick
up a layaway item. She is said
to have been so frustrated that
she left. The guard said she
could park past the barricades,
she saw the $15 parking and
drove away.
Realizing that there were, no
people no cars, no signs of life,
the Haight's enlisted the help o
the poli ce officers assigned to
Main Street, Al Martinez and
his partner, who immediately
removed th e barricades .
Unfortunately it was not soon
enou gh to sal vage the lunch
hour trade.
Haight says she hopes next
year the planners will form park
and ride areas and shuttle people
from la rge lots, like RCC or
UCR or the County building.
The street can still be left open
for customers.
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In.Spite Of Black Leaders, Blacks Saved Thomas -;
accuser, according to opinion
polls, was seen for what she is
n all my years on this earth, by a 2-to-l margin.
I don't remember being so
USA TODAY reported that
proud of being Black and of 57 percent of men and 53 perBlack people, not Black leaders, cent of women wanted him conhowever.
·
firmed after Hill's raunchy story
Justice of the United States and that 4 7 percent of all
Supreme Court Clarence Americans believed that
Thomas was found innocent of T~omas was telling the truth.
the most vici,ous charges that Only 24 percent believed the
can be made about a fellow bizarre tale of pornography and
human being. Anita Hill, his lewd offers told by Anita Hill.

I

D~AR; SIR:S,

, .. . ·" ' ,!}h

; , ..

·•

I am· writing this leitef to 'voice/ my CONCERNS and
DISPLEASURES with the':number of AfricamAme'rican female
g rocery che~kers repres~ht~.d by ·employment at;your Rialto
sfore(s).
>J\ . ·; .·. · ·
·
'
·•
·
I suggest you· taJce su~ey 'c5f how ,m~ny African Americans
shop at your stores on ,( DAILY ?asis . . I know the~
qualified
African Arneric~ females: becau.se ~ one of theni . . ..
' I
see advertisemeptf~r, cllecker positions.. When do you
hire? . what are the qualifip~ ons? . Where; how .and when do you
advertise? Why is your employment procedure?
· ~s does not have a11ything to do .~th quotas. If is a f act that if
all thqse :African Arne!ic,an· ~h~ppers BOYCOTT your stores, you
would~de.finitely feel it ori l]je .bottom 'MONEY" line. ·1 suggest
that y°-µ spend and iJivestspqie of that money ip luring African
Americans.
,
·
·
··

a

are

i

.ne~er

_We deserve inore ,repreJ~tion th; n what I am,s~eing -in your

~a.hear .yplir reply soon!

your Rialto.store(s). Waiting
Sincerely,
.
. Celia,Watson

...

.

·. .

~--

Support for his confirmation
among Blacks was an astonishing 70 percent, the highest of
any group in the country.
And when the Democratic
senators with the large Black
voting blocs in the South saw
that figure, it made it much easier to belie ve T homas . Th ei r
votes secured his confirmation.
I'm proudest of the 70% of
the Black population that rejected the v icious attacks of th e
Congressional
Black
(Democratic) Caucus, the directors of the national NAACP, the
NAACP Legal Defense Fund,
the Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights and opportunistic
Black liberals who issued the
lynching license for the Whiteliberal facists.
Acting on this license to kilJ
were the People for the
Americ an Way, Sen. Howard
Metzenbaum , S en. Patrick
Leahy, Sen. Ted Kennedy and
his staffer R icki Seidman, a
People for the Ame rican Way
confe de rate. Alon g with the
Leadership Conference on Civil
Rights, they are all strong suspects for leaking Hil~'s allegations to ant i-Thomas press
sources.
Fortunately for Thomas, the
public saw through them . And
just as fortun ate was Thomas'
deci sion to call their process "a

many Black people. One of
those people is Ms. P. F. from
Yonkers, New York. "Watching
the performance of the Senate,
especially Kennedy, I became
ashamed of the fact that I consider myself a Democrat," she
wrote in her letter congratulating
me on becoming a Republican
and defending Thomas on the
"Phil Donahue Show."
have to be careful when I
criticize Democrats because
some Blacks equate Black and
White liberals and Democrats
Tony Brown
with God. I am also care ful
because I'm a Republican. And
hightech lynching."
you see what happened to
A M ack truck c ould have
driven th rough th e hole s in Clarence Thomas for leaving the
plantation and defying the Black
Hill's story. But the Democrats
on the Judiciary Committee con- . thought police and their White
bosses.
veniently ignored them.
The Texas Times, a Blac k
They didn't, however, ignore
weekly in Fort Worth, Texas ,
Thomas' apparent anger when
warned its readers in an
he nailed them for being racists,
"Editor's Note" below my picand told them where they could
ture:
put their Supreme Court job.
" You may have been as bafOne of the brightest politifled as we w e re by Tony
cians in the country is state Rep.
Brown's column last week urgCalvin Smyre, a Democrat from
ing Blacks to support Clarence
Columbus, Georgia. Smyre 'said
Thomas' appointment to the
he was particularly afraid that
Supreme Court. That was before
the defeat of the Thqmas nomiwe received ·reports that Brown
nation would have resulted in
had defected to the GOP. Brown
signific ant Black defections
will formally ann ounce th e
from the Democratic Party. "
switch today at a press confer"Watching these Democrats
ence in New York. We therefore
taking a Black man through this
advise all readers to weigh Mr.
type of process," he said, upset

I

DEAR EDITOR:
••

. ,

D;,.

lill:d

0

On ,behai of th~ staff
S~dents of
Howarcf b. Inghram
Elen'l~ntaf);' Sshool; I ~ guld;U~e_:to'express sincere appreciation for
the' temfi:C-,rtew article highlighii1_1g' the Health Sciences Program at
our school. " · , ;
.·
.
·
~ .
.
. We were.extremely excited 'to read about ourselves in .your
newspaper. · Increased pride and .eqthusiasm·. spread across the
campus as soon as the first pa~r was viewed. ·
Thank you for your continued support.
Sincerely,
,
Olivette Scon Miller.
Principal

$1,F,FOffJ/))A.'BL£
WI'(fJJO~ CL/£J~~ l ~ !
ALWAYS NEEDED

To CLEAN YOUR

WINDOWS,
BUT N EVER COULD FIND THE TIME.

sibility but standing in the welfa re li n e. A third gen eration
welfare recipient who became
known as Slime.

J t draining the life our of soci-,
e apd pever willing to punch a, 1
~iciock. Maintaining a buI:L~,1•
/of bad habits like standing on

Some are as strong as an Ox and
others are the slickest on th e
planet. They all sit around on
their butts like they have a tail
bone full of granite.

Family
Dental
Center

It's the first of the month and the
Eagles ' right on time. It's welfare day for the disadvantaged
and a big Payday for the Slime.
The y spend it so easy money
the y don' t have to earn. They
spend like there's no tomorrow
and act like they have it to burn.

You.

PRESENTIJ' DOING D OMESTIC H OUSE C LE.AN/NG IN THIS AREA .

11, 11111 IGICI IIWSJ
Th• :lnl•nd Emal- - - In Bl•ak •nc111i.·:1:1tM

:•

For the Sli me o f wel fare put ' ::::,.
some book knowledge in your ;:~:::
head. Get back in school or col- ,;.. ·,
lege cause if you k eep us in · :-;~
Drugs you' re dead.
· ~....~
r .ff •

l

Office Hours:
9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
Saturday by appt.

I

.. 1

-

:

.

:

...

..:... :
:

I

:

"'': !

:~;?

General & Family Dentistry
(Children To Senior Citizens Welcome)
Insurance - Medi - Cal

Call For Your Appointment

(7 14) 875- 1299

The re will com e a d ay when
the y'll h ave to wo rk fo r i t.
The y 'll pro bably take a token
job work for a week then quit.

L ET ME Do THEM FOR

·.::.•

We're gonna get out of this mess
T)le day Js coming when welfare and not waste any precious time.
will ~ out. Slime will pe left in We have got to educate our peothe cold if they don't do a turn- , ple and stop rewarding Welfare
about.
Slime.

Tri - Star
WELFARE SLIME

T

.

corners smoking "Rock."

i

Brown' s opinions with a grain ;:
of salt in light of his 'conve r:~.~
sion' to conservatism."
·
Beside the fact that the person.. ~
who wrote tha t statement · ·.
doesn't know much about me oc_:..
m y motives or the diffe renc~i•,n
between being a Republican and , :,
"conse rvatism," wh atever that.. 1 ....;
is , he o r she ran m y col umn .. :..
under an inflammatory headline: , ....
" Roses are red, violets are blue, . . -..
.'
Thomas is Republican, and I aIJ\ _, :- !
too."
.;.. J'!
My advice to the Texas Times.,- .,1
and other knee-jerk sycophants ·:,.·
of the Democratic Party is that •. '-{
the boat left and they weren ' t on .:'.;
it.
:,. ~ I
Moreover, the Black popula,.. :·:< i
tion told us they can j u dge a, .. _,.
Black man on his own merits, '.:·':
without approval from th e.:.,·-:.,-;,
thought police.
.--;:..-.
The Black leaders, intellectu~. _:::
als and organizati ons· that- ~:
oppose d
Thomas
are
dangerously out of step with the ,,. •.•
rank and file of the Black popu- · -:
lation. They are being lead, not L
leading.
~:: 1)
R ank and file ];3lacks p u t -_,_,
Tho·mas on the Supreme Court.- • ., ::
They will eventually see through .,
the Whi te liberals an d their -'·, 1
Black flunkies.

. - ~ t:
. ~. '}i
J

.. ,~ J I

0106 N. Eucalyptus Avenue, Rialto, CA 92376

A cting li ke som ebody owes
them they keep coming back for
more. All those healthy people
n ot working Man, that makes
me real sore.
Some of them have fancy cars
an d other s dress bette r than
working f olk . The w a y
Gov ernment h a nds out my
money is really becoming a Big
Joke.

Established in January of 1973
T he Black Voice Newspaper Is a weekly published on Thursday by Hardy
Brown and Associates, P.O. Box 1S81, Riverside, California 92502. We may be
reached In Riverside at (714) 682· 6070 and In San Bernardino at (714) 889•0506.
The Black Voice News sells for 50¢ per copy. Subscription rate is $30 per year.
Out of state subscription Is $3S per year.
Adjudicated , a legal newspaper or general cln:ulatlon on July 8, 1974, case
number 108890 by the Superior Court of Riverside County.
T he objective of The Black Voice Newspaper is to communicate information to
all members of T he Inland Empire.
Stories published in the Black Voice News do not necessarily reffect the policies
nor the opinions orthe publishers.

Slime can sit in front of T.V.
watching those Soaps all day. If
you come by in January they'll
still be doing the same in May.

.,.-_ '.14.(i}t0:;~1t~,,if~1¥t24~•·,

· -, ·.-. Our ConutllllUtf>,., .,
, _, ,· Home BUY,erS ~
-".\:-,},., .

Claiming th at th ey don ;t ge t
enough Sorne:have started selling Grass'. Yo u wonder i f they
have any shame but Slime never
had any class.

can open aoors for yoa

,\

The Black Voice news is A audited by the Consumers Paper Veriffcatlon
Service. We have over 35,000 readers per week
T he Black Voice news is also a member of the West Coast Black Publishers
Association ( WCBPA) and the National Newspaper Publishers Association
(NNPA).
We reserve the r ight to edit or r ewrite all stories submitted for publication.

STAFF
Publishers .............................................................................Hardy & Cheryl Brown
Editor ..............................................................:.................................. Bllly Johnson Jr.
Book Review Editor ............................................................................Paulelte Brown
East Coast Editor ............................................................................Hardy Brown, Jr.
Assistant Editor Children's Features..................................................Regina Brown
Production Assistant ......................................................................S hawndl Johnson
Distribution ..........................................................................................Warren Carey
Advertisers should contact Cheryl Brown or Lucille Milo in Riverside at
(714) 682,6070 or in San Bernardino at (714) 889· 0506.

Slime will go buy new clothes
while their kids eat crumbs off a
rug. Then ask.why are their kids
h ard to handle and grow up to
be street Thugs.

At Cal Fed, we think that owning a home is a into your new house years sooner
you
right, not a privilege. Which is why we offer the ever dreamed possible.
Community Home Buyer's Program. An affordSo let the Cal Fed Community loan o~cer in
able fixed rate loan that features an especially
your area show you how simple buying a home
low down payment.
~
can be. The Community Ho,ne
And because we're making it
Buyer'sProgramatCalFed.
ere
easier to qualify, you could move CALIFORNIA FEDERAL BAN.~ our doors are wide open to evezyone.

Some keep having babies just to
stay on welfare. The kids grow
up wi thou t a fath er and the
Slime mothers don't even care.
It's the Fifteenth of the month
and they're out there buying
D ru gs . Always complaining
about social services and ain't
never paid taxes, the Slugs.
Never had any sense of respon-

. .....-............
~

,r
•'

CAL~ FED

Inland Empire

Orange County

(714) 989•7739 Ext. 243

(714) 835-9003 Ext. 382
(714) 990-2151 Ext. 223

:~ •
-:~•
, ..

_____________________________________. .•::,;

._

Loans may not be available on properties located outside of Cal Fed's service tenitories. Cal Fed reseives the right to change its lending
programs, practices and requirements at any time without notice.
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b2£,~lly Bridging The Gap To Health Care
and their protection through evenings or at night except in
here is disproportionately immunization against infections emergency rooms. The less
informed and educated, poor
more incidents of illegiti- diseases is far lower.
mate births, infant mortality,
Another problem of the and the disadvantaged, those in
drug mortality, drug addiction, American health care is its inac- need of care due to the many
illiteracy, cancer, crime, hyper- cessibility to many. This is entry points that result from a
tension and etc. among minori- demonstrated by long waiting fragmented medical care system
ties. Approximately 87 to 90 for the clients in doctor's offices all often because of the long
percent of the USA population and other care delivery facilities; delay an acute problem prois covered by some form of difficulties in getting appoint- gresses into a chronic problem
health insurance. The uninsured ment and admissions for elective resulting in a longer hospitalizapopulation consists of white as procedure; and low rate of uti- tion compared to those have easwell as minority citizens. The lization for the poor, African ier access to the system.
poor and the racial minorities Americans and other socially
Yet another critical problem
are affected more by poor health disadvantaged groups. Many is the cost of health care. A percare delivery. This group of the times physicians and hospitals son earning $5.00 an hour which
population lives are shorter, they are not accessible outside of the is approximately minimal wage,
have more chronic and debilitat- regular working week. Most of would have to work for approxiing illness; their infant and the time it is impossible to mately four days to pay for an
· maternal death rates are higher; obtain any medical care in the office examination, and tests.

T

ro

Obviously, without health insurance such medical charges
would be difficult to manage for
even a savings oriented hard
working person.
Low income people must be
targeted for increased health
education, screening and easier
access to health facilities for
prevention and treatment.

Health care is primarily, a
fee-for - service system, for the
privileged who can afford it. It
must become a right to every
one. A way out of this dilemma ,
is prevention and the path to ,·
prevention is health education or
awareness and screenings.

African - Americans health professionals at the Valley
Fellowship Church in Rialto will
be establishing an immunization
clinic, physical exam clinic,
cholesterol and B/P screening,
dental clinic and hearing speech
in the near future. Our goal is to
facilities better health care deliv-

ery.

,--------------------------------------, .. ,
I

Safety Tips To Keep The ·i
Dread Out Of Halloween ·:!
•

I

I
i

I

Pal Center Receives Grant F

or children, Halloween is a
night of fun and adventure,
but for parents it can be a time
of dread.
Center, PESI's training facility program for individuals ages 12
To keep this traditionally funrovisional Education in San Bernardino. According through 27.
filled night from becoming tragServices, Incorporated to PESI 's President, Dr. Mildred
U.S.
Department
of ic , the Greater Los Angeles
(PESI), a non-profit, 501-3C, Dalton Henry, Talent Search is a Education guidelines states that Chapter National Safety Council
tax - exempt corporation, has Trio program. The more famil- Talent Search is designed (1) to offers these tips on how to take
been awarded a three - year iar trio program, Upward identify qualified students with the hazard out of Halloween.
grant from the U.S. Department Bound, provides academic and potential for education at the
-Children's costumes should
of Education to operate "The counseling services students in post secondary level and to be large enough so that warm
Inland Empire Talent Search grades 7 through 12 and encourage such youths to com- clothing can be worn underProject" at the Provisional beyond, therefore it is a preven- plete secondary school and neath, yet short enough so that
Accelerated Learning (PAL) tion, intervention and recovery
they don't cause tripping. Shoes
continued on 8 -4 that make walking difficult
_°-_f_a_n_hri_·
_u-·s_c_an_c_~-u-se-foo_t_p_a-in_·_f_o_o_tw_e_a_r-in-o-r-th..:o:::p:::e:::d:....ic_s_h_o_e1should be avoided. . . . .
.
and de(ormity. It is wise to stores. One such model is the
- To enhance v1S1bihty, chilconsult your medical doctor or "Inlay Depth" shoe which has dren_ sho~ld wear costumes that
podiatrist in terms ofa diagnosis extra room in the toe area.
ar~ light m ~olor and are ~ov~red
and treatment recommendations.
Avoid wearing high heeled witb reflective tape. Their tnck. There are a number of ways shoes because they shift the or-trea! bags sh~uld also be covto keep your feet comfortable body weight into an unnatura erect with reflective tape.
and make walking less painful. position and increase pressure
-In th e event_ th at th ey get
In fact, many problems can be on the ball of the foot. Use lo t, you_n ger children should
alleviated with simple changes common sense when selecting h ve th eir name, address and
such as wearing different shoes footwear.
ph ne number attach~ to one of
or making modifications in the
Give your feet a weekly the le~veS, under their costume.
ones you already have;
treat. Soak them in epsom sa1ts
- Smee masks can block
Make sure your shoes (if you have diabetes check with
provide good ankle support as your doctor first) followed by a
well as a comfortable fit. A.pair brisk rub with your favorite foot
·· of running shoes 'is a good cream or lotion. Elevate your
choice because they provide feet when possible. Five to ten
support and cushioning for your minutes ·a day can make a
feet.
·
difference.
By rnest C.Levlster, Jr.,
If your feet are tender, look
Most foot problems can be !
M.D., F.A.C.P.
for a 'pair of shoes ..with sdft controlled by wearing the right \
soles, such as rubber or crepe or shoes and taking care of your
THOSE ACHING FEET
put inserts of rubber or foam feet.
into hard~soled,·shoes> Another . ' ·Dr. Levister welcomes reader
Dear Dr. Levister: I have a way to reduce pressure·· and mail . Your letter will be
severe case of artpritis in the friction on 'feet is by we~ring incorporated into the column as
·
·
space permits. You may direct
hands. Recently I have open-toed sandals.
Usually only people y.,ith your letters to Dr. Levister in
experienced foot pain. Any
words of comfort? A female in extreme deformities' require care of Voice News, P O Box
custom made shoes. Most 1581, Riverside, CA 92502.
distress
Dear Distressed: Many forms people can find suital;>le

P

look left, right and then left
again before crossing the street.
-Caution children not to eat
any treat before it can be
brought home to you for inspection. To curb their appetites, give
them a snack before they start
out. When they return, sort
through their treats and throw
away anything that looks questionable .
-Make sure your children
travel in familiar neighborhoods
and that they follow a designated
travel route with a definite return
time. Give them coins to call
home if any problems arise.
-Have your children travel
in a group and, if possible, keep
them from trick or treating after
dark.
"By applying these sensible
rules for their children's safety,"
notes Los Angeles Safety
Cc,uncil President Joseph M.
Kaplan, "parents can do much to
keep Halloween the happy holiday it was meant to be."

children's view of traffic, it is
better to have them disguise
their faces with non-toxic makeup. If they do wear masks,
instruct them to remove them

before they cross the street
-Teach children the rules of
pedestrian safety ,to walk on
sidewalks and not in the streets,
to stop at the curb or comer and
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The best tires
At the best price
& the best service

Guaranteecr

HOME&BODY

J ~en' pumpkin is tender, drain,
"iiiash well, and place mashed

y~llo~;';,~olo~~it,~611ftiy~;:;'.\:~,~:~~i~ i~oad~t;~J~:~ot~~j~
the:frui('.'and' vegetabl¢' ~up? Ih :i:®~riu~f Put pump~ through.a
. ,it eSJXi£i.~y !,i,p.p'.i,~rYJ~J~:lfi!l:~~ey~t i! 'Rece_ss~tr.· :rac~}r~ur
· and low :mcalones. ·lfcan be,cut ,<puree m· · freezer ·quahty
in .serving<'size :piec:es; :o~ed/>;,.~ntai.J,iers for later
You can
and served p]ain'pr:tfrrisfi''\vhll ia' fi?.Iso make other, pumpkin items
·.small amount _'o t bhtter·; or .·.. ~·~ch as jams. maqnala(J~s.
m argariii.e \ (pptj op.~1)} \ $~l f : J5reag~/ m uff!ns, coqk,ies; :j ce

use.

By Eunice T. WIiiiamson,
Home Economist University of California
Cooperative Extantison

!
I

~1!t1~~~~tll~!;~~t;•'>:~;:;;~rf~ciit.Ih~td~:a!~

I

· and ·use:;.1 rur~ recipes calUng,/Jpe pupipk.in s.eedsyt!1oroughly.
for canned·
Prain')l'.nd spreacf.them i,ri a

ptim.pk.int\to rri~e-

~j~~~i!~~t~

~~ir!'e~:f:fii~:;J:slM
:U.}~~if

: {!;i,4f!~ifuecnt~-: ,.
:se~s. a.rid. s.rringy P9rtiob:~;];;gµ{: \yi;:q1~d leave thetp' to 'ary'~for
QUESTION: What is · the irito"~:rn;~ll';~Itce~;{~¥J!tfi~tlBtf .,.,.2il~P; wi.li.ti!.~S. ,iJ~ff:,~s~:rP}e
nutritional _value of pumpkin?
rind. ·..Cook, :covered;":m' a ; sm.aU \ pyentbeat to .40 degreesF'{ dot

rot:;~,u~:"y~~~ l:~'.i~

-,

;:~!i:1i:?ftlfif?~~!9!1(~titf;f/t!

lantern after Hallo.w een? The . ,watery 'vegetaole~,:.'a ,,large''..:Jtlie; oven, spnpJ<le;w1tll Sl,U{;;c.<>oJ
pi.Im pkin is one of the "d~ep . arhouniof w~t,~r°is ·~desi~~1e; ;, and serye:' ; ·,;:'.:''(' ·.·•··•· , .. . , .

''James White, President
The best prices on the
best tires with the best service guaranteed ? Its all at
my Goodyear Certified Auto
Service Centers.

lube, filter and oil change is
free.
So the next time your
car needs tires service or
repair - Come see us.

We will beat anyone's
price on Goodyear tires and
our Certified Mechanics will
have your car ready at the
time promised or you next

r$6-----------------,r-----------------,
9,
15
Goodyear Certified Auto Service Centers Inland Empire Tire, Inc

'

'

- - Straight Talk

Dear "Sign

Charolette Lewis

Dea Charolette:

followers or about the CIA.
However, what you can look at
is the fact that gangs often make
the news when they do
something
when they
take the
e to help
feed their
i
d pay the
rent. You can
o look at the
fact that whe you have your
son, by signi
im up with the
fact that wh
ou have your
son, by sigmng him up with
your gang you may be signing
his death warrant. If you had
the choice, would you want him
· to Sign up or Grow up???

You may
ht, that people
need to know
about gangs
and understand that in some
neighborhoods joining a gang is
expected, not only by your
friends but often by your family
as well. I won't dispute with
you about Robin Hood's Ji..
•··- -·..-#.. --........ _____ __,..._,. ..... ... ,........................

I
I
I
I

Service
Includes:
Replace pads an<I shoes

95 •
•
•

per axel
Brak• Special •

II II $

includes:
I
.88 ,Offer
Drain oil & replace up to 5 qt1/30WI. I

Repack bearings on non drive axles
Resurface/drums/rotors
Inspect calipers, Wheel Cyllnd •rs &
hydraulics
Adjust and road Int

•

I I
.
I I
,
I I _,..,. ..,,.,_....,., •
.J I Lube Oil • FIiter

FREE • 12 pt. vehicle Inspection
FREE • 4 tire rotation
Install new tilter
Lubrlcat1 chassl1

L----------------- ~----------------.see'us
2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU COME
•

• ••

TODAY

i

.

3553 Merrill Ave
Riverside CA 92506

1-800-69-TI RE1

.

-

ASK ABOUT OUR
NATIONWIDE
SEVICE WARRANTV
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Business Profile: Photographic Images

:C

technical, ethical and business custom service. We don't photocompetence. As a C.P.P. she is graph everyone the same way.
committed to continuing educa- We consul t wi th our clients
tion and to submitting to period- be foreh and to find out what
ic evaluation.
they're wanting from the portrait
She is actively involved in the session and to make sure we
photographic industry holding have their confide nce we ' re
memberships in International going to do an excellent job for
Professional Photographers them . It ' s not just a ' pictu re'
Guild,
Professional ', they want .it 's also the experiPhotographers of America, Inc., ence. They want to feel special
Professional Photographers of while they 're having it done,
California, Inland Empire and that's our goal to give them
Professional Photographers, and that special treatment."
British
Photographers
Though the s tudio cove rs
Association. She has won sever- many areas of photography, it
al awards for her photographic has become known for it's speexcellence, and has been select- cialty portraits of women and
ed to panicipate in an exhibit in children.
the International Photography
" Our clients bring their chilHall of Fame and Museum in dren to us because we take time
Oklahoma City.
wi th them and we make the ses" I love photography-I love sions fun. We're known for our
working with clients and design- patience and the ways we photoing with them a portrait they are graph children. We also take a
: Joan Wooten
going to love and cherish forev- different approach with our porer.
The main thing we offer is traits of women. There are many
• Maker Photography Studio in
: Moreno Valley. Their studio
• covers many areas of photography: children and family por'. traits, pets, weddings, commer: cial, business, special events.
• "About the only thing we don't
: do is passpon photos ."
: Mrs. Wooten has been active1y involved in photography fo r
r more than 15 years, and has
~ operated professionally for the
last ten. She is of a select group
., of photographers who hav e
, re ceiv ed ce rtification status
: throu gh
Profess ional
• Photographers of America, Inc.
Rosie Hamlin, was 15 when she wrote "Angel Baby" a song recently recorded by
She earned this distinction after another artist. In the process of re-releasing her song Hamlin of Rosie and th e
meeting ri gorous requirements Orlglnals, Is a recovering drug and alcohol abuser. A movie Is being made of her
life. Hear all about It on the Winner's Circle with host Cheryl Brown, Tuesday, 10
designed to qualify her artis tic, am or Thursday at 2 pm. on KCSB Channel 3 San Bernardino.

ing to members of the community to help w ith their annual
Teddy Bear Toy Drive, from
now through November. They're
collecting brand new teddy
bears to donate to the Shriner's
Hospital and a domes tic violence shelter in the Inl and
Empire. In return for the teddy
bear, they are giving a certificate
good for one of their children
portrait sessions, They are sponsoring a " Bear Hugs" photographic exhibit in the Moreno
Valley Library October 15-31.
The studio also does fund raisers
for churches and other organizations.

places today that offer the popular "makeover" photo sessions.
We go beyond that. We design
the look the customer desires
and we also aim to enhance the
inner beauty as well."
Another specialty Joan is currently expanding on is her black
and white portrait art. By using
various artistry techniques as
toning and hand coloring on
black and white portraits, she is
able to create something unique
for her clients' home and office
decor. She has found their
requests for black and white
portraits increasing.
The Image Maker is appeal-

ertified Professional
Photographer (CPP) Joan
. Wooten and her husband Keith,
,' own and operate The Image
~

Where does The Image
Maker plan to go from here?
"Well, we plan to expand, and to
get our departments more specialized to be able to offer our
clients even better service to fulfill their photographic desires.
We plan to get more involved in
the community, also. "We invite
you to come visit us, or call us
for information." The studio is
located at 24715-D Sunnymead
Blvd. in Hall Square, and is
open Tues 10-7, Wed-Fri 10-5
and Saturday 10-3. Their phone
number is (714) 924-3534.

Up And Coming Fashion
Designer Displays Work

.

After college, he continued his
education in Rome, Italy and
Paris, France where he modeled
for Jean-Paul Gaultier. He
presently resides in Riverside,
and fellowships at Harvest
Christian Center.
Seton-Joseph will be showing
his Fall Collection on Saturday,
October 26, 1991 at the Camelot
Inn in Downtown Riverside .
His show will display the ultimate in high-fashion for men
and women in bright colors covered in textures of black and
bronze. For further info., contact Mrs. Dorothy William s-:
(714) 784-10245.
\ -

Seton-Joseph of Riverstde, is
making the first step to becoming one of America's hottest
couturier. At age 23, he has
received several awards for his
unique ability to design for
today, tomorrow and forever.
Just recently, Seton-Joseph has
been selected one o f five top
designers to represent the westcoast in the Black Expo
Extravaganza in Los Angeles,
California.
Mr. Joseph graduated from
Ramona High School in
Riverside; went to the Fashion
Institute of Design and mercha_nd is ing o f L os Angel es,

Seton-Joseph

Business1Directory
..
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(714) 684-0484

Telephone 171 4) 881 -1683
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Attorney at Law

(111/

~

VVoman to · vvoman

~ \10 '
4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 683-1777

M - F 9:00 to 6:00
Sat. 9 · 3:00

(111/

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Medical Group

13dty '51,..,,1 'b..n;,f,, .,ff, 1)_
Diplomat• of Americon Bo.id

LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS
GO LF BAG · LUGGAGE REPAIR
AND SHOES HINE PARLO R
522 5 Canyon Crest Or. No.79

!].,., 'b..nl,y.2(,.,f,C,, .,If , 2:)
D1plcmate ol Amencan Board
Of Obstetncs ond Gyn«ology

Of Obstetrcs •nd Gyn«ology

Offa Hours
B y Appoinrment

n ,versid e. CA 9 2 507

SAM LEE

249 E Hi!t>Jand

Sa1 & Eve Ava1la~le

S.n Bem.vd,no. CA 92404
,;
I'

NEW TRENDS

SHEILA sroKEs. HAIR S'ITLIST

Salon (714)875-1581
Home (714) 864-4 769

~%0~

A Cut Above Hair Salon
"With You In Mind"
5665 Van Buren Blvd, Ste C
Riverside, CA 92503

IRetouch Relaxers
1wet Set
wave Nouveau
1

f
~-

ASK FOR:

$10 off

I
I We now offer Sebastian &
I
1Full Set Of Nai ls
.Nails (Fills)
LFree Des ign
- - - - -

$15.99

$10.99
-

-

-

;),·- - -~ ~M~O_N_l~C""."A_,_G_E~N-IA_,_R_A_c_H_E_L
_ _ _ _....._l!!!;;;;;;;;!!;!~ ~ ~B~ri~ng~ A~d~F!!o!!
r !!!
D!!
is;;;;c;;;;
ou!!!!n!l!!!!t~.

-

·-·- ·- --- -- ;;
)
EBONY
CREST SALON
NAIL ~ !~~e:ic ,AN

I
I
I

NE:xus
~ '

I

. (714)352-9236
ALL BRAIDS & WEAVING SERVICES 1/2 OFF

.- · - ---·-- - -

696 North "D" Street Suite 1
San Bernardino, CA 92401
(714) 888-5579

I
I
I

$29
$18

.&
V

R IVERSIOE. CA 92S06
(7 1<l) 6 8 6 - 1290

~

.Fish Skillet
3483 Arlingto n Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506

Shrimp - Catfish
Sole Trout

(714) 276-0747

Catfish
Shrimp
Hushp uppies

Free Pie With
Any Purchase
Se lections: Bucket of Fish or
Sole
2 Super Diners

Snap p er
Peac h Cobble r

Trout
Sweer Potato Pie

Attorney At Law

fl()

(.J"t
Specializing in African-American Art

,

-

ByAppo1n1men10n1y

P.O. Box 70163

(714) 683-1777

4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501

(714) 68~8398

=~~~~:. .:-~:... J_!d__1:. .

3c
_a1
_i_
r _ _ _ _ _ _ _Al_1_
·e1·_a_&
_H
_o.:~:.:.i:.:rrd:.:
ec::.::r.e~
s:. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~

IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL

Owner

;f. -~'
¥£9i:

880 W. RIALTO AVE.
RIA LTO, CA 92376
BUS. (714) 875-1140
RES. (7U ) 820-4840

MBE
Lie. 8 & C-33 f,463976

WEOGCOR STEEL BUILDINGS SYSTEM D/5rRIBUTOR

'

f 7 14 J 7 ~ 4-0 7 2 9

-"'~

"Quality First"

~;i'""C' n ~,,-k -"f'c,,k:, /";,- fr.-,cl/ J
Ads • Stationery • Logos • Printing • Graphics
Brochures • Design • Layouts • Camera-Ready Art
Calligraphy • Photography • Copy Writing • Illustration

..~}. ~

LEWIS & CLARK Construction I

1535 UNIVERSITY AVE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(714) 684-2467
JOSEPH L. HIGGINS, PROP

Full Service Advertising Art

Dr. E. Lewis Clark

Financial ~istance Availab1e

v,,,.,

DIRECTIONS IN ART

,-I

Room Additions/Custom Homes

~

~ "c;~:,~~ee Jeter.

If you don't see it ask the manager:~

g
o1..ee Otte/ty

- 11 CO

I
I
I
.J

Speclal
Lunch $1.99

:

Albert Johnson Jr.

Jot's S1-r J!;ghl Birber Shop
7028 M AGNOLIA AVE .

1

Attorney at Law

.---COUPON--,

Gogi's Beauty Salon
139 West Foothill Blvd.
_R ialto, CA 92376

Otis L. Jones

Beaut y Salon
1090 w. Hig hland Aue. #3
San Bern ardino, CA
(714 )8 83-7606

Specializing In Black Hair Care
Appointments & Walk-ins

Ham , Roast Beef, Pastrami~
j'
Corned Beef
Poor Richards Product~:'
•
I
available at Stater Bros., Price:
Club, PACE, Vons, Lucky's ~ :
Food For Less,
:::

'~"-''~~
,,~

-:?'

'ECIALi ZING iN:.-: .;.:'±_ti

. ',i~:\Al.(':/Z:; '- ,.:<~·i/\:/
~t ,.,,AP,Ple

,-;~e\)erry

. ~tir;~~

Bertha's Beauty
' Salon & Boutique
Wave Nouveau & Lustra Curls $10 OFF
Wonder Curl & perma ent Relaxers $5 OFF
Men - Women - Children
'~

1338 Massachusetts Ave. , Riverside
:;
Near K-mart Shopping Center on Iowa : ~
Be rtha's Introduces
:;
INTRODUCING · Meya !!!
Specializing in Finger Waving, $25" ?Jliit i
up, Press and curl, $30, Shampoo an4
Blow -dry .
Call For Your Appointment
(714) 682-1338
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Mentoring Program For African
Americans
At
UCLA
_C

aiifomia Librians Black
\
Caucus And UCLA
;-- Form Mentoring Program For
African-Americans.
The California Librarians
· Black Caucus (CLBC) of
Greater Los Angeles and the
, UCLA Graduate School of
:'~Library and Informative Science
· (GSLIS) have formed a mentor
Cb
.
'
. program to increase the number
• ,of African-Americans recruited
•~ into the library profession.
-;~ The California Librarians
; ; Black Caucus/UCLA Mentor
1
• Program was formed as a result
., of a project sponsored by CLBC
/ and GSLIC with a grant from
t,~ the California State Library. Its
' primary purpose is to expose tallt
.
A mencan
.
. d'1- ente d Afncan10
:,,,.: victuals to the field of library

encourage them to pursue the
Master of Library Science
(i\.1LS) degree at GSLIS.
In addition to the preparation
of a handbook and the establishment of the Program, CLBC and
GSLIS held a series of workshops to further the goals of the
Program. The workshops we·re
offered to enlist the support of
library directors and college
career counseling directors in
Southern California. The workshops culminated in a training
session for 20 CLBC members
to prepare them for mentoring
selected African-Americans
interested in library and information and science careers.
Through the support of local
information professionals and
their institutions, the Mentor

prospective and enrolled students' awareness of the profession and its career possibilities,
(2)
encourage
AfricanAmericans to enter and complete the GSLIS program, and
(3) utilize practicing information
professionals in recruiting,
retaining, and mentoring
prospective and enrolled
African-Americans students.
"The library profession's
ability to serve the community is
judged partly on its ability to
attract qualified candidates to
the profession," said Beverly
Lynch, dean of the UCLA
GSLIS. "We in the library community are concerned about the
shortage of African-American
librarians and we are developing
aggressive programs to ' reach

1

American students and bring
them into the profession."
CLBC and GSLIS will share
responsibilities in administering,
promoting, and monitoring the
program. The program will pair
professional, practicing AfricanAmerican librarians with
African-American students
enrolled at GSLIS and with
African-Americans interested in
the career opportunities in the
library and information science
profession. Through the Mentor
Program, CLBC and GSLIC
hope to reach out to talented
African-Americans, make them
aware of the many career
options available in library and
information science, and help
them to reach their academic
and career goals.

THE PAJAMA JAM!
NEW LINE CINEMAl'resaltsAJACKSON/McHENRY Pnxlom.AFilm 1rtDOUG ;n1 GEORGE" KIO 'NPlAY
"HOUSE PARTY 2" RJLLFORCE TISHA CAMPBELL IMAN QUEEN lATIFAH
niMARTIN LAWRENCE as "BllAL" -=:REGINALD HUDLIN ~!llSlYCUNDIEFF
S-0:RUSlY CUNOIEffilll DARYL G.NICKENS "C":DOUG McHENRY;n1 GEORGE JACKSON •
IRl~~-&-7
CD~
- -- - ---- - MCAl###@#,j..f NEW LINE C1NFJ1A
•

Dukes Joins Cal State University SB Advisory Board

:I v

Since 1977, this new
specific types of advice might
ivian Nash Dukes, vice include the academic and train- Advisory Board member has
president and' senior ing needs of the community and been responsible for the impie1 urban planner of Dukes-Dukes
various development concerns.
mentation and management of
all consulting and development
•1
and Associates , Inc. , is contributing professional expertise
projects at Dukes-Dukes and
as a new member of the i
Associates, Inc. She also serves
Advisory Board at California
as executive officer/supervising
State
University,
San
project manager for Four
'· Bernardino.
Seasons Management Company.
L Dukes joins a group of civic
Prior to these positions,
b leaders who offer a community
Dukes served as a special con~ perspective on a broad variety of
sultant to the California
;: issues affecting the operation
Conservation Corps, worked as
· and future development of Cal
the development manager for
: _ State. According to Dr. Juan
the City of Inglewood, CA, and
:""'Gonzalez, assistant to the presiwas employed as a project
( {dent, "The university Advisory
supervisor for the City of
Inglewood's Redevelopment
Board is our primary means of
'. gathering advice of prominent
Agency. She holds a master's
1
- community leaders regarding
degree in urban and regional
:, our,goals." Gonzalez notes that
.J
planning from the University of
Vivian Nash Dukes

•

iffe

I'
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Southern California and earned
her undergraduate degree in liberal arts from the University of
Redlands.
Dukes is a member of the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
and the Black American
Political Association of
California and is a life member
of the National Council of
Negro Women. She is the recipient of the League of Women
Voters Citizen of Achievement
Award, served on the San
Bernardino General Plan Update
committee and is a member of
the California Senate Rules
Committee on Cost Control in
State Government.

STARTS WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23RD

mCHINESEmx

~,ODEON mx ~,CINEPLEX ODEON
CINEMA
CENTURY PlAZA
*WESTWOOD
CINEMAS .

MANN

*HOLLYWOOD
1213) 464-8111

1213) 2011-4575

CALL THEATIIE FOR SHOWTIMES
$2.00 park1rl9 1/ 2 block south after
S·OO p m daity, all day Sat and Sun.

•CENTURY CITY

CAU THEATIIE
FOR SHOWTIMES

~,CINEPLEX ODEON
UNIVERSAL CITY CINEMAS

1213) 553-4291
CALL THEATIIE FOR SHOWTIMES

CD* MANN CRITERION

lBX

SANTA MONICA
1213) 395-1599

*UNIVERSAL CITY· 18181508-0588

- - ·-

CAU THEATIIE FOR SHOWTIMES

CALI. THEATIIE FOR SHOWTIMES
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c.Busi.ness Directory
BROW

MOSES FERRELL GENERAL

Deal Direct With
Builder not a
sales-man.

Marcille's Hair Design
5922 Magnolia, Riverside

Afrocentt'ic Books and Literature

#513831.

CONTRACTOR LIC

BOOKS

We Offer.
Blow styles, precision cuts, press & curl, curls,
retouches, cellophanes, weaves & braids
Call for an A intment: 684-2710

1583 West Baseline
San Bernardino, California

.--.--

MARLA'S
MEMORY LANE
• Proms
2313 E. Philadelphia
Suite P
Ontario, CA 91761
(714) 923-3418
FAX 947-7932

Com plete
service from
Planning to
Final Clean
Up.

23741 G SUNNYMF.AD BL VO.
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92388
714/242-3414

• Corporate Accounts
• Body Guard & RN Available

-ef'~
../-«,e,.:#~

Presents

• Visa/ Mastercard
American Express

13ar-13-0ue With Soul!
Quality Work at Competitive
Prices also General Home Repairs.

CALL 682-6070
TO SUBSCRIBE

6ram•s Mission 13ar-13-0ue
13uy l Chicken
()inners
3rd ()inner Free

Indulge Yourself
With No
Restrictions
+tax

Summer
Super Saver
Rate

SUBSCRIBE
An Expression In
African American
Art And Fashions
Saturday, November
2, 1991 from 12 noon .
to 6:00 pm
Location: 10895
Bennett Drive
Fontana, California
Home of Rose & Bill
CQllier

Swim , dine, shop, and relax at the Radisson
Plaza Hotel and Golf Course in Manhattan
Beach, o ne o f Southern California's liveliest and
most fun-filled communities. Located on 27
landscaped acres. this beautiful hotel is reaso n
alone to escape and unwind, featuring:

•
•

380 spacious guest rooms and suites
Fully equipped health club, heated
swimming pool, whirlpool, and sauna

•
•

Our own Executive Par 3 Golf Course
Shopping next door at Manhattan
Village Mall

•

*

•

Fine dining and outdoor casual dining in
our restaurants
The beach -

a quick shuttle ride away

No restrlctlons! Rate good Thurs.-Sun. only.
Plus tax.

1400 Parkview Avenue
Manhattan Beach , CA 90266
(21 3) 546-75 11 • (800) 333-333 3

E~.t

Monday:

nna Mayfield's Blues Review
Blues Guest Stars

Tuesday:
Thursday:

Singers Showcase
New Beginnings in Jazz
featuring grammar school to
ccllege age students

Saturday:

. ~~1Uhf
11t,oa

Marla's Jazz Champagne Brunch

Friday &

~

Featured Guest

Trust Your Hair To The
One's Who Care
Hair Care Coiffures
Relaxers, Wave Nouveaus, Curls, Texturizen,
Press &; Curl Wraps, Weaving, Braids, Manicuring an<I
1
Pedicuring Services

•Open 7 days a week
•-4-4am - -4-4pm
•Call for caterin!? p-arties
(7-44,7SZ- SZ-4g
'

per roe
per night

Sunday:

6r-am's Mission
3fi4fi 7th St.,
111.ivenide

•6umbo
•6izzards
•Chitterlin!?S
•Peach Sc Apple
Cobbler
•Southern Ve!?e table Assortment

$69

2323 W. Martin Luther King Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA.
(213)294-8430

25% Off

e~

ld,11,ltJ~e,,,u,

(714)782-8711
Tues. - SaL 9 • 6 p.m.

3953 Beatty Dr.
Riverside, CA
92506

7H~()~~

Hair Stylists Needed
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Boutique
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Petite Tall and Large Sizes
*Better Brand Names
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Designer Fashions Below Wholesale Prices

~

Main & Carter Business Center
1045 Main St. Suite 102, Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 781-6681 (714) 788-9667
Evelyn*Lena*Yvonne*Dorena ready to serve you!
Store Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 10:00 AJL-5:30 PK

Religion
CHURCH DIRECTORY • 'N EWS • E VENTS
The Black Voice-News
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Mt. Calvary Missionary Baptist
5476 34th Street
Rubidoux, CA
(714) 684-6480
SlDlday Services
9:45 Sunday School
10:45 Morning Worship
5:00B.T.U.
6:00 Evening Worship

Non Denominational

RiYerside Christian Family
Fellowship
1385 W. Blaine
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 684-9160
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr.

Life Changing Mmistries
5395 N. 'F' Street
San Bernardino, CA 92407
(714) 381-4885
(see ad for services)

Pastor

Sunday Service
Victory Celebration 10:00 am.

Mt. Moriah Baptist
18991 Marioposa St.
Riverside, CA 92508
Rev. James M. Hardy - Pastor
(714) 780-2240
SlDlday Service
9:00 Prayer of Consecration
9:30 Sunday School
10:45 Devotion & Worship
5:30 BYPU (1st)
6:00 Evening

San Bernardino
Methodist

Allen Chapel AME Church
8405 Maple
San Bernardino, CA 92410
St. Paul AME Church
1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 887-1718
(see ad for services)

N•w Joy Baptist Church
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church

Baptist

4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside,CA
(see ad for services)

Bethesda Misswnary Baptist
Church
1356 N. Mt Vernon Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Rev. Donald Osborne
Sunday Service
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Worship Hour

Park Annue Baptist Church

1910 PeMsylvania Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. Campbell, Pastor
(714) 684-8782
Sunday Service
9:20 Round Table Prayer
9:30 Sunday school
11:00 Morning Worship
6:00 Baptist Training Union
7:30 Evening Worship

Baptist
Community Baptist Church
"Come Let Us Reason Together"
15854 Carter St., Fontana, CA
350-9646
'. .
Sunday Services
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
B.T.U. 5:00 p.m.
Prayer and Bible Study Wed.
7:00p.m.

Apostolic I Pentecostal
lighthouse Full Gospel Church
3153 N. Macy
San Bernardino, CA
(714) 887-1227 / 887-3809
Rev. Joel Steward
(see ad for services)

Seventh Day Adventist
Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA
7347 Juniper Ave.
Fontana, Ca
(714) 822-4349

Fonlana I RiaUo

Seventh Day Adventist
Valley Fellowship SDA
275 E. Grove St. Ave
Rialto, CA 92376
(714) 874-5851
Non Denominational

Methodist
Bethel AME
1626 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(714) 350-9401
Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor

Freedom Of Religion
Your Constitutional Right

· Mt. Olive Baptist Church
2110 Ogden St
San Bernardino, CA 92405
(714) 887-4864
Order of Service
Sunday School - 10 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study/
Prayer Meeting - 7 p.m.

6:00 Service for Praise

(Sunday Evening Workshop)
7:45 Wednesday Bible Study
SL John Baptist
2433 10th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. C. James, Pastor
(714) 784-0000
Sunday Services
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship
6:00 Evening Service

Church Of Godin Christ
Refreshing Spring Temple
2883 7th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 784-0860
Pastor: Rev. F.E. Knight
Sunday School - 9:20
Morning Service - 11:15
Evening Service - 6:30
Bible Study Wednesday Nights' at
7:30 & activities for the children.
Seventh Day Adventist
Kansas Ave. SDA Church
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, 'CA 92507
(714) 682-9810
Anthony Pascall, Paster
Saturday Service
9: 15 • Song Service
9:30 - Sabbath School
11:00 - Church Service
4:00 _Adventist Youth Services
Mid-Week Service
7:00 _Wednesday Evening
Youth Bible Service
7:30 - Friday Evening

New Hope Baptist, S.B.
1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor
(714) 887-2526 Church
Sunday Services
8:00 Morning Worship
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Morning Worship
5:30B.T.U.
7:00 Evening Service
Nursery Services Provided

Baptist
New Life Missionary Baptist
Church
1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
San Bernardino, CA
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor
Services
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service
11:00am.
Sunday-Children's Church
11:00a.m.
Monday-Choir Rehearsal
7:00p.m.
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible
Study 6:30 p.m. 1st & 3rd
Wednesday Mission Meeting
6:01 p.m.
Thursday Prayer & _Praise
Service 7:00 p.m.
Radio Broadcast
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial
Saturday 1:00-2:00 p.m.

Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church
5530 34th Street
Rubidoux, California
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 1355
Riverside, CA 92502
(714) 686-1580
Elder James D. Dew, Pastor
Satw-day Services
9:15 Song Service
9:30 Sabbath School
11:00 Church Service
5:00 Adventist Youth Service

Tempk Missionary Baptist Church
1583 Union Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 888-2038

Apostolic/Pentecostal

l

··

\Vorship :\t The Church Of Your Choice

Ephesian New Testament
16286 Foothilll Blvd.
Fontana, CA
Rev. Emory James, Pastor
(714) 823-3400
KPRO 1570AM
(see ad for services)

Baptist

.RedZarzds

Baptist
_
Second Baptist, Redlands
420 East Stuart Ave.
Redlands, CA 92374
Rev. A. Green, Pastor
(714) 793-1074 .
· Sunday Worship
,
' 9: 15 A.M . - Church School
10:30 A.M . - Morning Worship

New Hope Baptist - Perris
19320 Spaulding
Perris, CA 92370
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor
(714) 780-7110
Sunday Services
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship
11 :00 Sunday Worship
Rev. Dr. H.H. Hubbard Pastor

.)

)

1

(Temporary Location)

Hunt Park-Renck Center
4015 Jackson St.
Riverside, CA
Mailing Address
P.O. Box 8282
Moreno Valley, CA 92388
(714)780-5924 or 780-4539.

1355 W. 21st Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Sunday Worship Service11 a.m

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study-

9:30 a.m.-School of Wisdom_
11 :00 a.m.- Morning Worship

7p.m.

Dr. E. Jones -

· Pastor from Compton, CA
- -·-- ..,

ALLEN CHAPEL A.M.E.

16888 Baseline A venue
Fontana, CA 92336
(714) 899-0777

CHURCH
4009 Locust Street
(comer of Locust & 10th Street)

Riverside, Califomia 92501
Church (714) 689-9406

Manse. (714)683-2635

SUNDAY WORSHlL" LOCATION:
E T/WANDA HIGH SCHOOL
13500 Victoria Avenue
Rancho Cucc!_monga, CA
Chuck Singleton
Senior Pastor

Praise Celebration
9 a.m.
Cathedral Worship
11 a.m.
Baptism Service
7:30 p.m.
held at Fontana location
The Great Family Assembly 6 p.m.

·•

Rev. J. Curtis Foster Jr•
Pastor

Subscribe To the Voice Today
AMOS TEMPLE C~,1E

271911th Street
(714) 683-1567

Worship Services
Morning Worship ....... . . . • 8:00 a.m.

Sunday School. . . . .. .... . .. 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . ...... . . 11 :00 a.m,
.
Prayer and Bible Study
·Wednesday ... . . .... . .... . . 6':30 p.m.

Rev. Washington, Pastor

(714)787-0678

_CJ, -

Services Held At:
Kansas Avenue S.D.A Church
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA
WORSHIP SERVICES
SUNDAY :
Sunday School - 9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship -10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship - 6:00 p.m.
TUESDAY: ,
Prayer Meeting And Bible

Study - 7:00 p.m.

"Everyone ls We~ome" .

Life Changing
Ministries
"Bible Teaching Church"

Bethel A.M.E. Church
1626 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(714)350-9401

Sunday Services
5395 N. 'F' Street
San Bernardino, CA 92407
(71 4)882-3277

Pastor Reginald Woods

Sunday Services-9 & 10:45 a.m.
Wed. Night Bible Study - 7:00 pm.·

Valley Fellowship
Church of Seventh-day
Adventist

Weekly Events:
Saturday
Sabbath School--9:00 a.m.
Divine worshlp--11 :ooa.m.
Wednesday
Free Hot Meals--5:00 p.m.
Bible Stud --7:00 .m.

Sunday Service 10:45 AM .
Sunday School 9 :00 AM .
Women In Prayer
After Sunday
Service
Prayer Meeting
Wednesday
7:00 P.M.
Bible Study
Wednesday
7:30 F>.M.
Morris A. Buchanan, Pas~or

Second Baptist Church
2911 Ninth Street
Riverside, CA 92502
(714) 684-7532
Pastor T Ellsworth Gantt, ll

275 East Grove
Rialto, CA 92376, (714) 874-51 52

James R. Doggette Sr.,
Pastor

Sunday Services
Sunday School
Devotional Services
Nursery Opened
Bible Study
Prayer Services

f

i

Sunday School ... · · · · 9:30 A.M.
Worship Service . • • • .11:00 A.M.
YPD Meeting
2nd and 4th Sunday Afternoon
Wednesday
Prayer Meeting . . • • • · · 7:00 P .M. ')
Bible Study ...... 7:30-8:30 P .M. 1

~ JOY BAPTIST ClflfJl

~

-

"nday' School - 9:45 am.
Morning Services 8 & 11:00 am.
Evening Service - 7:00 p.m.
Wed. Night Prayer - 6:30 p.m.
Wed. Night Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Bro. Raymond W. Turner, Pastor

Perris Seventh Day Adventist
5th Street SDA
300 E. 5th Street
Perris, CA 92370
Pastor Jesse Wilson
(714) 657-2798
Saturday Service
9:30 Sabbath School
11 :00 Morning Worship
4:00 Adventist Youth Program

r St. Paul A.M.E. Church

SERVICE TIMES:

Mt. Rose Mission Baptist
Church
1457 N. Mt. Vernon
Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris
Sunday Service
Morning Worship 11 :00

Perris I Moreno Valley
Sevenlh Day Adventist

Loveland
16888 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92336
(714) 899-0777
Church Singleton, Senior Pastor
(see ad for services)

Come And See M. B. Church

(714)887-1718

Macedonia Baptist Church
2042 N. State St.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 887-2138
Sunday - 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship - 10:45 a.m.
Wednesday Worship Service
7:30p.m.
Come Over To Macedonia And
Help Us! - Acts 16:9
Rev. C.A. Simpson, Pastor

s,cond Baptist Church
2911 9th Street
(714) 684-7532
Sunday Services
9: 15 Sunday School
10:15 Devotional Services
10:15 Morning Worship

Riverside Faith Ttmpk
2355 PeMsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
Revs. J. & B. Sims, Pastors
(714) 788-0170
Sunday Services
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship
6:30 Evening Worship

Non Denominational

Thursday, October 241 1991

9:15A.M.
10:lSA.M.
10:15 A.M.

Pastor T Ellsworth Gantt, n

7:45 P.M. Wednesday
7:00 P.M. Wednesday

w
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Sori-Rise Hosts ''Debutantes For Christ" Ball

RELIGIOUS BRIEFS
LIFE CHANING MINISTRIES SPONSORS
''YOUNG CHRISTIAN MISS" DEDICATION BALL
Six young ladies from the Inland Empire will be presented in
dedication to God's service at the 1991 "Young Christian Miss"
·Dedication Ball at Life Changing Ministries, 5395 North F Street in San
Bernardino Saturday, October 26.
This formal affair is a celebration which symbolizes a blossoming out
in their spiritual life and an outward declaration of their dedication to
the lifestyles and principles of the Word of God.
The public is invited to cbme
out and support these youth of our
?,
community in this celebration{ Tickets are available for $10 through the
church office at Life Changing'Minisaies or call (714)882-3277.
: t~

LOVELANinfsn;rJJTE OF THEOLOGY

EXTE~Ts10N·sEMINARY

Do you seek more kno~ l ,t >~ ' ' · "";'')bi ?tBeginning October 29th,
Loveland will offef§!?Yl'Sf?.~
"H" '· nd and enjoy the Bible.
Courses offered
V
-Old Testam6nt Surve
evelopment - 4-6 p.m.

are:

ev~r~~=;;;:; ~13
9 p.m. ev~i:ra{~>:~ ,f ~~),);)*
For registration· irrforttj~t.io , .,,t?\<,t fahPastor Eugene Jones at
(714)829-2032.
. .,, . •
'"'"'<!9-~

HALLELUJAH CELEBRATION
Join Loveland for the Chirstian alternative to Halloween. The
celebration will be held at 16888 Baseline Ave., comer of Sierra and
Baseline, Thursday, October 31st from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. and Friday,
Nov. 1st from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Children are encouraged to dress up as Moses, John the Baptist, a
vrophet, prophetess or any other people of the Biote:; There will be
enty of rides, game booths and food booth_s__for all. to enjoy. Everyone
invited to come and have a; Hallelujah. good,:_time. For more
~ fonnation, contact Alice Wilson at (7,14)8:29-2032: · .,, · ·

,bf•.~ ·".-/:t:"· -~f:r;i~':::Jf::··.· ~ _.,;(_:~.
NEWiHOPE SPONSORS? ·
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M,I ~ STEl!:'J ERO~ .;; ·RREL AND

LIGHTI:IQUSE'.MASS:CHOIR'IN CONCERT

!i~~~~r~tt~;e~:rrJj~} £t~~~~~~!~;s;~~~~~d~:~;~~:t:~;t~
alifornia "War on Crack
Tour'.'. Saturday,
November
2. at 7 p.m.
I
.. •·.
.
.. ,
I The concert wiU :lxf held atNictor Valley' College Performing Ans
<!enter, 18422 Bear'Valley Road: Victorville; CA. Concen will also
f~ture Vocalist Jackie Terry and Contemporary Gospel's, " Life."
I Tickets are $7 in advance and $8 after October 15. Proceeds in pan
will benefit the Victor Valley College Black Student Union.
In conjuction with this tour, "Sound of Gospel Records" will be
r leasing the long awaited album, " Broken Pieces." Limited copies will
be available al each concen.
, For tickets, contact Patricia Melten al (6 19)245-3584.
I

•

-,j

•

Cpunties are inviteW,t o :obfali s pace a t the; Sunriymead Wesleyan
Church's Holiday ~ ~'.t o,t>e, .l}eld;Stitunta)f ~o~e~ber 9 from 8 a.m .
to 4 p m
wr1 > f\f?1
\Yffi\ i\ ·.? ~ ?}f~;\· ···,,:t:)t
Ea~h- space»fs45$ih;,;~rii~a di:i~,~~{ $f for ~n eight foot ta ble

+~. \' \/~

/~~~~~j;d~~;-~;i._'.:,~_};; 9~_~'i. t~_-_~;~!t:{~~t:td~~-:_!~~

f

❖• »;::ti,}f?{f#Wf;t?t~?- ~
·, 1ED-TO PRE,.'\CH,THE GOSPEL"
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EBlfATES-PASTORSrBIRTHDAY, 1

i New Jo
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cl-. Jerry Lou'
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,;s1Wvice'.$on(biyf{)c(of>et ,27'-af\,f,p:m. with

•:>.:' ~m:Fo~qµ~;Cfii#slr:~l '~petia(:guest.
off,,,'efiirin(~e¼l
aii Avill/onc'eagain
,y~
-i\:- . .
..... •,:.; :--., ' :::· . . .,,. / /j .· :; t-:.< ' ... ;,
4~ . e9t,~~
t ,
·. ,. ' tribeF9A':r bil;r:;t::g0 p.m.
to 8 p.m. at Park \ienueiBaptist
ulti-purpose room 1910
P~nnsylvania Avenu; ~itt Riverside where Rev. Dr. Larry Campbell is
piistor. For ticket infonnation, call (714)686-4824 or 787-0678.
! The Al\lliversary will climax Sunday, November 10th with special
invited guest at both 10: 15 a.m. worship and at 4 p .m. More
infonnation will follow. Other services are held at Kansas Avenue SDA
Church 4491 Kansas Ave. in Riverside.

itp,efion

Mrs.Ella
p~esent a Stars
I

Indi anapo lis

-,I' ~

T

he Chicago-based Peopl e
United to Serve Humanit y
rec eive d a s hot in the arm b y
linking w ith Indi ana Black Expo
this p a st s ummer for its 2 0 t h
Ann iv e r sa ry in the Indi ana
Convention Center and Hoosier
Dome.
P USH , unde r the direction o f
its n e w presi dent , Reverend
He n ry M . Willi am son, came to
Ind ia n apo l is with th e goal of
re du cin g
a
$75
de bt.
Williamso n, along with his staff,
is w o rking g ratis until lhe organization is back on sound financial footing . The move represente d a n eed 10 expand th

N
L
A

N

D

.

'.B~ii i iid.J~icifd\P~VHs'.di imfo~d fed~; his two

~.,,.)' ' o , i ' o_, " ; , , • · Y ; ( I •

~

Each debutante was required
to perfonn forty hours of voluntee r c o mmunity service and
attend chann and etiquette classes in preparation for the debutante ball.
F o r additional information
about Debutantes for Christ or
Son-Rise Youth Ministries you
may call Son-Rise at (714)8744422.

Operation PUSH Continues Pushing Onwards In Indiana;.

I

SUNNYMEAD WESLEYAN
CHURCH HOLµ>AY BAZAAR

.

; Ans and Craft J!lersftao.ts f rorn _a ll '.o ver Riverside and San Bernardino

·

on- Rise Youth Minis tries
presente d
it 's
firs t
" Debutantes for Christ" Di nner
Ball Saturday, October 12 in San
Be rnard ino.
Seve n young ladies representing local churc hes were presented a t the formal dinn e r. T h e
de butantes accompanied by the ir
gentle m an e s cons d ispla ye d a
variety o f talents including
speaking, classical piano, and
singi n g . The d ebutantes for
1991 were Future B aysmo re and
Krislyn ·J a m e s fr o m St. John
Bapti st Chu rch in Riversi d e ,
Harmonii B rown of Lov e land ,
Natasha B rown from Good
N e ws Baptist Church, Ch alisa
F.oster from Life Church of G od
in Christ, Jerilyn Matthews from
Grace B eth el B a p tist Chu rch
and Natasha Taylo r from B right
Star Mis sionary Baptist Church.
Schola rsh ips were awarded
by Son- Ri se totaling $500 0 to
lhe debu an te s d istinguishi n g
them selves through the gathering of ads greetings, and guests
for the dinner b all. Natasha
Taylo r received special recognition
by
b eing
select e d
" Debu cante o f the Year" by her
peers .

·. ' •.,;,;•,
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"LIVING BE~E~;!Si, ;f9RSE~6i
"L1vmg Benefits" a p)'.ogram:developed.
to__prov1de
.mformat1on on life
.J, ·:
..
·:,..,:- •,.
;:-,-:-,,~~-::-(~ ...•.. ,.
surance, burial, Iiving:-~ t;-- P<>wer·of.attoniey arid 'persoJJnel injury to
nior _citizens will
~~w ·Hope n :apustc<;f~c~,! 575 West 17th
treet m San Bernardino Saturday, November 2 begmnmg at 8:30 a.m.
The program wiy ,atsif di~c~ s,social seryi$~\ f une~als and plot costs.
so, r ~;'!Y.ilt ~(~rve,q::d :•:-·:,. . . .
4{;4,., /
,I.t (ffl~}nform,a:tioii, fell! (714)88~-2~~~: :;"
,;
_;~~~

Thursday, October 24, 1991--
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PUSH network beyond its
Chicago base.
A l arge membership drive
was conducted and pla ns were
materialized to activeate a local
PUSH chapter in Indi anapolis.
Reverend Stephen Clay, pastor
of Messiah M i ssionary Baptist
church will serve as the PUSH
chapt er
president
of
Indianapolis. P lans are in force
to establish local PUSH chapters
nationwide.
PUSH's affiliation with
Indian Black Expo was com pared to the relationship o f a
parent to a child by the
Reverend Jesse Jackson.
Indiana Black Expo officials
a cknowledge that their g rowth
was inspired by Jackson who

then served as PUSH' s pre sident. "Expo was conce ive d of
as a n annual pilg ri ma g e to a
common sigh t," J a ck son said.
He also described it as a "business, cultural and religious festival to cross fertilize our cu l ture."

i
('

begin to praise you as a g reat
person and provider rather than
God.
'
You will then make room for ;~
your fleshly nature to get £
gratitutde fo r this human ,
promotion and we want God to ;~
get the glo ry. God know well i •
w~at your friend s needs are . 1
As you pray and trust Him, He _
will move on your Pasto r and 1.
show him what to do.
·,:
You
see
many
times
a
lack
in
'r\
Dr. Reginald Woods
material things is a resul t of a · _
lack in spiritual things . And ;.'
God has developed a system ,,i
CAN I GIVE MY TITHE
( the local church) whereby He ?
TO THE NEEDY?
perfects His saints for the work ,!t
Q UESTIO N : Dear Dr. of the ministry. Can you ' r
Woods, I know someone who imagine what would happen to .'
has a need . Can I give my tithe God ' s storehouse if everyone
to that person? Someone told d e cided where their ti thes ••
me that God will a llow th is should g o rath e r than taki n g t he m to the storehouse a nd ti
since it is an act of giving.
lening God administrate the m. ,.
S.S., San Bernardino, CA
I think a lot of people w ould ·,
ANSWER: T h is b elief
attempts regularly to creep into be moved by fe elings, whether -""
the c hurch world. I believe the they liked someone or didn't ·• '
origin of it is the b e lief that li ke them, whether they w ere ·'sin ce a person pl an s to g ive having a good day or a bad day, ,
anyway why not just g iv e i t etc. So you see, it's jus t not :,
directly to a person that has a practical as weil as no t
...
need . However, this wo uld be a scriptural.
You should set aside money •
violation of into the storehouse "
to g ive the needy. L ev iticus ·
(your local church).
This is a l so c onfirme d in 19 :9,10 slates that you should
Deuteronomy 26:1,2. It is o kay not benefit 100 percent from ~· •
to give to the needy; in fact you your l abor but rather make -~ •
should budget aside m o nie s to provisions for those in h eed'. >•
as si st those in need. But i t is These provis ions however do ~-:
inapp ropriate to administ rate not come out of your tithe s and 1 ~
your own tithes and offerings. offerings but from your general ;1-.
A c tu a ll y there is a hidd en income. "The tithe belongs to v
;•
danger in doing suc h , namely, if the L o rd" (Leviticus 27 :30) .
If you hav e a questi on th at 1•
you decide the destiny of your
tithe, you could justify in your you would like answered, write: 1
m ind giving to many people Dr. Reg inald Woods, Li fe -~
that have finan cial needs. The Chang ing Ministries, P.O. Box ~ 1
danger in this is that as yo u give 977 8, San B e rnardi n , Ca ..;
~
to various peopl e th ey will 9 2427-9778.

i

1991 G<-:>SPEL
CHOI R. FESTIVAL
I

featuring
Kenneth Wells &
Riverside Mass Choir, Collag e Community Choir
Vernon Chappel & Bakersfield Community Choir
Billy Dorsey
McDonald's 1991 Gospel Fest Finalist...
and more ...
Saturday, October 26, 1991
7:30 p.m.
Valley Fellowship SDA Church
275 E. Grove, Rialto
Donations: $7 advance

$9 door

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:
Special To uch - 4158 14th St - Riverside - (714)682-1338
Evans Bibles & Gifts - 1455 W. Highland
S an Bernardino - (714)837-1331
Al ice's Gospel - 402 E. Foothill Bl - Rialto - (714)820-7440
For more information call (714)889-5339 and
listen to KRPO 1570 AM at 6 p.m. nightly

I

!

ALLEN CHAPEL TO HOLD REVIVAL

!The Pastor, Evangelistic Committee and Me mbership of Allen
Chapel African, Methodist, Episcopal Church invites everyone to join in
th~ Fellowship during their Mini-Revival which offers services on
SrJ.nday, November 10 at 11 a.m and 7 p.m., Monday, November 11 at 7
p.l'n. and Wednesday, November 13 at 7:30 p.m.
The revival will feature guest speaker Reverend Edna Stafford,
assistant minister at Bryant Temple AME Church in Los Angeles.
For more information, call (714)686-9406.

ethodist
Allen Chapel AME
4009 Locust St.
(10th and Locust)
Riverside, CA 92501
See ad for services)

mos Temple CME
· 719 11th Street
iverside, CA 92507
(See ~d for services)

Qaptzst
ntioch Missionary Baptist
547 Emerald Street
iverside, CA 92504
1

Frederick Amerson, Pastor
Sunday Services
(714) 688-7872
9:00 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship

right Star Missionary Baptist
5306ODEL
Rubidoux, CA

Pastor K . Solomon Williams
Sunday Services
8:00 Morning Worship
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Morning Worship
5:30B.T.U.
7:00 Evening Service
Nursery Services Provided

Canaan Baptist Church
2900 Adams Street, Suite B-15
Riverside, CA 92504
(714)353-1010
Leonard C. Coes, Pastor
Sunday Bible Study 9:15 a.m.
Sunday Worship11:00 a.m.
Sunday Training
6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Church Workers Meeting
7:00p.m.
Prayer & Bible Study Meetings
Wednesday
]:00 p.m.

Church Glorious Christian
Fellowship
11750 Mt Vernon Ave.
Grand Terrace, CA 92324

Temple
Missionary
Baptist

I

,,,

Chur ch
Raymond Turner, Pastor
1583 West Union Street
P.O. Box 7333
San Bernard ino, CA 92411
(714) 888-2038

( 14)423-3035
E. Orlando Dillon, Sr. Pastor
Sunday Morning Worship
10:00a.m.

The Powerhouse COGIC
2843 11th St.
Riverside, CA 92507
(714)684-6923
Rev. McDowell
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Service - 11:30 a.m.
Evening Service - 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study every Tuesday night at
7:30p.m.
General service Friday night at
7:30p.m.

New Life Missionary
Baptist Church

9:45AM
8:00 AM
& 11:00AM
Teen Summit Tuesday
7:00PM
6:30 PM
Wed Night Prayer
7:00 PM
Wed Night Bible Study

Sunday School
Morning Worship

Friendship Missionary Baptist
Church

i?.
Of all the Black Expos, P
inspired by PUSH, the Indiana .,
Black Expo has survived as the,e
oldest and the largest. Filling all y
the Indiana Convention Cemei: -<.
and half of the Hoosier Dome ,;!
organizer now call it America's,~-,
largest Black Event.
··

SUNDAY SERVIC~S

11:00am.
1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
San Bernardino, CA
REV. ELUAH S. SINGLETARY,
PASTOR

~.

Sunday School 9:30 am. Sunday ,.
Worship Service 11:00 am
in
Sunday - Children ' s C hurc h (,~

,.1

a
<'")

Radio Broadcast
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial
Saturday 1:00- 2:00 p.m

L-----------------6:30 p.m. Evangelic Service
(714) 787-8667
Sunday Services
9:00 Song Praise Service
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Morning Worship

Pastor Leon Thompson
Services at Calvary Arrowhead
Mission Center
3626 Monroe Street
Weekly Schedule
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.~
Monday Mission - 7:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study - 7:00 p.m.
Sat Choir Rehearsal - 1:30 p.m.

New Vision Foursquare Gospel
Church
(Formerly Delman Heights)
"Hean of Revival Church"
1890 W. 30th St
San Bernardino, CA 92405
Pastors: Jules Nelson, Ph.D and
Lourdes Nelson
(714)887-3013
Sunday Service
9:30 am . Sunday School
11:00 a.m. Celebration Service

Good News Missionary Baptist
Bobby Bonds University Ave.
P.O. Box 55743
Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. Johnny D. Harris, Pastor

\

()

t

Tuesday all day fasting and prayer
7:00 p.m. Bible Study
'
Friday
7:30 p.m. Prayer meeting

Greater Faith Missionary Baptist
6021 Liminite Ave.
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside H. Bratton, Pastor
(7 14) 788-2500
Sunday
11:00 Sunday School
12:30 Worship & Praise Service

••

Worship at the Church of
Your Choice

. .\.
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• The Southern California Gas
Company provides just about all of its seroices at no
charge. Appliance safety checks and adjustments.
Pilot lighting. Balancing your payments. Low income
assistance. Andso many more. There's a routine seroice
charge of$5 for turn-on·seroice. But that's it. And
please remember, we will never charge for service
invplving safety.

•

• We want you to be able to call
us anytime. So starting December 1, our Service
Bureau will take routine calls 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week. In the past this round-the-clock seroice was
provided only for emergency calls.

•

-:

• The nice thing about saving
energy is it also saves you money. To help keep your
gas bill down, we encourage energy audits, give
rebates for weatherizing your home or installing a
high-efficiency furnace, and offer incentives for our
commerciallindustrial customers.

I

,

•

•

• Thanks to our hard-working
employees, we're making our house calls more convenient, too. With advance notice, you won't have to
wait all day because we'll give you a four-hour time
frame. 8 am to noon. Or 1 to 5 pm. And in December
we'llstart making house calls from 5 to 8 in the
evening. All this added convenience is on the house.

l

I
t

'

l
l

.l

•

• Soon we'll add several non-

routine seroices. In December we'll introduce personalized appointment seroice. For a $25 charge, you can
set a specific house call time between 7:30 am and
7 pm. And, for your convenience, we'll be offering
other new paid seroices, such as connecting new
rar,ges and dryers, and wrapping and strapping
water heaters.
·

• The environmentaladvantage
ofnatural gas was never more imporlant than it is
today. Because natural gas is a clean-burning fuel, it
is dramatically less polluting than conventional fuels.
That's why we're at work putting natural gas buses
and trucks on the road We're also working at knocking
the wind out of air pollution with the fuel cell, an
amazing technology that can actually reduce nitrogen
oxide emissions by 99½%. In so many ways, where
the environment is concerned, we're particularly glad
to be ofservice.
For more facts, write Virginia Allen,
Consumer Affairs Manager, The Gas Company,
P.O. Box 3249, Los Angeles, CA 90051-1249.
,,,

,,

The
Gas
Company..

Glad to.be ofservice.
© 1991Southern Calitornia Gas Company .
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PEOPLE• EDUCATION• FAMILY• ENTERTAINMENT• EVENTS
The Black Voice News

Hall of Fame Continued From Front Page
and respectful, though they have
achieved financial independence, you could never ever get
them to say anything negative
about their parents."

IlM MCDANIELS
RIVERSIDE
FORMER LAKER
Jim McDaniels earned recognition in the sports chronicles
with his most memorable
achievement: a one year contract with the fabulous Los
Angeles Lakers basketball team.
During the 1975-1976 season he
stood seven feet, three inches
tall, played center and knocked
knees with his long time friend
and team mate Kareem Abdul
Jabar.
After his contract expired,
The Italian Basketball associa-

I

tion offered him five thousand
dollars to come to Italy and play
one game. "They liked me and
were so generous, I continued to
play for two more years. One of
my dreams since college was to
return to Italy and play again. In
my junior year at Western
Kentucky, I toured with the
World University Learn. We per~,
formed in ten different coun- , ·
tries.including Italy which was
my favorite." Little did - Jim
know that he would get a chance
to play ten years later.
What inspired Jim McDaniels
to excel with an average of 35
points a game at Allentown high
school and
twenty-five
rebounds?
"My family's
encouragement throughout my
high school days . When they
could not attend games, they
waited up for me to share in the

COMMUNITY BRIEFS

FREEDOM FUNDS AND call 782-5260 or 782-5407.
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
The NAACP, Perris Branch is
RIALTO FONTANA
holding a NAACP Freedom NAACP ART AND FASHION
Funds and Membership drive at
SHOW
Steward park in the City of
An expression in African
Perris, comer of Perris Blvd and American Art and Fashion Show
San Jacinto,
The date of the event is on
November i , 1991, 9:00 a.m.
thru 3:00 pm. We are planning
to have 99.1 mobile unit on site.
For more information please
contact Rev. Marvin L, Brown
at (714) 657-3767 or 657-2253. ·
CHUCK D COMES TO
SAN BERNARDINO
The Boys & Girls Club of
San Bernardino presents Chuck
D of Public Enemy and Youth •
Leaders, Rap on future.
Saturday, October 26, 1991 6:00
pm - 10:00 p.m. (Doors Open at
5:00p.m.)
Valley College Liberal Arts
Building Rm 100. Tickets are
$7.50 adults, $3.00 children, and
children under 5 free.
For more information call
(714) 888 -6751 ask for Ms.
Laverne.

~

RUTH RUSHEN TO
SPEAK AT AKA 29TH
CHAPTER BIRTHDAY
The Eta Nu Omega Cl}apter
of Alpha kappa Alph3:. Sorority,
Inc. will .celebrate its 29th chapter birthday . on Sunday,
November 3:'i991 at Ashley
House from 3~5 pm. The featured speaker will be Ruth
Rushen of Moreno Valley. "We
are delighted to have such a distinguished guest speaker" said
Bel~a Holder, president of the
local chapter.
· The public is invited to the
birthday celebration. Other
Greek letter organization are
espedally invited Where they .
will be_spotlighted as part of the . i
program.
MEN WHO COOK
On F riday, November 1,
1991, from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.,
Virginia and Ab Brown will host
scholarship event featuring
"Men Who Cook" at 233 0
Prince Albert Dr. Riverside, Co
Chairs , Those attending will
have the opportunity to experience an exciting and wonderful ·
variety of talented gourmet "fixings," prepared by twenty very
interesting and talented business, professional and community leaders within the Inland •.·.
Empire. The "Men Who Cook" festiviti es will be held at the >:
Browrf-'s home, 2330--Prince ,.;.,
Albert Drive, Riverside, On
Friday November, 1, 1991 from
5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
HERITAGE FESTIVAL
The Second annual Riverside
cultural Heri tage festival is
planned for October 26, 1991,
from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. at
the Downtown Mall.
Booth spaces run from $25.00
to $37.50 depending on whether
a booth is equipped with electricity. For booth information

victories, and even more important, they were there for me after
the defeats."
Four hundred colleges
recruited Jim in 1966, but his
family became a major factor in
his decision to attend Western
Kentucky, twenty -five miles
from his home in Scottsville.
He remained close to those who
loved him.
Obviously he was an exceptional athlete as you went on to
play with the Lakers. Why did
you "make it" when so many
others possibly, as talented
didn't? "After I'd been in college about two weeks, I saw one
of my buddies from home. He
told me folks were saying I
wouldn't do well. That I didn 't
have it in me . That hurt me
really bad. I told myself right
then and there, they' re gonna

remember me. I hit the books
even harder. I had two shirts,
two pair of pants, and two dol::"'
lars in my pocket. But they
were gonna remember my
name" McDaniels studied hard,
never missed a practice, and
maintained ,a-good attitude.
The folks in Scottsville,
Kentucky truly did remember
his name, not only because of
his fame, but because he remembered this promise to himself.
The first thing Jim McDaniels
said he would do when he made
it big was to build a playground
for not so fortunate kids back
home. "During construction of McDaniels and son serve homeless at New J, 4-Square.
the Jim McDaniels playground, with the talent that God gave Riverside.
'This is where my heart is. (
I saw the looks on the neighbor- me." What is Jim doing with his
hood youngster's faces, their life now? Coaching children am also lander coaching posleyes lit up wide like silver dol- and serving homeless people in tion with in the Riverside
the Lord's Kitchen at New Unified School District.
lars, saying is this for us?,
I knew I had done something Jerusalem Foursquare church in More profiles in weeks to come.

will be held at the home of Rose
and Bill collier at 10895 Bennett
Drive Fontana, California on
Saturday November 2, 1991
from 12 noon to 6 pm.
There is no admission fee and
refreshment will be served .
Guest of Honor will Charles A .
Bibbs, Renowned artist fro m
Moreno Valley. For Further

information contact Branch
President Mary Collins at (714)
820-2368 or rose or Bill collier
at (714) 829-0731.

MINI HALLOWEEN
The public is invited to attend
a mini Halloween Carnival on
October 31, 1991 Tickets are
available in the office or at the

entrance gate - tickets are free!
The festivities will be held at
389 N . Mt. Vernon Ave San
Bernardino, Home of the
Neighborly Service.
For more information please
call (714) 885-3491.
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One of the most trying aspects of being a
parent is encouraging your child to make the
right choices - not just to follow along. In
today 's complex society, growing up involves
more pressures and choices than ever before.
Studies show that young people do things
because their friends do. Smoking is one
·o f those things.
We don't want children and teenagers
to smoke.
That's why the tobacco industry is offering
a booklet aimed at helping parents meet the
challenge of providing their children with the
tools to resist peer influence. The booklet,
"Tobacco: Helping Youth Say No," is
designed to keep parents and children

communicating about important issues like
smoking.
To continue its longstanding commitment
that smoking is not for young people, the
tobacco, industry also has strengthened its
marketing code and is supporting state
legislation to make it tougher for young
people to buy cigarettes. We are also
working with retailers for strict compliance
with state laws prohibiting sales of cigarettes
to minors.
For your free copy
of "Tobacco: Helping
Youth Say No," return
PIDLIP MORRIS
the coupon today.
U.S.A.
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Tobacco:

I HelRllls )6uth
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PLEASE SEND ME MY FREE
COPY OF "TOBACCO:
HELPING YOUTH SAY NO."
Please Print

·

P.O. Box 41130
Washington, DC
2001a

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I
I l
I :...·------------···:
I

ADDR ESS _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
C ITY

STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP_ _ _ _
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I
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I
I
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The Inl~np, Etilpi.re{United
women at W9rk will hold .a rurnm age
sal:e . to . benefit
Southwestertr Christian College
of Terrell, Texas. on Saturday~
November 9t I991 at 8:00 am to
4:00pm . .. •"

MUSCOY RUMMAGE
SALE

Phili Morris
Doesllt ant Kids
To Smoke

:;._,:>··
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Visions: An Agenda
For African American
Children; The national
Black
Child
Development Institute
has summarized its
vision for · African
American children in
the following "bill of
rights"; Every child has
the right to a home - not
a hotel, not a shelter,
not a hostel, or halfway house but a home.
Every child has a right
to live in a loving family which has access to
the supports necessary
to care properly for its
children. Every child
has the right to grow up
in a family with an adequate income, secure in
the knowledge that
there will be a roof
overhead and food on
the table. Every child
has the right to be
enrolled in a national health
care system with access to
quality health care and caring
health providers. Every child
has the right to safe affordable
quality child care while his or
her parents are at work. Every
child has the right at birth to
the undivided attention of his
or her parents. Every child has
the right to grow up in a drug
free environment and the right
to a safe place to play. Every
child has the right to achieve
academically, regardless of
income or family background,
and the right to a quality; education in a public school setting. Every child has the right
to a role model parent, relative,
tutor, mentor whose task it is to
open the door and show the
way.
These words were taken
from the cover page of the
National
Bl ack
Child
Development Institute 2 1st
Annual Conference which I
will attend Oc t 23 -25 in St.
Louis, Mo.
Some of the workshops we
will atte nd are, Community
Violence: Its impact on
African American Children and
Families, Research - A preliminary evaluation of value-based
curriculum,
School
Improvement: A plan for
African American Children,
Homelessness: Its impact of
African American Children,
Youth, ai:id Families. · And
many more.
I plan to h ave some very
meani ngful i nformation to
share with my schools and you
next week. BILL OF RIGHTS
FOR THE WORLD: Parents,
do not teach your child to hate
anybody. If you do, your pupil
will tum on it's teacher when
there is no one else to hate,
because that is all they know.
Teach love, GOD IS LOVE.
The only way a child can be
properly prepared for a happy
future when the parent is no
longer here, is for that child to
live a life of love and res eci.
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1.99Each

SALE: Doritos from Frito Lay.
15-oz. Sink your teeth into nacho
cheese, cool ranch, salsa rio,
jumpin' jack or toasted corn.

12
Pack

2

•

59PLUSCA
REDEMPTION

mue

SALE: Pepsi. 12 oz. cans.
Diet or regular.

PLAY PEPSl•DORITO'S

1.9 9

G,eat pdce

SALE: Hershey's snack size
candy bars. 16-oz. Mounds or
Almond Joy, 12-3 / 10 oz. Kit Kat
or 13-8/ 10 oz. Reese's peanut
butter cups .

24

Pack

10 59
•

PLUSCA
REDEMPTION
VALUE

SALE: Budweiser or Miller beer.
12-oz. cans. Assorted varieties.

See store for details

•.

2.49Each

SALE: Polaroid standard T-120
video cas. .tte.
Polaroid high-grade T-120

video cassette, 3.49

.•·
.,,

7
2. 6 9
1 00
1 69

-

SALE: Pond's skin cream.
3-1/ 2 - oz. cold cream,
3 -9/10-oz. dry skin cream,
5-1/2 - oz. water rinsable cold
cream. Regular or sensitive
formulas.

•

Sale price
Less mfr's
mail-in rebate

Your final cost
•
after rebate
SALE: Breck haircolor. Pick
the most natural look from our
assortment of shades.
See co upon in store for mail
in

rebate cond1t1ons.

.. .,

1.99Ea:~-·

SALE: Helene Curtis Salon
Selectives hair care. Shampoo,
conditioner, sculpting gel, mousse,
hairspray, spray gel or perfect cu rls.
In assorted formulas and sizes.

~
,, ,

in~J
/

-=--

- •

-~

5'~

4811__

7.99New!

SALE: White Step cosmetic
tooth whitener. 1.5 -oz. In just
one easy step you can have a
smile that flashes.

2.89

SALE: Vaseline Intensive
Care lotion, 15 -oz. Regular,
aloe& lanolin. extra strength or
sensitive skin.

ClTnAIIOO'I'

99~h

1.89

SALE: Close•Up tooths,.Jste,
6.4- oz. Regular gel, regular paste
or tartar cont rol paste.

SALE: Hairstyling needs. Aqua Net hairspray, gel and
mousse. 9 -oz. Rave hairspray, 7-oz. Assorted formulas.

Announcing the

1992 Ms. PP of A
Photogenic
Contest
Could you

be the one?
over $10,000 in
cash and prizes
Contest is open to women 18 years
of age and over, whose personality
and appearance can be captured
attractively In a photograph.

Act now!
Dead/inc, is N0✓• 1st, 1991
THE IMAGE MAKER
24715-D Sunnymead

M.V., CA
•
92523
• · (714)924-3534
5jll)r00l8d

b'f l'nllllaior1al ~

nlEaltmlnl<Ddak

" America. Inc

•·

18.oo~~l~emfr's 50b~F

SALE: Vita bath 2 -piece gift
. .ts. Green, pink or plus.
10½-oz. gelee w ith free 2 -oz.
gelee bar. While stocks last

All Revlon personal care
Items. Sale prices 1.00 to 19.00
Revlon 'Perfect Tweeze'
tweezers. Now only 1.36.

1.50oFF

All Revlon Up products.
'Velvet Touch', featured from our collection
for gorgeous lips. Now only 4.50 Each.

All Revlon eye make-up.
Revlon Overtime Eye Shadow, in your
favorite shades, Now only 3.71 Each.
Fabulash mascara. Now only 3.86 Each.

Prices good W ed., Oc tobe r 2 3 thru Tues., October 2 9 . Some item s at regular prices. Not all items, departments or prices advertised are available at Thrifty Jr. stores.

~..,.~

C

.

~

LO'ffERY
TICKETS

AVAILABLE A T ALL CALIFORNIA
~~
THRIFTY DRUG STORES

See the white pages of your phone book for the Thrifty or Thrifty Jr. nearest you
Our Adverti1in9 PoHc,: If • it. . is . ., Muri.,.. as re4tt<H w • s,e<iol pv,<heH, it ••Y M at the ,.,.,,., ,nee. A sp«ial
p11rthase, thou9II "•' rMuc-4, is •" outua...., wal11e. O•r i• t...tiN is t. Mwe
..tvettisM itet11 NI st• d c oN " " '
shel·Hs. If you, loc•I st er• shevt41 run out of
•dvffti,M it .... 4uri-, the sele ,-riotl, er sMuhl •• iteM ,.., orrive due to
Ynf..-esffft circu1111tonc:es, t+.e ,..,. will iuM • Courteiy Cord (reiMhKk) Ml ,-.,est t.r the itet11 to M purdtesff at tho
solt price wherever ovoiloltle. TIiiis 4", Mt -,,ly to <IN r• Rce •"4 dHe-Nf
o, to speciel ,•rcheHs whffe -.u•ntitiet
oro nec:ouorily li•ited to stock •••il•blo.

••r
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I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
William E. Conerly, County
Clerk
File No. 917333
lpllCVJ/10117124/91

The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
GRAPHIC FORMS
7101 Jurupa Ave. Suite #16
Riverside, CA 92504
GILBERT VASQUEZ
11247 Berry St.
Riverside, CA 92503
This business ls conducted by
a(n)
Individual.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under
fictitious business name or
names listed above on 9/27191.
ls/GIibert Vasquez
The filing of this statement
does not of ltselfauthorlze the
use In this state ofa fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, or common law (sec.
14400 et. seq. b&p code)
Statement file with the county
clerk of Riverside County on
9/27191.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on fil e in my office.
William E. Conerly, County
Clerk
File No. 917242
lp/1013110/17124/91
FICITIOUS BUSlNESS
NAME SfATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
M-C PARTNERS
3151 Cahuenga Blvd. West
Suite 100
Los Angeles, A 92503

FICITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
.
AMERI-VEN ENTERPRISES
5800 Van Buren Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92501
SZULIM GRUSCKA
18135 Burbank Blvd. Unit#3
Tarzana, CA 91356
ELIAS GRUSCKA
18135 Burbank Blvd. Unit #3
Tarzana, CA 91356
This business Is conducted by
a(n)
General Partnership.
The date this rl!llstrant
commenced to transact
business under fictitious
business name or names listed
above is 611169.
/s/Szulim Gruscka.
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, or common law (sec.
14400 et. seq. b&p code)
Statement me with the county
clerk or Riverside County on

Wendy Foley
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights or another under
federal, or common law (sec.
14400 et. seq. b&p code)
Statement file with the county
clerk of Riverside County on

9130191.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the orlgl nal
statement on file in my office.
William E. Conerly, County
Clerk
File No. 917275
lp/10110117/24/31/91
FICTITIOUS BUSINF.SS
NAME SfATEMENT' .
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
MOSES FERRELL
GENERAL
CONSfRUCTING
21900 Gold Valley Rd
Perris, CA 92570
MOSES JERRY FERRE
21900 Gold Valley Rd
Perris, CA 92570

21900 Gold Valley
Perris, CA 92570
This business is co
a(n)
Individuals-Hu a d and
Wife.

9116191.

THOMAS B. MARTIN
3151 Cahuenga Blvd. West
Suite 100
Los Angeles, A 92503
JOSEPH CUBERIO
3151 Cahuenga Blvd. West
Suite 100
Los Angeles, A 92503
This business Is conducted by
a(n)
General Partnership.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under
fictitious business name or
names listed above on 1012/91
ls/Thomas B. Martin
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In vlolatlo~ of
the rights or another under
federal, or common law (sec.
14400 et. seq. b&p code)
Statement file with u{e county
clerk of Riverside ounty on
10/2191.

I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy ff the original
statement on file In my office.
WIiiiam E. onerly, County
Clerk
FIie No. 916901
I 110/3110/17124191

fictitious bu ness name or
names 11st above Is NIA.
ls/Moses .,-ren

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) is
(are) doing business as:
POST IMPRESSIONS
1271 Ryan Lane, Unit I
Corona, CA 91720

fede , or common law (sec.
1
et. seq. b&p code)
S iement file with the county
c~rk of Riverside County on
6/91.
hereby certify that this copy
s a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
William E. Conerly, County
Clerk
Flle No. 916890
lp/10/17/24/31191

WENDYFOLEY
1271 Ryan Lane, Unit I
Corona, CA 91720

1271 Ryan La
Corona, CA 917
This business ls1 nduded y
:~:~vlduals-tband and
Wife
1
This registrf t commenced to
transact buslless unde r
fictitious b.,lness name or
above on 9/30/91.

5033 Tophill Pia e
Riverside, CA 9,2507
This business i conducted by
a(n)
individual.
This registr a t commenced to
transact bus ess under
fictitious bu lness name or
names I le- above on 1011/91
ls/Wait r
leman
The fill g r this statement
does n t f Itself authorize the

does no of itself authorize the
use in is state of a fictitious
busln

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME SfATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
GLOBAL OPPQRTUNITY
EXCHANGE
3243 Arlington Ave. Suite 310
Riverside, CA 92506

the r:ig ts of another under
federa , or common law (sec.
1
et. seq. b&p code)
Statement file with the county
clerk of Riverside County on
018191.
reby certify that this copy
correct copy of the original
tement on file In my office.
~ llliam E. Conerly, County
C lerk
F ile No. 917525
l p/10110/17/24/31/91
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
T heJollowing person(s} Is
(are) doing business a s:
KNOTI'S RESTAURANT
GROUPL.P.
8039 Beach Blvd.,
Buena Park, CA 90620
KNOTT'S MANAGEMENT
CORP.
8039 Beach Blvd.,
Buena Park, CA 90620
California
This business Is conducted by
a(n)
a Limited Partnership.
The date this registrant
commenced to transact
business under fictitious
business name or names listed
above Is NI A.
ldKnott's Management Corp
G eneral Partner
l n&t/Gerald R. Elmer
Asst. Secretary.
The filing of this statement
does not of itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation or
the rights of another under
federal, or common law (sec.
14400 et. seq. b&p code)
Statement file with the county
clerk of Riverside County on
1018191.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
WIiiiam E. Conerly, County
C lerk
File :-.Co. 917524
lp/10/10/17/24/Jl/91

AM
MENT
The following person(s) ls
(are) doing business as:
BENGAL KITCHEN
3375 Iowa Ave Ste D.
Riverside, CA 92507
ZIAUL KARIM
16789 Lake Knoll Pkwy
Riverside, CA 92503
ABDUR ROB
16789 Lake Knoll Pkwy
Riverside, CA 92503
This business Is conducted by
a(n)
General Partnership.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under
fictitious business name or
names listed above Is NIA.
ls/Ziaul Karim
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use in this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, or common law (sec.
14400 et. seq. b&p code)
Statement file with the county
clerk or Riverside County on

9130191.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
William E. Conerly, County
Clerk
File No. 917270
lpll 0/17124/311,l l/7/91
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME SfATEMENT
The following person(s} Is
(are) doing business as:
R C J ENTERPRISES
15655 Stoney Creek Dr.
Riverside, CA 92504
RUBEN COSME JR.
1565S Stoney Creek Dr.
Riverside, CA 92504
This business is conducted by
a(n)
individuals• Husband and
Wife.
This registrant commenced to
transact business under
fictitious business name or
names llsted above Is NIA.
ls/Ruben Cosme Jr.
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use in this stale of a fictitious
business name In violation of
llte rights of another under
eral, or common law (sec.
4400 et. seq. b&p code)
tatement me with the county
c rk of Riverside County on
to/10191.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
William E. Conerly, County
Clerk
File No. 917569
lp/10/17124/311,11/7191
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME SfATEMENT
T he following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
A-1 CLEANERS
23080 Alessandro Blvd. Suite
# D220.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
JOSEPH ORR
11985 Ivy Lane
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
HWA CHA ORR
11985 Ivy Lane
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
a(n) General Partnership
This registrant commenced to
transact business under
fi ctitious business name or
names llsted above Is 9116/91.
ls/J oseph Orr
The filing ofthls statement
does not of Itself authorize the
·ase in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of
the rights of another under
federal, or common law (sec.
14400 et. seq. b&p code)
Statement file with the county
clerk of Riverside County on
10/10191.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the original
statement on flle In my office.
WIiiiam E. Conerly, County
Clerk
File No. 916908
/pl9126/,10/3110/17191
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME SfATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
QUALITY APPROACH12323 Prairie Wind Tr
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

MYRA PATTERSON
12323 Prairie Wind Tr
Moreno Valley, CA 92S55

$99 PER MONTH CAN DELIVER ANY NEW CAR

in our inventory on approved credit

I

No Credit ? First time buyer ?
Credit Problems In The Past ?
, , ,.., , ~al): us at 393-9331 We can sell you a car!

I
:::i!:i!J:!i:!
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JOHN PATTERSON
12323 Prairie Wind Tr
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
This business Is conducted by
a(n)
Individuals- Husband and
Wife
This registrant commenced to
transact business under
fictitious business name or
names listed above Is NIA.
ls/John Patterson
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, or common law (sec.
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144 et. seq. b p code)
Statement file with the county
clerk of Riverside County on
9117191.
I hereby certify that this copy
is a correct copy of the original
statement on flle in my office.
William E. Conerly, County
Clerk
Flle No. 916923
lp/10/17/24/31,lln/91
SUPERIOR COURT OF
CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF
RIVERSIDE
Case No. 214239
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
RE CHANGE OF NAME
In re Change of name of
VICENTE MICHAEL
FERNANDEZ
Petitioner, CARMELINA
FERNANDEZ, has flied a
petition with the Clerk of this
court of an order changing
applicant's name from
VICENTE MICHAEL
FERNANDEZ to MICHAEL
FERNANDEZ.
IT IS ORDERED that all
persons Interested in the above
• entitled matter appear before
this court on 11-13-91 at 8:30
a.m. In Department Law &
Motion, located at D IS and
show cause, If any, why the
petition for change of name
should not be granted.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that a copy of this order to
show cause be published In
Black Voice a newspaper of
general circulation published
In Riverside County,
California, once a week for
four successive weeks prior to
the date set for hearing on the
petition.
Dated: September 26, 1991
R.Galn
Judge of the Superior Court
/pll0/17124/311,ll/7/91
SUPERIOR COURT OF
CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF
RIVERSIDE
In Re the marriage of:
HERMAN MUKASA
Pell tioner,
EDWINIA WILCOX·
MUKASA, Respondent,
CASE NUMBER Dl08585
ORDER FOR PUBLICATION
OF SUMMONS OR
CITATION
Upon reading and filing
evidence consisting of a
declaration as provided In
Section 415.50 CCP
by...HERMAN MUKASA, and
It satisfactorily appearing
therefrom that the defendant,
respondent, or speclfled In
article 3, Chapter 4, Title 5 of
the Code of Civil Procedure,
and It also appearing from the
verflfied complaint or petition
that a good cause or action
exists In this action In favor of
the plaintltr, petitioner, or
cltee therin and against the
defendant, respondent, or cltee
and that the said defendanct,
respondent, or cltee Is a
necessary and proper party to
the action or that the party to
be served has or claims an
Interest In, real or personal
property 19n this state that Is
subject to the Jurisdiction of
the Court or the relief
demanded in the aclton
consists wholly or In part In
excluding such party from any
Interest In scuh propery:
NOW, on motion of Petitioner,
In Pro Per Attorney(s) for the
Plalntlff(s), Petltloner(s), or
contestant(s) IT IS ORDERED
th at the service of sal d
summons or cltaltlon In this
action be made upon said
defendant, respondent, or citee
by publication therof In
BLACK VOICE NEWS a
newspaper or general
clrculatloll published at
RIVERSIDE, California,
hereby designated as the
newspaper most likely to give
notice to said defendant: that
said publication be made at
least once a week for four
successive weeks.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
that a copy of said summons
or citation and of said
complaint or petition In this
action be forthwith deposited
In the United States Post ·
Office, post-paid, directed
said defendant, respondent, or
cltee If his addresS Is
ascertained before expiration
of tile time prescribed for the
publlcatlon of this summons
or citation and a declaration of
this malling or of the fact that
the addresS was not
ascertained be flied at the
expriatlon of the time
presalbed for the publication.
Dated Sept 6, 1991
Patrick F. Magers
Judge
lpll0/3110/17/24191
SUMMONS -FAMILY LAW
NOTICE TO RESPONDENT:
EDWINIA WILCOX·
MUKASA
You are being sued.
PETITIONER'S NAME IS:
HERMAN MUKASA
CASE NUMBER: D108S85
You have 30 CAiiENDAR
DAYS after this Summons and
PetJtlon are served on you to
file a Response (form 1282) at

,,

the court and serve a copy on
the petitioner. A letter or pone
call will not protect you.
If youdo not file your
Response on time, the court
may make orders affecting
your mariage, may be ordered
to pay support and attomey
fee, ask the clerk for afee
waiver form.
If you want legal advice,
contact a lawyer Immediately.
NOTICE The restraining
orders on the back are
effective against both husband
and wife until the petlon Is
dismissed, a Judgment Is
entered, or the court makes
futher orders. These orders
are enforceabe anywhere In
California by any law
enforcement officer who has
redeved or seen a copy of
them.
SUPERIOR COURT OF
CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF
RIVERSIDE
4164 BORCKTON AVENUE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92502
FAMILY LAW ANNEX
HERMAN Ml.JKASA
7600 Ambergate Place IIF105
Riverside, CA 92504
(714) 354-0794
Aug 28, 1991
NOTICE TO THE PERSON
SERVED: You are served
as an Individual.
lp/10/3110/17/24/91
NOTICE OF
DISADVANTAGED
BUSINESS ENTERPRISES
{DBE)
GOALS AND RIGHTS OF
PUBLIC TO COMMENT
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
to the public that:
1. The City or Banning has
heretofore adopted major
project DBE overall goals
consisting of utillzlng
disadvantaged business
en terprlses in Itself to
substantially Increase
disadvantaged business
utilization. These goals
further Include Insuring that
the City of Banning, Its
contractors and
subcontractors, which are
recipients of Federal-Aid
funds, agree to provide
disadvantaged business
enterprises with the maximum
opportunity to partklpate I
the performance of contracts
and subcontracts and a
commitment by the City of
Banning and all Its contractors
and subcontractors to take all
reasonable steps In accordance
with 49 CFR 23 to insure that
disadvantaged business
enterprises have the maximum
opportunity to complete and
perform contracts.
2. The City of Banning has set
the following annual goals for
participation In projects
receiving U.S. DOT funds by
DBE contractors for the
period or October 1, 1991
through September 30, 1991.
DBE: 10%.
3. The public may Inspect the
goals and description of how
they were set at the
Engineering Department in
City Hall of the city of
Bannlng/1434 W. Ramsey
Street, Banning, CA 92220,
for a period of 30 days from
the date that this notice In first
published.
4. The U.S. Department of
Transportation and the City of
Banning will accept comments
on the said goals for 45 days
from the date that this notice
Is first published and said
comments shall be considered
to be for Informational
purposes only.
5. In addition to the foregoing,
Interested minority and
majority contractor
organizations, upon request,
shall receive a dlred malling
of the complete program with
a request that they provide
written comments to the City
of Banning on this program.
Lucille Elizondo
City Clerk
/p/10/3/10/17/24/91
NOTICE OF PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF:
SALLY A. BLIZZARD
Case No. 62540
1. To all heirs, benelldarles,
creditors, contingent creditors,
and persons who may
otherwise be interested In the
will or estate, or both of:
SALLY A. BLIZZARD
2. A PETITION has been flied
by: SCOTTY D. HILL
3. THE PETITON requests
that: SCOTTY D. HILL,
Public Administrator of
Riverside County be
appointed a s personal
representative to administer
the estate of the decedenL
4. THE PETITON requests
the decedent's WILL and
codicils, If any, be admitted to
probate. The will and any
codicils are available for
examination In the file kept by
the court.
5. THE PETITION requests
authority lo administer the
estate under the lndependatt
Administration of Estates AcL

htS authority will allow the
personal representative to take ,
many actions without
obtaining court approval.
Before taking certain very
Important actions, however,
the personal representative
will be required to give notice
to Interested persons unless
they have waived notice or
consented to the proposed
action.) The Independent
administration authority will
be granted unles.1 an
Interested penon flies an
objection to the petition and
shows good cause why the
court should not grant the
authority.
7. A HEARING on the
petition will be held on: 11·11·
91 at 9:30 a.m. In Dept; 9 ·
located at: 4050 Main Street,
Riverside, CA 92501
8. IF YOU OBJECT to the
granting of the petition, you
should appear at the hearing
and state y<Nlr objections or
file written objections with the
court before the hearing. Your
appearance may be In person
or by your attorney.
9. IF YOU ARE A
CREDITOR or a contingent
creditor of the deceased, you
must Ole your claim with the
court and mail a copy to
personal representative
appointed by the court within
four months from the date of
first Issuance of letters as
provided In section 9100 of the
CaUfornia Probate Code. The
time for fllln1 daims will not
expire before four months
from the hearing date noticed
above.
~
10. YOU MAY EXAMINE the ~
flle kept by die courL If you
are a persoa interested In t eh
estate, you may file with the
court a formal section 1250 of
the California Probate code.
.\ ~'
A Request for Special notice
form Is available from the
court clerk.
:
11. Attorney for petitioner:
~
SWARNER&
'
FIZTZGERALD
1J •
3403 Tenth Street, 7th Floor
••:.I 4

·•of~

.

...

,:1;

P.O.Box827

Riverside, CA 92502
12. This notice wu malled on
September 19, 1991 at David
B. Bowker, Califomla,

Riverside
\p\10/24/91
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
Tbe following person(s) ls
(are) doing business as:
NV-TECH DISTRIBUTING
26111 Ynez Rd Suite B-18
Temecula, CA 92503

..
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WILLIAM CHARLES
•' <
BUCKHOJi'F JR.
~,;
4387 Kingsbury Pl
Riverside, CA 92503
.;:
MARY ANTOINETTE RENE ";
BUCKHOFF
'
·.,.:
4387 Kingsbury Pl
Riverside, CA 92503
This business Is conducted by
a(n) Individuals • Husband
•
and Wife
This registrant commenced to ' , ;
transact business under
-0 •
fictitious business name or
..;
names listed above Is N/ A.
,) ' ~
lsWllllam C. Buckboff Jr.
;
The ming of this statement
••
does not or itself authorize the
use In this state of a fictitious
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
(ederal, or common law (sec.
,14400 et. seq. b&p code)
·Statement me with the county
clerk or Riverside County on
10/231!11.
I hereby certify that this copy
Is a correct copy of the
original statement on me In
my office.
WIiiiam E. Conerly, County
Clerk
File No. 917893
/pll0/24/31,11/7114191

••
., •
•

.
....•
._.
-.
¥...

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The followln& person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
THE AUSTRALIAN UGG
BOOT COMPANY
14185Bush Ave
Riverside; CA 92508
TRACY REYNOLDS
14185Bush Ave
Riverside, CA 92508
JOHN PATTERSON
14185 Bush Ave
Riverside, CA 92508
This business Is conducted by
a(n) General Partnership
Thi• registrant commenced to
transact business under
fictitious business name or
names listed above on
10/17/91.
/sTracy Reynolds
The filing of this statement
~
does not or ltselr authorize the
:,
use In this state or a fictitious
:
bu1l11ffS name In violation or
:
the rights or another under
:
federal, or common law (sec. • ~. •
14400 et. seq. b&p code)
•• ~
Statement me with the county ·" ;
clerk of Riverside County on ''l •
10/22/91.
l hereby certify that this copy S,.. ~
Is a correct copy or the
•
original statement on file In
my office.
William E. Conerly, County
Clerk
FIie No. 917889
lp/10124/31,11/7114/91
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wr1te-crL 1t Kit, P.O.
G overnmen t
CREDIT
LOOKING
Box
8098,
Riverside,
pro
grams! exc. Fo r GOVERNMENT
REPORT S
LONG DISTANCE
For Licensed
CA, 92515.
lnfor 504 641 -8003, x
CLEARED
SEIZED
SERVICE.
R8342
LONG DISTANCE Do It yourself kits, or
Cosmetologist,
Veh icles from $1 oo.
Check our rates. We
LOSE WE HTNOW.
PHONE
SERVICE
Barbers,
we
will
help
you.
Call
are the lowest, under
Fords,
Mercedes ,
I lost 40 lb In 9wks. I
*WOODCREST
Flat Rate15¢ a minute, (714)359-1101.
Corvettes,
Chevys
,
15¢ a minute
Manicurist.
would llke t elp you
AREA*
call anywhere in the
anywhere In the 50
Surplus ,
Buyers
call
Marta
(
14)
8879157
Mandarin
Lane,
4
Booth
Rental.
DAILY SALARY
United States,
CREDIT
states, 24-Hrs.
Gulde. Call (805)9622656.
bedroom/
2
1/2
bath
2
425-1879 {office)
of $300 for
including Alaska and
(714)359-1101.
PROBLEMS??
story new home, 8000 ext. s22on.
buying mer-chandlse.
887-5779 {home)
Hawaii and Puerto
Been rejected, legally WEDDINGS ON'T $1100 mo. Easy move
No exp. nee. Call
Rico
24
Hours
a
day,
7
remove
It
now!!
FREEWAY
HAVE HOM
In (213) 531-8095
(714)369-7782 Ext3455
Guaranteed in writing. CHURCH?
days a week, Call 24
DRIVING
This Could
Call 24 hours at
getting to you. Try
hrf at (714)359-1101.
Why Go To Las
(714)359-1101.
Therapeutic Massage.
Vegas? Enjoy a
A FFORDABLE
Relieve headaches.
htghlty church serv ce
LOCATI N,
MORTAµE
WINDOW
HEADACHESWe make house calls,
for small or large
Beautiful ,
larg e
LOANS
or you can come to
groups at a
STRESS
· Victorian home, well •
C LEANING
1st and 2nd Trust
low cost. Up to 300
kept. Zo ne A- P for
TENTION
Always needed to our clinic In Riverside. Deeds. Prompt,
guests.
Reception
professional
u se or
-Try
Therapeutic
clean your wndows. Call (714)359-3456.
friendly service. Low
hall available. License. fflce I home comb.
but never could find
rates. We loan money Massage Call (714)
VICTORY CHAPEL
xcellent
Incom e
the t i me. Call me
APPROVED
359-3456.
for any reason
(714)884-6105
~otentlal. Redlands,
"Cynthia" at (71 4) 885(purchase, re-finance,
CREDIT
$ 50,000, 798-6040
7388. Let me do them Approved credit to all bill consolidation or
FLAT RATE(m
ssage)
for you. Presently personal loans, debt
WHY
RENT?
home Improvement).
682-6070
LONG DISTANCE
Homes for $ repos.
doing domestic work consolidators up to
For more Information
SERVICE.
In this area.
$50,000, no collateral call Gus Barnes at
Check our rates. We
continued from A-4 Riverside. Low-income, first- project of this magnitude in the
or credit needed. Visa (714)657-8188 or
are the lowest, under
generation, college - potential Inland Empire , especially one
(714)940-4049.
& Mastercard also
15¢ a minute
enroll
in
post
secondary
edu
students
will be identified and operated by a community available. Open late,
anywhere In the 50
cation;
(2)
to
publicize
the
supportive
services provided based - organization (CBO), is a
call (800)527-7512.
ERASE BAD
states. Call 24-Hrs. at
availability
of
student
financial
the,
i.e.,
tutoring,
academic first and important milestone.
CREDIT
(714)359-1101.
assistance available to persons
dvisement, personal and career
CREDIT REPAIR Try our do it yourself
The hard - working, dedicatwho pursue a program of post counseling, information on ed PAL Center staff is working
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gimmicks. Do It
secondary education. and (3) to f ancial aid, and post - sec- diligently to launch and operate
call 24 hours at
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yourself and save
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(714)359-1101.
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completed
secondary or post
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tension, relieve aches
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credit kit. Call 24
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3456.
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of Educ tion graduate schools Henry; Alonza Thompson,
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workers now! Call for legal forms completed ding Alaska and
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Powerful Results
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CREDIT PROBLEMS
Wilfred
you can come to our
Fords, Mercedes,
United Sta s Army born May 19, 1912 to
Can't
get
credit.
Do it
place In Riverside.
Corvettes, Chevys,
a nd moved to New Joh n a_nd Christina
yourself and save $$$.
Call (714)359-3456.
Surplus, Buyers
Yor k where he was Young In Greer, South
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Wilfred Harris was employed ~
the Ca ro lina.
After
1 December 18, 1974, born to Dr. and Mrs. United State Post
servi
ng
In
World
war
died October 13, 1991. James Walter Harris
Office for 30 yes s.
II he met and married
~=:=:\
Ruben Bernal leaves In
Sander sville
He returned 1 San Roxie Mae Golden.
to mo urn a lov ing Georgia on April 24,
It
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You n g moved to
family and a host of 1918. He graduated
~~
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friends.
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Harris and sister - In
Od ell leaves to
law Bessie, one sister, cherish his memory,
MERCURY SABLE
Vera Harris, two au ts his mother, Christina
Henriett a ln ghra , Young, Two brothers, ,
and Helen Anderson,
twin Otis L. Young,
Victor Galavez born
many
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d Roy, one sister Feb ruary 26, 1971,
neph ews , cousins' i - law, Luvenia
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New Frontier Commercial Properties, Inc.
in association with
The City of San Bernardino Economic Development Age
Cordially invites you to attend
The Lease Signing and Celebration Ceremonies
of the

WEST SIDE PLAZA SHOPPING CEN TER
at the intersection of
··:Base Line Avenue and Medical Center Drive
San Bernardioo, California
Tuesday, the 29th of October 1991

Ceremonies commence at 9:27 A.M.
This project is made possible through the cooperative efforts of,

NGESHOW

The County of San Bernardino Department of Economic Developmen~
and
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

LINCOLN.• MERCURY• VOLKSWAGON
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j. SAN BERNARDI NO

1600 Camino Real
SAN BERNARDINO

(714>889-3514
Se Habla
(714) 824•0270
Espanol
.
·
All prices plus tax. license. doe . & smog fees. All prices
include all factory incentives & rebates.
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Tillie's Memorial Chapel
Accepts all types of Burial Insurance even

l___:_~_ ____,

Pre-Need from other Morticians
We have our own insurance policy as well as Pre-Need.
(714)889-0811
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Pacific Bell Opens New Hispanic Service Center
Pacific Bell
open_s its sixth Hispani_c
Sery1ce Center to make 1l
easier for customers who
prefer to do business with the
company in Spanish. The
new center, . loca_tcd i_n
downtown R1vers1dc, 1s

services for Hispanic
customers. The company
opened its first Hispanic
Service center in San Gabriel
in 1987. Additional centers
arc now operating in
Sacramento, San Jose, City of
Commerce, San Diego and

staffed by bilingual service
representatives who take
orders for residential
telephone service and answer
billing inquiri~s for Spanish
speaking customers in
Southern California . The
center's toll-free telephone
number is 811-5855. It is
open Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m., and
Saturdays, 8:30 a.m. to 5
p.m. "Customers define.
quality service," said Maury
Rosas, vice president of
Pacific Bell's Hispanic/Asian
Market Group, "and in the
case of California's growing
Hispanic population, many
Spanish-speaking customers
know quality starts with a
company that respects their
language preference." Pacific
Bell is the first telephone
company to offer bilingual

Riverside serving 7.6 million
Hi s panic
residential
customers statewide. Pacific
Bell also opened Chinese,
Korean and Vietnamese
service centers in 1988.
In 1989, Pacific Bell
opened an Hispanic Business
Office to serve California's
Hispanic-owned businesses.
Its toll-free telephone
number is 811-2733. The
increasing demand for
service prompted Pacific Bell
to open the Riverside center.
"The phones never stop
ringing,"
said
Toni
Laskowski, Pacific Bell sales
manager for the Hispanic
Service Center in Riverside.
"Our customers like being
served in Spanish, and they
tell their families and friends
to call us." Pacific Bell chose
the downtown Riverside

location because it had
available office space and an
excellent labor market.
Many employ.. ees wh.. o. work

in the Riverside Hispanic
Service Center live in the
Inland Empire. Before
transferring to the Riverside

center, they commuted to
Paci~ic Bell's H_ispanic
Serv1~e Centers m San
Gabriel

Service Representatives Phil Briones, Alicia Toby and Rick Lopez serve
Paci1k: Bell customers who prefer to do business with the company In
Spanish.

How To Save On Car Insurance For Teens
Auto insurance for a teenager usually is going to cost extra, but there are at least four
ways to save money, says the Western Insurance Information Service (WIIS), a non-profit,
non-lobbying insurance information service for consumers. One way to save is to carry your
youngster as an additional driver on the parents' policy rather than separately. Here are the
others: . Make sure your youngster passes an approved driver-education training course: With
some insurance companies, this is good for a premium discount of up to 15 percent. .
Insurers generally charge less for young drivers who are good students. The high school or
college student who maintains at least a B average can qualify for a rate discount of up to 25
percent .. If you put a teenager on your policy and he or:· she later goes away to a school at
least 100 miles from home, be sure to tell your agent. Your premium will be lower while the
teenager is away from home because he or she is less likely to be using your car. From an
insurance underwriter's viewpoint, teenage drivers are high risks, says WIIS. It's strictly a
matter of statistics. Each year, an average 33 out of 100 drivers under age 20 are involved in
an accident. This age group makes up six percent of the motorists in the United States, but 15
percent of drivers involved in all accidents. By contrast, motorists aged 45 to 64 represent
,me-fourth of the driving population but were responsible for only 16 percent of those in
accidents. WIIS offers a free consumer leaflet, "Opps! !," developed for young drivers who
have questions about car insurance and how to buy it. To get a copy, write to: WIIS, 3530
Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1610, Los Angeles, CA 90010.
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Pay-Per-View Sports?
U.S.
Rep.
(;erry
Sikorski (D-Minn .) was
fl rst elected to Congress
in 1982. He is a member
or the House Energy
and Commerce Committee, which has legislative
jurisdiction over telecommunications policy.

John C. Severino is
president and CEO or
Prime Ticket Network, the
nation's largest regional
cable sports network. He
also has served as president
or ABC television and
president and general manager or KABC-TV in Los
Angeles.

Should major sporting events be televised on
pay-per-view?
It's not a question of whether or not major sporting events "should" be televised on pay-per-v iew
- they already are. Boxing has become a sport
whose exclusive domain is cable and pay-perview. The 1992 Barcelona Summer Olympics will
be on pay-per-view - put there by none olher than
NBC, the television network. In fact, every major
league and team is considering pay-per-view in the
near future . And why not? With player salaries at
· record highs, the teams and leagues need to generate additional revenue. They can't build bigger
stadiums, and ticket prices already are sky-high.
How would pay-per-view affect the average
sports fan?
Critics charge that pay-per-view is "siphoning"
games away from broadcasters, depriving sports
fans of games they might trdditionally see. Nothing could be .further from the truth .
Let me cite one example. For the past five years,
the National Hockey League's Los Angeles Kings
have been televised exclusively on Prime Ticket,
a regional cable sports network . Thi s year, a local
broadcast station also will carry some games.
Why? Because exposure on cable and good team
management have produced a popular team that
the broadcaster can now cash in on. Clearly, the
road to te levising sports events runs both ways.
Finally, the goal of every sports organization
considering the merits of pay-per-view is not to
reduce the number of games avai lable, but to in, ·- crease the number of choices by televising games
that nonnally wouldn't be seen.
What impact would this have on professional sports?
Professional sports is no longer fun and games,
it's big business. Sports organizations now must
maximize their income from eve ry conceivable
source, and pay-per-view is simply one e lement
to ensure their continued growth . To survive. professional sports organizations are licensing their
logos and selling international television, broadcast, cable and, of course, pay-per-view rights all to support and make profitable a very expensive business. Iii

Should major sporting events be televised on
pay-per-view'!
No, at least not major-league playoff games.
My home state 's hockey team, the Minnesota
North Stars. was blacked out in lhe Minneapolis/
St. Paul area during the 1990-91 Stanley Cup
finals for all but the relatively few who have
cable in Minnesota (fans in only one of seven
Twin Ci1y households).
The whole notion of publicly supported sports
being available only to the wired and wealthy is
wrong because: I. It jeopardizes hard-won fan support; 2. It cheats uncabled households. working
families, low-income families and those on fixed
incomes; 3. It reduces the quantily and quali1y of
the games broadcast on free television or basic
cable; 4. We the people own the air waves and
ought to be able to see major- league cham- '
pionships: and 5. The puhlic inlercst is served
by the free flow of information - including
sports information .
How would pay-per-view affect the average
sports ran·?
The easy. free access to America's major-league
sports would be jeopardized. At $12.95 or so for
a pay-per-view game. you·rc talking about real
dollars - dollars the average sport~ fan may not
have. Depending on your income. it can make the
difference between viewing and not viewing.
What impact would this have on professional sports'!
Professional sports is very lucrative. There
seems to be no end to the sweetheart deals avail able for professional athletes. Those big dollars
are being siphoned off by owne rs and stars who
enjoy tremendous wealth because of the good will
of loya l fans. It' s unfair to forget !hose fans becausc there may be a new market to e,i:p loit.
The telecommunications infrastructure was built
so that Americans could equa lly enjoy the free
flow of information that marks a democratic soci ety. Support for professional sports teams helps
build healthy, united communi ties. We shouldn' t
sacrifice those principles and benefits to serve only
the most privileged and wealthy.
i > 1991 , PM Editonal Services
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Holiday Hint: Basketball Card Collecting

CUSTOM MADE FOR MEN
TUXEDO RENTAL & SALES

Scores High With Young Fans
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Here'saholidaygiftidea
sure to score some points
with that special youngster on your holiday shopping list-basketball trading cards. Whether your
child is a card collector or
simply a sports fan, NBA
flOOPS Basketball Cards
make the perfect gift.
Collecting NBA HOOPS
Basketball Cards is a great
hobby for youngsters because it's fun as well as
educational. To begin collecting, all your child needs
is a pack of NBA HOOPS
cards. The fun starts as he
or she learns how to trade
in an effort to acquire all of
his or her favorite players.
Togiveyourchildahead
11ta.rt,put the·NBAHOOPS
Collector's Kit on your
holiday shopping list. For
less than $15 you can give
a special youngster a complete package featuring 50
premiere edition NBA
HOOPS cards, three8"xl0"
N-BA HOOPS Action Photos, an NBA HOOPS
Collector's Album and
plastic sheets to store the
collection. The kit also features a 20-page "Basketball Card Collecting Guide"
to teach the novice as well
as the expert the ins and
outs of the growing hobby.
Collecting basketball
cards is also the best way
to learn more about the
many great players of the
NBA. In'a ddition to featuring a full-color action photo
on the front, each card also
inclµdes statistics and ca-

Custom Made Suits for Men
Ready Made Suits for Men
Alterations for Men & Women

-----==:::::;---,
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PANT HEMS I I REPLACE ZIPPER
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Kids under construction ...
It's better to build than to mend
4-H works to build the leaders of
tomorrow ... in the city or the country,
wherever they may be. Share YOUR
skills with youth and enjoy the
reward ofbeing part of the future ...
be a 4-H Volunteer Leader!

3 ~$5 ~~
tffl

Reg s5
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I NO LIMIT ' } NO LIMIT
J.-....::::.-:i~•~--L~aan •

20% OFF
We Do Dry Cleaning - •1u A Pie~e
Must Present Ad • Ex •ires 3-31 91

Magic Johnson is one of the many players feat\lred qn
NBA HOOPS cards.

reer highlights on the
flipside. This information
is invaluable when youngste~ talk abou~ sports or
watch basketball ol) tele:
vision. By reading the back
of basketball cards, your
youngster can learn the
answer to these and many
more "Basketball ·Brai .
Busters":
· ·
· •
1) What is .Michael
Jordan's career scoring
average?
2) What college did
Larry Bird attend?
3) In what year did
Charles Barkley lead the
league in rebounding?
4) Do you know Magic
Johnson 's real first name?
(Answers below)
In addition to cards,
NBA HOOPS produces a
wide variety of other basketball products. Even if a
collector get& the en~ire.
NBAHOOPScardsetthere
is still mor~ to learn about

the top NaA players by collecting NBA HOOPS Col·lect A Books. These 8-page
booklets feature detailed
personal stories of the
league's top players as well
as several diff.e~t acti.o n .
photographs. For those
who like exciting pictutes,
NBA HOOPS Action Pho-tos are full-color 8"x10"
photographs~fthe league's
best players. The .Action
Photos are ideal for autographs, hanging in school
lockers or saving in photo
albums.
Although there are
many good reasons for collecting basketball cards,
the best is that with each
new season an entire new
aeries of cards becomes
available and your child
can continue to grow his or
her collection.
Answers: J) 32.8. 2) In- .
diana State · 3) 1987'
4) Earvin ·
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INCOME·
·TAX

..

Specialized Business
& Tax Service

Year Round
Service &
Representation
Complete
Tax Preparation

Full Charge
Bookkeeping
·comprehensive
Business
Services

12702 MqnoHa Ave., Suite 29, Riverside

..

736~2009
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(714)
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4-H is for
city kids,
too!

1 I Pants or Skirt
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Letters. to the Editor
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. ·., Our.paper will be 3Ccepti~g your
letters on issues that co~c.ern you and
your community. Let your v~ice he
heard in our weekly forum by sending
your letters to Southern California
Community Weekly, P.O. Box 912,
92502.

Call 387-2171 tor more Information.
4-H welcomes youth (6-19) and adults of all ethnic
backgrounds and capabilities. No 4-H experience
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:.·BES'r VIDEOS IN TOWN

12702 Magnolia #30, Riverside, CA 92503
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LANDLORDS ! BUSINESS OWNERS
Looking for good, consistent cleaning
for your apts or offices? Reasonable
written rates, absolute value - 352-2818
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Video Movies • Video Accessories • Blank Video Cassettes
Video & Audio Tape Duplicating Service
We Sell Audio Duplicating Machines

AVP AUDIO VIDEO PLUS AVP DISTRIBUTORS
12702 Magnolia #30 Riverside

272-1947
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Volvo '92: New Model, New Engine & A Unique Safety Innovation
ROCKLEIGH, N.J.
There is quite a lot of
news from Volvo for the
1992 model year. Most
people think of automotive
news in terms of new models.
For those people, Volvo
introduces the new top-ofthe-line 960, which combines
the best of Volvo's traditional
values with a plethora of
luxurious appointments and
a sophisticated 201 hp inline
six-cylinder engine. Also
new for 1992 is Volvo's Side
Impact Protection System, or
SIPS. This unique design,
built into every 740, 940 and
960 Volvo; is designed to
significantly reduce injuries
in side impact accidents ,
which are second only to
frontal impacts in frequency.
According to Joseph L.
Nicolato, president and CEO
of Volvo Cars of North
America, SIPS is based on
research work conducted by
Volvo's Swedish based
accident investigation team.
"Almost everyone knows
about Volvo's sturdy rollcagelike
passenger
compartment and our front
and rear crumple zones,"
. Nicolato explained. "SIPS is
Volvo's newest major safety
innovation and promises to
be one of the most
significant in our proud
safety history." Providing
additional protection from
side impacts is a difficult
problem because of the very
small space between the
occupant and the intruding
car. In designing SIPS,
Volvo engineers realized
they would have to spread
the impact forces over as
much of the car's body
structure as possible to
dissipate the energy, and also
maintaining the integrity of
the occupant compartment.
The solution consists of
reinforcements to the Bpillar, the body sills, the roof
rails, and the floor. Test data
indicates that SIPS equipped
vehicles could reduce serious
injuries or deaths in side
impacts by cars by 25%.
Furthermore, SIPS today
surpasses by a wide margin
the government's side i,mpact
regulations which will be
required for model year
1994. While on the topic of
safety, Volvo is making ABS
brakes standard equipment
on all 1992 Volvo models.
Similarly, two years ago the
company made a driver's
side air bag standard
equipment on all models.
Wherever you look in the

Volvo line, it is obvious that
safety is a primary design
criterion. Some automobile
buyers want their safety in a
luxurious and sophisticated
p a ckage.
For
these
di scriminating buyers, Volvo
has introduced the 960.
Under its smooth body work,
the 960 carries an impressive
drivetrain which delivers the
kind of performance yo u
expect from a 201 hp
engine, while producing EPA
mileage fig ures of 18 mpg
city and an impressive 26
mpg highway. The 960 is
powered by an inline sixcylinder 2.9 litre engine,
designed and built by Volvo.
For light weight, the engine
is predominantly cast
aluminum with cast-in iron
cylinder liners for durability.
Belt driven double overhead
cams operate four valves in
each cylinder via hydraulic
tappets which require no
maintenance. A Bosch
Motronic 1.8 system handles
both ignition timing and fuel
injection functions. It
includes a self-diagnostic
function to speed repairs.
Long smooth runners in
both the intake and exhaust
manifolds contribute to the
engine's ability to produce
80% of its maximum torque
at a low 1000 rpm . Torque is
what really makes a car feel
responsive under most
driving conditions and
Volvo's new six-cylinder
really delivers in this area.
The balance of the 960's
powertrain is no less
impressive. An electronically
controlled
four-speed
automatic transmission, the '
A W40, has been tuned
specifically for Volvo's new
engine. The electronic
control system senses road
speed, engine speed, engine
load and throttle position
when determining shifts. The
electronics help insure
smooth shifting and permit
the driver to select from one
of three different driving
modes. Economy provides
the best fuel economy,
shifting
smoothly
at
relatively low engine speeds.
Sport mode allows the
engine to reach higher rpms
before shifting and is
optimized for performance.
Winter mode locks out first
and second gears so that
starting off in low traction
conditions can be more
easily accomplished. Unique
to Volvo's A W40 is the
"Down Slope" mode which
automatically determines

New Model: Volvo 960

when you are descending a
hill and shifts to a lower gear
to provide engine braking.
The 960 is flush with
comfort and luxury features
as well. Both driver and front
seat passenger sit in Volvo's
famous
orthopedically
designed bucket seats, power
operated. All seating surfaces
are leather. And don't forget
Volvo's endearing touch of
heating the front seats. An
automatic climate control
system regulates cabin
temperature while a sixspeaker AM/FM stereo
cassette system fills the air
with sound. Power operated
features include, sunroof,
windows, remote mirrors, and
antenna. For those. who need
._t? carry .bulky objects from
time to time, Volvo offers a
wagon version of the 960.
This polished and wellmannered wagon has all the
amenities of the sedan with
the extra versatility of a
wagon.
While the 960 is the
biggest news from Volvo for
1992, the balance of the
product line has not been
ignored. Enhancements in
the area of comfort and
safety can be . found on
nearly every model. The
most basic Volvo is the 240
which is available in a fourdoor sed~ or a wagon body
style. This rugged product
has proven itself on the roads
of the world for over sixteen
years. This year all 240s will
be equipped with ABS,
adding an antilock in g
feature to their powerful
four-wheel disc system .
Powered by Volvo's trusty
2.3 liter fuel-injected four'I

,.

cylinder engine, the 240 is
the logical choice for those
who value a simple no
nonsense car with plenty of
safety and durability. Back
for 1992 is a GL version of
the 240 sedan, bringing with
it those extras some buyers
appreciate, like sunroof,
power heated ex terior
mirrors and power antenna.
The 740 has been the
volume model for Volvo for
the past several years. For
1992 all 700 series cars will
receive additions to their
long list of standard safety
features. These include Side
Impact Protection System ,
seat belt prctensioners for
both front scats, and
automatic
locking
differential. The number of
740 versions has been
reduced this year to three.
The base 740 is available as a
sedan or wagon powered by
the 114 hp version of
Volvo's 2.3 liter fourcylinder engine. For those
wishing more performance,
there is the 740 turbo wagon
which proved its capabilities
by being the only station
wagon ever to have
competed in a professional
auto racing series!
The sleek 940 range
which was introduced in
1991 has also received SIPS
and pretensioners on the
front seat belts. For 1992, a
new entry level 940 model
has been introduced and
carries the badge 940 GL.
Available in sedan or wagon
body styles, it is powered by
Volvo's
rugged
fourcylinder, 114 hp engine
coupled to a four-speed
automatic transmission. The
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GL is very well equipped
with such features as air
conditioning, power sunroof,
and a six-speaker audio
system. Volvo has developed
quite a followi'ng for its 162
hp turbo charged engines
over the years. The 940
turbo is available in sedan
and wagon body styles and is
one of the most fun-to-drive
combinations in the Volvo
line. For 1992, all 940
models will be equipped with
Volvo's automatic locking
differential, a great help in
poor traction conditions. Of
course, the 960 comes in at
the top of the Volvo product
line with its many luxury
appointrncnts
and
sophisticated drive train .
Like the other cars in the
Volvo line, the 960 is
designed for safcty and
durability. It has also been
priced to deliver value for
the money. Looking across
the Volvo line, it is obvious
that concern for safety drives
this company. For 1992,
ABS brakes have become
standard equipment on every
Volvo sold in the U.S. Two
years earlier, Volvo did the
same with its SRS, a driver's
side
air bag.
Often
overlooked are other Volvo
standard features like
fourwheel power assisted disc
brakes, power assisted rack
and pinion steering, and the
all steel roll-cage-like unit
body with front and rear
crumple zones.
Mr. Nicolato and his
colleagues at Volvo believe
they are justifiably proud of
their offering for 1992.
• t.)
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Pomona Schools Offer Programs For All Ages
• Job Training (Vocational
Education) is available to
adults (16 years & older) in
Pomona Unified School
District's Adult and Career
Education. Fall semester
began September 3, however,
most courses permit open
enrollment
anytime.
Training fees are under $35
per semester. Training
programs
include:
Cosmetology
Teacher,
Instructional Aide, Bank
Teller, Campus Supervision,
Machine
Technology,
Weldin g & Fabrication,
Certified Nurse Assistant,
Cosmetologist,
Cosmetician/Eslhetician,
Manicurist, Electronics,
Office
Technology
(Accounting, Typing, Word
Processing, Filing, etc .),
Carpentry/Construction,
Purchasing & Materials
Management, Substitute
Teacher Training, Principals
of Technology, Exploring
Technology ,
Auto
Mechanics, Introduction to
Cosmetology, Introduction
to Health Careers, Personal
Computer
Classcs(lntermcdiatc DOS,
Lotus 123, Apple JIGS, Word

Perfect 5.0, Microsoft Works,
Intro
to
Desk
Top
Publishing),

CBX

Switchboard.
• Pomona Cosmetology
Center, located in Indian Hill
Mall, is operated by Pomona
Unified School District's
Adult and Career Education.
Courses arc offered in
Cosmetology, Manicuring
and Cosmetician programs.
This
1600 clock-hour
program teaches you a
variety of beauty services
including shampoo, hairstyle,
haircuts, press & curl, hair
treatment, regular manicures,
pedicures, nail wrap, tips,
acrylic, fills, facial services,
scalp treatments, hair
coloring, permanent waving,
and chemical relaxers.
Community
members
interested in rece1vrng
affordable, quality service
may call 620-8277. For
more information on the
educational
training
program, call 469-2333.
• Needlework Arts for
Older Adults, is offered by
Pomona Unified School
District's Adult and Career
Education. Classes meet on
Friday's, I :00 p.m. to 3:30
p.m. at Heritage Park Senior
Apartments, located at 23750
H~ghland Va11ey Road,
Diamond Bar.
Ope'l enro11ment permits
registration during class

hours, any week, at the class
location. No fee is charged.
Interested persons may caH
469-2309.
•
Anyone can learn how
to dance the Texas Two Step,
Ten Step, Cowboy Shuffle &
Line Dance by enrolling in
Country Western Dance.

Classes are scheduled
Tuesdays, November 5
through December 17, 1991
plus January 7, 1992 from
8: 15 p.m. to 9:15 p.m. at
Diamond Point Elementary
School located at 24150
Sunset Crossing Road in
Diamond Bar.
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Course fee is $38 per person. Adult & Career Education.
Instructors are Glory Looper Course meets November 5
through December 17, 1991,
and John Irwin .
For guaranteed reservations plus January 7, 1991,
and more information, call Tuesdays, 7:00 p.m. to 8:00
p.m. at Diamond Point
469-2350.
• Community members can Elementary School, located
have fun and improve fitness at 24150 Sunset Crossing
by
enrolling
in Road in Diamond Bar. Class
Nightclub/Ballroom Dancing, fee is $38. For a guaranteed
or
more
a course offered by Pomona reservation
Unified School District's information call 469-2350.

J.J.'s INnAllER SuppliEs

"IT'S A GIRL:'

Srnvi NG 1lu AREA ovrn l O YEARS

6247 MAGNoliA AvE. ,C, RivEnsidE
(714) 788,222}
(BFhiNd BEils PAR1y l~ EN1Als)
HtE uNi(j)UE flooR STORE.

W1 CARRY ilfM\ you CAN'1 fiNd iN HARdWARE s10RES
loll All yo 11 llooRjNG Nuds:
Mo ldiNG'> • NAils • AdhEsivE • 10ols
• pAddiNG • FlooR covrniNGS
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BEACH
PIPELINE, INC.
*SEWER*
*WATER*
* STORM DRAIN SYSTEMS *
l.i<. No. !i,lO Iti2

(714)

272-1 720

121(i0 Severn Way
Rivm,idc, California 92503

German Auto Plus
Japanese Cars & Trucks
Complete Repair & Servicing

•

(714) 371-6977
12490 Magnolia Ave., Ste F. Riverside

'EEBfW1NDOW WIZARD

u-+:41.J

WINDOW CLEANING SERVICE

Residential • Commercial • Auto

FREE ESTIMATES WITH
GUARANTEED RESULTS!!
l:.icensed

924-86060,1-800-696-3611

Birth, death or critical, illnesswhen they need to know, we reach them.
No mat_te_r ~here our Armed Forces are-the Persian Gulf or anywhere
else-if It s an emergency, the American Red Cross delivers the message.
What~er it takes, more _t~an 4,~00 times~ day, emergency messages
are delivered-whether Jt s the birth of a child or the death of a parent .
Twenty-fo~r hours a day, 365 days a year, we never stop working
hard to ~~mg ho~e doser to these men and women . We also provide
other critical services for their families.
Isn't it good to know that when it 's an emergen<-)' the American
Red Cross will be there.
'

+

American
RedCross

17!

[

I
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Buy any kind of Sandwich & Get the
Second One of Equal Value or Less for

•

1/2 Price

1261 6th Street, Ste 8, Norco
qorner of Valley View _exp.12/91

e•

..............

.

FREE

'•

279-2002

Call Ahead for Take Out,

I

COUPON·•

e

e

DINNER

,

• ;

3841 Old Hamner
6th & Hamner • Norco

Buy any dinner and get the
second one of equal or
lesser value for FREE

(714) 736-9018

(Lunch S.rved Aflfl' 10 AM)

Mon.-Fri. (Excepl Holidays)
Nol Good On SpecW.
o- Coupon Per p.,_ Per Vleil

4 am· 11 pm Sun-Thur .

4 am - 12 pm Fri & Sat

Buy One dinner Special, Get the
. Second One of Equal or less Value .

FREE

10635 Magnolia Avenue• Riverside, CA 92503

exp, 12/91
(714) 351-0261_.,..-.i-..---...

.....- ....-~-..----.-iaCOUPON._.__.. .
. -. -- - 1

OPEN 24 HOURS

VALUABLE COUPON

:HAMBURGERS
FREE

BREAKFAST
3841 Old Hamner
6th & Hamner • Norco

(714) J.~3_~-~1~

Buy any breakfast and get
the second one of equal or
lesser value for FREE
(Brealcf-t Served All 0.V)
Mon.-Fri. (Except Holldava)
Not Good On Speciale
One Coupon Per Penon Per Visit

- - ~ ~ -i:!-...-:5-~

COUPON •
• • • • •

~

- ...

#

•••

-

BUTONB-GBTONB

FREE!!
COUPON GOOD AT ALL LOCATIONS
7040 Ven Nuys llwd.
Ven Nup, CA

(111) 715-1111

57IO Wlllltler llwd.

Eal Loa AngelN, CA
(213) 721-2111
SMW. llalnltrNt ;r .
AIIIMlllra,CA
.
(213) 571-1119 I _I
/

exp. 12/91

··-·· - ............. ·- --·-···· -·· ·-- -·--·
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

·Calypso Concert To Benefit Dance & Arts
A benefit concert
featuring Bob Griffiths and
his "Jazz Caribe" will be held
on Saturday, November 2, at
8:00 p.m. in Landis
Auditorium on the Campus
of RCC, for two Riverside
Arts organizations: The
Riverside
Community
College Dance Program and
the Riverside Community
Arts Association.

A portion of the
proceeds will go, according
to Dance Department Chair
Jo Dierdorff, to establish
scholarships. Says Dierdorff,
"There's a definite need for
scholarship monies to assist
transferring and returning
students due to the rising
costs of education."
The remainder of the
proceeds will go to assist the

Cesar Chavez To Speak At UCR
United Farm
Workers founder and
president Cesar Chavez will
speak on a wide range of
issues affecting farm workers
at 8 p.m. Tuesday, October
22, at the University of
California, Riverside.
His talk is open to
the public free of charge. He
will speak in the Commons
Cafeteria at UCR.
The talk is expected
to touch upon the use of
pesticides in vineyards, the
UFW-led grape boycott, and
wage and working conditions
for farm workers.
Chavez since 1984
has led an international
grape boycott to protest
threats posed to vineyard
workers by pesticides and to
consumers by pesticide
residues on grapes. In 1988,
he conducted a 36-day ,

water-only fast to draw
attention to the cause.
After serving in the
late 1950s and early 1960s
as national director of the
Community
Service
Organization, a barrio-based
self- help
group
for
California
Mex i can
Americans, Chavez in 1962
founded the United Farm
Workers. He currently lives
at La Paz, the union's Keene,
California headquarters in
Kern County's Tehachapi
Mountains .
The appearance by
Chavez is sponsored by
MEChA, UCR Chicano
Student Programs and the
Associated Students Program
Board.
For
more
information, call Jessica Soltz
at
(714) 787-3626 or
Chicano Student Programs at
(714) 787-3821.

Riverside Community Arts
Association
in
their
continuing renovation of the
Life Arts Building. Mark
Schooley, Life Arts Building
Coordinator, feels that this
will be an opportunity to not
only raise funds but to raise
awareness of the * RCAA's
activities.
Next week Griffiths,
a
Jamaican-born
multicultural artist for the
Riverside Arts Fo ndation,
will announce special guests
and sponsors as well as
discounts for companies who
have
consistently
contributedd to the arts.
Tickets
are $8
door/$6 adv. (children 12
and under free with
accompanying adult) and
can be purchased through
Top Ten Records (714) 7885770), Landis Auditorium
Box Officce (714) 6849337).
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EVENING ENTERTAINMENT
BILLY B 's-10390 Arli ngton Ave., Riverside. Live country

~

music, 9 pm-2 am Tuesday-Saturday (714 ) 688-1300.
BLACK ANGUS-3610 Park Sierra Drive, Riverside. D.J.
plays Top 40 music every night 8 pm-2 am (714) 687-9190.
BOBBY McGEE's-1905 Commerce Center East, San
Bernardino. D. J. plays music 7 pm-2 am daily. Oldies
in early evening. (714) 884-7233.
BAZOOTI'S DANCE-O-RAMA- 3744 Main St. , at the
Camelot Inn , downtown Riverside. DJ spins house, disco,
nuwave, industrial. 9 p.m.-3 a.m. Friday. $5.00 cover
before 10 p.m., $7 after 10 p.m. (714) 788-0214.
BRASS RAIL-24580 Sunnymead Blvd., Moreno Valley.
Live country and rock 'n' roll start ing at 9 p.m.,
Wednesday-Sunday (714) 924-9969. ·
BULL-N-MOUTH-3615 Canyon Crest Drive, Riverside.
D.J. plays dance music 9 pm-1 :30 am Thursday-Saturday .
(714) 684-7720.
BUMPER's-1201 University Ave., Riverside. D.J . plays
'50s & '60s rock-n-roll 5 pm-1 :30 am daily. 8:30pm -1 :00am
Sunday is live entertainment. (714) 683-4833
CARLOS O' BRIEN's-3667 Riverside Plaza, Riverside.
Entertainment nightly in the cantina. Call for information .
(714) 686-5860.
CAT BALLOU-1765 N. Perris !Blvd. Live entertainment
Wednesdays through Sundays beg inning at 3 p.m. Talent
contest every Thursday(714) 657-5152.
CHEERS-12220 Pigeon Pass Road , Moreno Valley. D.J.
plays dance music 7pm-2am Monday-Saturday. (7 14)
247-3233
CHRIS DAVIS CLUB-333 E. Foothill Blvd . Live cou ntry
music 8 p.m. Wednesdays-Fridays. $2 cover cha rge
Wednesdays and Thu rsdays , $3 cover charge Fri days
(714) 874-770.
CLUB METRO-57 14 Miss ion Blvd .,Rubidoux . (714) 676531 1. 3 disc jockeys playing hip hop, rock and Latin dance
music 8:30 p.m. - 1:30 a.m. Monday-Thursday, 8:30 p.m.5:00 a.m.Friday-Saturday.

DON JOSE-3848 La Sierra Ave ., Riverside D.J . plays
Top 40 music 9 pm-2 am daily. (714) 687-2280.

DOWNTOWN WEDNESDAY NIGHTS-Main Street,
between Fifth Street and University Avenue (714) 781 -7335.

HARRY C's-1414 University Ave., Riverside. Disc jockey
plays Top 40 music Tuesday-Thu rsday 6 pm- 1:30 am ,
Fri day & Saturday 6 p.m.-5 a.m., and Monday 9 pm-1:30
am. (714) 686-2212.
THE HOP-3742 Park Sierra Dr ive, Riverside. Live
Concerts! Disc jockey plays music of the 1950s and '60s
Th ursdays-Saturdays. $5 co ver charge after 7p. m. (71 4)
688-5200.

LAKE ALICE TRADING CO.-3849 Orange St. Live

Read The Community Weekly

bands perform 9 p.m.-1 :30 a.m. Fridays and Satu rdays.
No cover charge (71 4) 686-7343.
MARISCOS EL SINALOENSE-Mexican Restaurant. Norteno Dance on Thursdays, Fri days, Saturdays
& Sundays, 9pm-2am . Regular hou rs 11 am- 10pm,
Mondays-Wednesday s. 8201 A rli ngton Ave., Riverside .
(714) 687-8585.

Moses Ferrell General

MARSHALL'S-9608 Mission Blvd., Rubidoux. Live country
music Friday and Saturday 9 pm-2 am (714) 685-9712.

Contractor Lie #513831.

MONOPOLYS-4190 Chicago Ave., Riverside. Th ursdays
free adm ission . D.J. plays dance music 10 pm-2:00 am;
Thursdays & Friday, Live Roc k 7:30 pm-2:00 am; Satu rd ay
D.J. plays dance music 9pm-4 am $8 cover 21 and over.
Sunday College nite 18 and over $7, $5 w/ Club card.
(714) 781-7900.

Deal Direct
With Builder
not a salesman.

NUMERO UNO-24811 Sunnymead Blvd . (714) 924-2558.
Moreno Valley. Jazz 'n' Stuff performs jazz music 8 pm1 am Friday and Saturday. No cover charge. 2 drink min.

PARK INN HOTEL-1150 University Ave., Riverside.

Complete
service from
Planning to
Final Clean
up.
Quality Work at Competitive
Prices also General Home Repairs.
,.

. .................... ,~ ..

Bands perform rock and Top 40 music from 9 pm-1:30
am Wednesday-Saturday. No cover charge. (714) 682-2771 .
THE RED ONION-10102 Indiana Ave., Riverside. D.J.
plays Top 40 dance music 8 pm-1:30 am daily. On Sunday
'50s, '60s & '70s music are featured 6 pm-9 pm. Country
music on Wednesday 9pm- 1:30am . Free li ve dance
lessons at 8 pm . (714) 354-2791 .
REUBEN'S-103 N. Lincoln Ave., Corona. Top 40 music
and videos 8:30 pm-1 :30 am nightly. (714) 735-1100.
RUBY'S-Hol iday Inn, 1200 University Ave ., Riverside.
Live bands play Top 40 music Tuesday-Saturday 9 pm2 am. D.J. plays Top 40 music Sunday & Monday. (71 4)

•••••6~f-.89Q(l........................... . ................. .
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FOOD & RECIPIES

Harvest Fig Encore
ravo for this saucy fig and apple
mixture! It takes only minutes
to prepare, and it's the basis for a
number of special desserts. Sundried Mission or Calimyrna figs add
just the right measure of sweetne s
lo tangy cooking apples and their
nut -like texture is a tasty surprise.
Placed in phyllo cups or purchased pastry shells, Harvest Fig
Em·ore is a dramatic finish to a
dinner party menu. Served over
slices of homemade shortcake, purchased poundcake or vanilla ice
cream , it's a delectable, fruity dessert that the whole family can enjoy
anytime.
California dried figs are wholesome treasures filled with important nutrients like potassium, calcium and iron. And no other fruit
beats dried figs for important dietary fiber. Pick up an extra pack for
quick, nutritious snacking. They're
available year-round in your grocer's dried fruit or produce section.
HARVEST FIG ENCORE
2 small tart cooking apples,
peeled and cored
2 tablespoons butter or
margarine
1 cup Blue Ribbon Mission or
Calimyrna Figs, quartered
1/s cup sugar
1 tablespoon cornstarch
1 teaspoon cinnamon
½ cup apple juice*
Phyllo cups or pastry tart
shells or shortcake
Slice apples thin; cut slices in
half. Melt butter in 10-inch skillet.
Stir in apples and figs. Cook 5
minutes or until apples are tendercrisp. Combine sugar, cornstarc~
and ci nnamo.o; mix well. Add to
ski llet along with apple juice. Cook
until thickened.

B

One sauce is all that is needed in this trio of tempting dessert ideas.
Spoon into phyllo cups or pastry tart shells, or over shortcake. Makes 8
servings.
*Increase apple juice to l cup if serving as sauce over shortcake.
Phyllo Cups
6 sheets fresh or frozen
¼ cup butter or margarine,
(thawed) phyllo
melted
Brush one pastry sheet lightly with butter. Place second sheet on ~op of
first and brush with butter. Repeat with remaining sheets. Cut stack mto 8
(4½ x 5½-inch) rectangles. Arrange each rectangle into a 2¾-inch buttered
muffin cup, folding excess to form pretty edge. Repeat to make 8 cups. Bake
at 400°F. for 10 minutes or until golden.
Shortcake
111s cups buttermilk baking mix
¼ cup butter or margarine,
¼ cup sugar
melted
½ cupmilk
Mix all ingredients to form a soft dough. sroon into ungreas~d 8-lnch
cake pan; spread level. Sprinkle with additiona 1 teaspoon sugar 1f desired.
Bake at 400°F. for 20 minutes or until lightly browned.

ith today's bu y lifestyles,
time spent with family and
W
friends can be a relaxing and memond,11' 111Tasion. Home entertaining
is fun and a rewarding way to
<•xpress your own personal style to
others. This is why the home economists at KitchenAid have develop ed this sensational appetizer
whi<" h is prepared in advance so you
can Le o:!t of the kitchen and into
the party in no time flat.
Ap petizers for dinner parties or
lunches should be light and refreshing and just enough to set the
mc,uth watering and the taste buds
tingling for your next course. This
Cold Ham Mousse does just that. It
is easily prepared using the Kitchen Aid stand mixer with the food grinder attachment.
The mousse can be poured into
many types of molds forming an
endless choice of designs.
Serving sug1-estions include:
uackers, thin slices of rye or pumpernickel breads.
COLD HAM MOUSSE
1 ½ pounds cooked ham, cubed
1 medium onion, quartered
1 rup celery, chopped
-n cup golden raisins
2 tablespoons Dijon mustard
2 teaspoon "' prep1ued
horseradish
¼ cup cold water
1 cup chicken broth
3 to 4 drops red food coloring
1 cup heavy cream
1h cup finely chopped parsley
Asse mble and attach Food
Grinder usin p >11rse grinding plate.
Turn to Spee1 md grind ham into
medium bowl. · ·rnove coarse plate
and attach f
~rinding plate.
Turn to Sper
~ri grind ham,
oni1111. 1·Pkrv
.;llS through
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Grapes Are A Festive Choice For The Holidays
Whether you're searching for gift, decorating or
entertaining ideas, look to
California table grapes to
help celebrate the merriest season of the year.
Some of California's favorite seeded and seedless
grapes are on your grocer's
shelves throughout the
holiday season. And grapes
come in vibrant red and
green colors, which are
perfect for Christmas time!
For yuletide gifts, consider fresh, nutrientpacked grapes• Buy a unique basket
made from grapevines, fill
it with bunches of green,
red and blue/black California grapes, and top it with
a bright holiday bow.
• Instead of filling
children's stockings with
sugary candies, bag
bunches of grapes, tie them
with colorful ribbons, and
watch kids enjoy one of
their favorite snacks.
When it comes to decking your halls, bunches of
grapes are the perfect accent to arrangements of
natural garlands, fresh
fruits and vegetables• Use
bunches of
multicolor grapes to make
spectacular-and edible-centerpieces. Your family
members and guests will
appreciate having deli cious, low-calorie snacks
available after eating fattening holiday goodies.
Grapes are also great

complements to recipes and
make colorful , heal thy
garnishe s to holiday
dishes• Freeze your grapes
and use them as ice cubes
in your punch bowl.
•Serve fresh, sweet
grapes with a fruit and
cheese platter.
•Toss together a fruit
salad made from green, red
and blue/black grape varieties.
However you decorate
with or serve California
table grapes, you'll be
maintaining a holiday tradition. In many Eastern
cities where European traditions are still practiced,
fall grapes, with their reddish and often purplish
color, are important for
both Christian and Jewish
celebrations.
This year, start your
own Christmas traditioninstead of leaving cooki es
for Santa, leave a nutritious bunch of California
table grapes.

Glen Ellen Winery:
A Modern-Day Family Succe.<~s Story

t he m<•'lt grimier 2 times. Stir in the mu stard and horseradish .
In u small howl, dissolve the gelatin in water for 2 minutes. In a small
saucepan, bring the 1.:hicken stock to a boil. Add the softened gelatin and
stir over low heat until dissolved, about 4 minutes. Add the food coloring.
PJa,·e ham mixture in mixer bowl. Attach bowl and flat beater. Turn to
Speed 2 and mix for 15 second.:. Add chicken broth and increase to Speed 4
for 30 seconds. Set aside in a separate bowl to cool for 10 to 15 minutes.
Place cream in clean mixer bowl. Attach bowl and wire whip. Turn to
Spe"d 6 and whip until stiff. Fold whipped cream and parsley into ham
mixture. Spoon into oiled 5-cup mold and chill until set, about 4 hours or
overnight. When ready to serve, unmold and serve with crackers or thin
slices of rye bread. Yield: 5 cups.

Ten years ago , the
Benziger family of White
Plains, N.Y. packed up th1•
family station wagon and
one big truck. Following
Horace Greeley's advice ,
Helen a nd Bruno and their
seven kids moved wes t to
California 's S o n o ma
County to sta rt a n unlikely
venture-a winery.
That fir s t year, thP
whole family pitched in,
replanting m•glectPd vinPyards , fixing up the old
house, and building a winery from the ground up
Two years lat<>r, llH'
Oenzig<>r'<, first wint•s won
two Gold medals and a
Sweepstakes Award al tlw
Sonoma County Harvest
Fair. Th e loc als wc•rp
amazPd at tlw upstarts
from Nt'w York, and (:l<•n
Ellen Winery was on ,ts
way .
Today, Glt>n Ellt•n 1s on1•
of America's happit•st success storiPH. ltH firw vari etal winPH an• among tlw
most popular in th(• rnun try , and its Proprietor'H
Reserve Chadonnay is a# l
best-s(' lier.
Says eldest son Mikl•
Benziger,"Thiswineryissuch
a labor of love. And we're all
still running really hard.
Except now we've got a bigger extended famiiy uf
people who work with usplus 11 grandkids!"
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The clan from Glen Ellen
Winery.

In honor of thPir first
d<'cadP , th<' family has n•lPaHl•d a s parkling wine
under lh <' nam<>sak e
B1•nz1g1•r of(;lpn Ell<•n l;,hel. Enjoy ,t with tlus unusual fn•sh s trawbt•rry
dC'light, en•atNl by ('lu;f
Charl<·H Saund(•rs of
Sonoma Mission Inn fame.

Savory Marinated
California Strawberries
24 oz. strawb<'rri<'s,
cut in half
5 oz. light brown
sugar
2 tsp. gre<'n
peppercorns, rinsed
1/2 tsp. black peppc•r,
freshly ground
2 tsp. lemon juice

Place all ingredients
in a bowl and toss gently. Let stand for 15 minutes. Serve at room temperature. Serves 4.
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Celebrate National Chicken Month
WHEN TIME IS SHORT
-----

·

the microwave way

--

/

Chicken consumption is growing-and so are new ways to fix
chicken, such as Skillet Chicken Helper from Betty Crocker.
ood news. If you like chicken,
watch for specials on chicken
during September, National Chicken Month. If you 're eating more
chicken than you did a few years
ago, you 're not alone.
Chicken consumption is up 21
percent since 1986, according to the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. At
the same time, beef consumption
decreased 13 percent. In 1990, the
average American consumed 72.1
pounds of chicken.
A recent Gallup study for the
National Broiler Council uncovered
additional chicken facts . For
example:
• Three-quarters (77 percent) of
consumers prepare chicken at least
once a week.
• Chicken breasts are the most

G

popular chicken pieces.
• The most common methods for
preparing chicken are baking and
grilling.
With people buying and serving
more chicken, food manufacturers
are responding with new products.
For example, Betty Crocker has
introduced Skillet Chicken Helper
dry-packaged dinners. Other food
manufacturers are vying for the
market with pre-seasoned, fresh
chicken breasts. Fast-food restaurants also are rapidly adding chicken entrees, from salads to sandwiches.
The top reasons people eat chicken, says the National Broiler Council: it's nutritious, it's a good value,
family members like it and it tastes
good.

R,•tty C'rn,·kcr"' i, a registcrecl trademark of General Mills. Inc.
Skill,·t C"hick,·n Helper '" is a trademark of General Mills, Inc.

BACK TO BASICS
COOKING

"l

\.

here are several reasons why Honeyed Fruit Compote is a must for your
microwave recipe collection. Combining year-round fresh and canned
T
fruits removes any seasonal limitations. It is a nice addition for a
bring-a-dish-to-pass buffet and is suitable for brunch or dinner. Easy
preparation makes it ideal when time is short or when the rest of the meal is
more involved. According to Whirlpool Corporation home economists, you
can have this recipe ready to serve in 10 to 15 minutes.
HONEYED FRUIT COMPOTE
(6 servings)
1
1 can (11 oz.) mandarin orange
/s cup honey
segments in juice
1 teaspoon lemon juice
1 can (20 oz.) pineapple chunks
2 teaspoons cornstarch
in juice
½ cup halved red grapes
1 can (16 oz.) sliced peaches in
½ cup sliced banana
juice
2 tablespoons margarine or
butter
1. Drain canned fruits, reserving 2/a cup juice. Set fruits aside.
2. In l ½-quart glass casserole, microwave margarine at HIGH (100%)
until melted. Stir in reserved juice, honey, lemon juice and cornstarch.
Microwave at HIGH until mixture
Nutrition Information
begins to boil. Stir. Microwave at
(per serving)
HIGH l minute longer or until
thickened and clear.
205
Calories
3. Stir in canned fruits, grapes
lg
Protein
and banana. Microwave at MEDI 4g
Fat
UM (50%) for 2 to 3 minutes or until
Cholesterol
thoroughly heated. Serve warm as a
45 g
Carbohydrates
salad or with yvhipped topping or ice
38mg
Sodium
cream for dessert.
njoy the taste of summer long after the barbeque is packed away with
"Burgundy Beef Short Ribs." These more tender crosswise cut ribs are
E
ideal for quick cooking and easy eating. The inherent good flavor of the
short ribs is enhanced by marinating them in a savory mixture of
Kikkoman Teriyaki Marinade & Sauce, minced shallot and burgundy. A
blend of naturally brewed soy sauce, wine, sugar and select herbs, the
delicate sweet flavor of the teriyaki sauce is delightfully accented by the
other seasonings. Serve with your favorite vegetables and savor just how
good short ribs can be.
.
BURGUNDY BEEF SHORT RIBS
½ cup Kikkoman Teriyaki
½ teaspoon ground black pepper
Marinade & Sauce
2 pounds beef short ribs,
1 medium shallot, minced
trimmed and cut crosswise
1 tablespoon burgundy wine
½ inch thick
1 teaspoon sugar
Combine teriyaki sauce, shallots, wine, sugar and pepper; pour over ribs
in large plastic food bag. Press air out of bag; close top securely. Turn bag
over several times to coat both sides of ribs. Marinate 30 minute\!, turning
over occasionally. Broil or grill 5 inches from heat source or hot coals 4
minutes on each side.
Makes 4 to 6 servings.

•

Recipies To
Clip And Save
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ENVIRONMENT AL NEWS

Simple Conservation Tips Bring Big Savings
In $$ and Energy
he Department of Energy erly insulating your home can re(DOE) is encouraging everyone duce the load on your heating and
to learn how they,can reduce energy cooling system by 20-30%.
costs and consumption during EnMost hot water heaters are set at
ergy Awareness Month. Over 1/3 of 140° or above. If you do not have a
the energy initiatives included in dishwasher, you can lower the therPresident Bush's National Energy mostat to 120° and still receive
Strategy deal specifically with ener- adequately hot water. Even reducgy efficiency. Using our energy re- ing the setting 10° will save energy
sources wisely and decreasing our and money.
demand for energy is a central
As light bulbs burn out in nontheme ofDOE's 1991 slogan: "Ener- work spaces replace them with
gy: Plannin§ a Strategy for Ameri- bulbs of the next lowest wattage, or
ca's Future. 'The DOE suggests the · with compact fluorescent bulbs
following tips to help you make that are more energy efficient. The
Energy Awareness Month a success only place you will notice a differall year long.
ence is on your electric bill.
Cleanliness also contributes to
In Your Car
Transporting people and goods greater energy efficiency. Regularly
accounts for two thirds of all the replacing and cleaning the filters in
petroleum used in the U.S. Carpool- your heating and cooling systems as
ing and public transportation less- well as your car engine will lower
ens our consumption of oil. Adding your fuel costs. Vacuuming radiator
just one person to a commuting surfaces reduces the strain on your
car-currently 1.3 people per com- heating system. Keeping lamps and
muter car-would result in a na- lighting fixtures clean minimizes
tionwide gas savings of almost 4 the amount of light absorbed by
dirt. Range top burners reflect heat
million gallons per day.
Properly inflated tires increase better when they are clean. Removyour car's fuel efficiency. The U.S. ing lint from the exhaust. system on
could save over 2 million gallons of your clothes dryer makes its job
gas a day by simply pumping up easier.
In the Kitchen
underinflated tires.
The
kitchen
is another place to
Slowing down just 5 miles per
hour saves both gas and lives. The save energy and money. Boiling
U.S. could save over 2 million gal- water in a covered pan or kettle
lons of gas a day by just easing off saves time and energy.
If you use an electric oven or
the accelerator.
stove,
conserve energy by turning
Using a lower octane gasoline in
appliance off several minutes
your car saves fuel and money. Most the
the alloted cooking time. The
cars do not require octane level before
heating
elements will stay hot long
above 87. Two and half million enough to
finish the cooking withgallons of gas a day would be saved out using additional
energy.
by burning lower octane fuel.
You can also save energy easily
If you have two cars, using the by selecting the air-dry setting or
more efficient one could save up to 2 turning the washer off after the final
million gallons of gas a day.
rinse and propping the door open.
Using these simple measures Avoid the "rinse and hold" setting
could save the U.S. over 12½ mil- on your dishwasher since it uses 3
lion gallons of gas each day.
to 7 gallons of hot water per use.
Around the House
Scraping the dishes and rinsing in
There are numerous ways to con- cold water are just as effective.
serve energy and improve efficiency
Incorporating just a few of these
in the home. ~fore than half of all su~gestions into your daily routin_P
primary energy used in the residen- saves money and protects the. envitial sector goes to heating homes ronment. Those are benefits we all
and making hot water. Draft-proof- can enjoy.
For more information and other
ing windows and doors with caulking and weatherstripping helps conservation suggestions call
keep warm air from escaping. Prop- 1-800-523-2929.

T

REDUCE YOUR MONTHLY
EXPENSES BETWEEN

30 & 70%
• Bl-weekly accelerated mortgage program
Own your own home in 15 - 20 years instead of 30

• Refinance and consolidate your debts
Get a tax break and write-off the interest

• Acquire Inexpensive life Insurance
And double or triple your coverage

• Sava In Mutual Funds & IRA's
Earn 15 - 25% on your money

• Create a living trust
Avoid probate court

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE SAVINGS!
PREPARE FOR YOUR FAMILY'S FUTURE
CALL TODAY!

(714) 887-0410
-GERALDUTI. . . . . .

'
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Conservation While Driving Saves Money
and 12.5 Million Gallons of Gas Per Day
Gallons Saved Daily (Millions)

5

Source: u .s Dept. of Energy

Adding Just
One Person
Per Car Saves
4 Million Gallons

4

Lower
Octane Levels
Save 2 1/2
Million Gallons

3
Keeping
Tires Properly
Slowing Down
Inflated Saves 5 M.P.H. Saves
2 Million Gallons 2 Million Gallons

2

--:-

Using The More
Efficient Of Your
Two Cars Saves
2 Million Gallons

1

0

carpoo rmg

Tire
Pressure

Decrease
Speed

Lower
Octane

Other Car

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is encouraging everyone to learn
how to reduce energy costs and consumption during Energy Awareness
Month this October. These easy steps save BOTH energy and money.
Carpooling by adding just one more person per car could save almost 4
million gallons of gas per day; keeping tires properly inflated, over 2 million
gallons; slowing down just 5 miles per hour, over 2 million gallons (and save
lives); using octane levels not exceeding 87, half a million gallons of gas per
day. Try a few of these suggestions in your daily routine. Saving money and
protecting the environment are benefits we all can enjoy.

DOE Ranks Education Top Priority
maintain the high quality of
work the Department of EnT oits(DOE)
needs a steady !low of
ergy

well-educated and highly skilled
scientific and technical personnel
to carry out its basic research and
development and operational missions. The nation also needs a
population that is scientifically literate and can make informed public
policy choices. In recognition of thi s
need, education has been an integral part of the DOE's mission since
its creation.
During Energy Awareness
Month, DOE is taking the opportu nity to tell you about several programs that fit its 1991 slogan , " ENERGY: Building A Strategy for
America's Future."
As the President's National Energy Strategy notes, without a population literate in math and science,
we cannot expect to properly utilize
the new energy technologies we will
need to provide a secure, clean
energy future for all Americans.
To meet these goals, DOE has
developed a series of vigorous and
immediate steps utilizing DOE resources. The Department, in partnership with state and local governments and the private sector, is
supporting math and science edu cation reform and improving science literacy through grants, programs, and research and
employment opportunities.
This new emphasis is reflected in
the $74.4 million budget request for
DOE math and science education
programs for the new fiscal year.
This represents a 77% percent increase from just two years ago.
Many of the new DOE education
initiatives are at the precollege level. The programs focus on training
and improving the skills of teachers, and revitalizing mathematics
and science education in partnership with urban and rural school
- • • • ·districts; · bustJreM ·alltf• 1rtd\.istry: ·

Additionally, DOE works in partnnship with many educational
groups to provide learning opportu nities at DOE facilities.

The response has been enc'ouraging. Over 17,000 Chicago publi'c
school students and their teachers
participated in the DOE funded
program called Chicago Science Explorers. Collaborating with DOE
operated laboratories, these schools
have utilized The New Explorers
series on public television to stimulate interest in scientific research.
In Tennessee, a program dubbed
Science and Mathematics Action
for Revitalized Teaching (SMART)
links three local school systems
with Oak Ridge Associated Universities and Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
DOE has also gone into partnership with other government agencies to sponsor joint programs, signing agreements with five of them to
sponsor joint programs.
In partnership with the private
sector, DOE will provide access to a
supercomputer donated by Cray
Research, Inc. to be used as a
learning tool for thousands of high
school students.
For more information about the~e
progr_a!11s, please contact the Pubh.c
1il<tlf1t1M Offlce ·at '202-'586-557S.

HEALTH INFORMATION

HEALTHFUL HINTS
Cottonseed Oil: Health Food Classic
When you find a food
product made with cottonseed oil at your supermarket-grab it! What's being
rediscovered in the world
of nutrition is that pure
and natural cottonseed oil
is one of the best cooking
oils around, for four key
reasons: It tastes great,
enhances the flavor offood,
has no cholesterol and you
can cook with it at high
temperatures.

***

still around and contributing to healthful diets. Because supplies are limited
most grocery stores don't
carry it in bottled form, but
many of the better quality
foods that you'll find
there-including snacks,
baked goods and other prepared foods-are made
with cottonseed oil. While
it costs more than other
vegetable oils, leading
chefs prefer it because it
tastes delicious but doesn't
mask the flavor of foods.

About 70 percent of the
cottonseed oil is consumed
in the U .S. a s salad or
cooking oil and used by
quality food firms and fine
restaurants. About onefifth goes into baking and
frying and a small amount
into margarine. Its mild,
nut-like taste and clear
golden color make it a favorite for salad oil, mayonnaise, salad dressing and
similar products. Its light,

A Message to Women:
Preventing STDs Can Help
Protect Your Fertility

Planning to have children sometime? Then protect yourself from sexually
transmitted diseases
(STDs) now. The care you
take with your reproductive health today can affect
your ability to have children next year, in five
years, or even ten years
down the road.
Why does your current
***
Cottonseed oil is one of health affect future fertilthe few oils listed by such ity? Because the two most
organizations as the common STDs in the
American Heart Associa- United States, chlamydia
tion as acceptable for re- (kla-MID-ee-uh) and gonducing saturated fat in- orrhea (gon-oh-REE-ah),
take. It's among the more are major causes of inferpolyunsaturated oils. It's tility in women. When left
also rich in natural an- untreated, these infections
tioxidants which help re- can cause pelvic inflamtard rancidity in products matory disease (PIO), an
* **
infection that damages the
Today, cottonseed oil is made with cottonseed oil.
tubes or the lining of the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - • u t e r us. One potential consequence of the damage to
the tubes is ectopic pregnancy (pregnancy outside
the uterus), which can
threaten the life and reproductive health of the
mother. At least 20,000and perhaps as many as
50,000-women with PID
end up infertile each year.
Despite the fact that
these infections can be so
devastating, many women
fail to seek treatment. One
reason may be that, often,
women do not know they
are infected because
chlamydia and gonorrhea
frequently have no symptoms. Also women may not
find out they have an infection until they try-and
fail- to become pregnant,
perhaps years after they
While you may not know
much about it, cottonseed
oil is nothing new-it's
been around for centuries
and produced here in the
U.S. for over 100 years.
Cottonseed oil
was
America's first vegetable
oil. Over a century ago
when new oil products were
being produced, cottonseed
oil was the vegetable oil
that was used. Many of the
early processing and refining practices and much of
the equipment was developed for cottonseed oil and
later applied to other vegetableoils. Early consumer
products made of all cottonseed oil included
Wesson Oil and Crisco.

n~>n-oily consistency and
high smoke point make it
~o_st desirable for cooking
stir-fry" or for frying fish
and chicken.
For more information
about cottonseed oil send a
self-addressed businesssize envelope to: National
Cottonseed Products Association, Dept. N , Box
172267, Memphis, TN
38187.
•

Buckle Up

for Lovel
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'n
HOURS

8:30 - 6:00 Mon. - Fri.
9:00 - 1:00 Sat.
13100 Magnolia , Suite G , Corona, CA 9 1719
(1'4)

279-8733

Corner of Magnolia & McKinley -

behind Circle K

• U.S. Post Office
• Mall Box Rentals -

Mall Forwarding

• Packaging, Packing SUpplles

• UPS - Federal Express - Shipping
• Western Union - Money Transfers -

Telegrams

• Rubber Stamps/Name Tags
• Business cards
• Coples
• Notary
•Keysllade
• Office Suppl/es

• Fax Serv_lce - Sending & Receiving

got the STD.
"Prevention is the key
to avoiding this heart- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
breaking outcome of certain sexually transmitted
diseases," says Michael
Rosenberg, MD, MPH, of
the University of North
Carolina School of Medicine. "It is important for
women to understand the
risk ofSTDs and to consult
their physicians about pr&
tectingthemselves,"he adds.
Up-to-date information
about these diseases in
women can be found in an
easy-to-read pamphlet developed by SmithKline
Beecham, makers of
Massengill"' douches, in
consultation with a distinguished panel of medical
Drawings by Laura Texera
experts. Available free of
Grand Terrace 4-H Club
charge, the pamphlet provides information about
the risk factors, transmis- WHAT: 4-H Small Pet Show and 4-H-ln-Actlon Fair. Show
sion, warning signs, and off your favorite pet In one of seven classes and learn
prevention of the most about small animal care from 4-H members and leaders. You
common sexually trans- can also learn about many other exciting 4-H programs.
mitted diseases. To obtain
yourcopy,sendastamped, WHO: All youth and their small (less than 35 lbs) pets·
self-addressed envelope to:
•
·
Massengill Health Educa- cats, small dogs, rabbits, mice, etc.
tion Program, Dept. 18, PUBLIC INVITED.
P .O. Box 2466, Grand Central Station, New York, NY WHERE:
National Orange Show Barn (handicapped
10163.
accessible)

4-H .SMALL
PET SHOW
AND
4-H-IN-ACTION
FAIR -

.: :-

- ~

CALL 387-2171 FOR AN ENTRY FORM AND LIST OF
t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 1 . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I C L A S S E S AND RULES.

Has Cigarette Bashing
Gone Too Far?
It seems lately, city after city across America is passing ordinances to segregate smokers
from non-smokers. Many cities have banned smokers from public places altogether. Private
businesses are being forced to create costly designated areas for smokers and non-smokers.
Do you agree with all of this? It's time for the majority to speak up!
Call now to record youropinion. l-900-INVOLVE, ext. 555
Callers will be billed 95¢1minute.
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Orange County Youth Expo To Be Held
The 1992 Youth
E xpo, themed "Astronauts,
Mars and Far Away Stars,"
files into action with plans
already underway for the
May 1-3 event at the Orange
County Fairgrounds in Costa
Mesa.
This may seem light
years away but the event's
Febru ary 26 , 1992 entry
deadline is approaching fast.
Youth Expo is open
to O range County youth
from pres chool through
grade 12. Featured will be a
va riety of com petitions
including artistic and
academic divisions, Talent
S ea rch,
S c ience
and
Engineering Fair, School
Field Trip Day on May 1, 4H competitions and a Jazz
Festival.
The
Student
Vocational Olympics (SVO),

open to Orange, San
Bernardino, Riverside and
Los Angeles County youths
will also be a feature at this
year's event. The SVO
winners may proceed to state
competitions.
For fun , stud ents

may also visit numerous
special exhibits and feature
exhibits by
elementary
through
high
school
students. There will also be a
vari ety of theme and class
contests such as tug-o-war,
relays, and field events. After

the day 's activities, the
students may visit several
food vendors run by local
youth groups.

THEATRE GUIDE

••
•••
••
•••

Buy 1 Get 1 Free
Large Cheese Pizza
'I 0 0 ext"' for e,uh additional toppplng
'I 00 charge of .. to go .. orders, pick up only

Call Jimmy (714) 682-6198
7030 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside (In 7-1 I Plaza)

I

Ml}c!~N~with ONE !!!~?WICH

LCi. 32 OZ. SOFT DRINK

&.. SAlAD

NOT VALID WlTH ANY OTHER OFFER

AUCTION & SWAPMEET DIRECTORY
MISSION Drive In Swapmeet - Corner of
Mission & Ramona in Montclair. Every
Wednesday, Saturday, Sunday & Friday.
(714) 628-6754.

To obtain entry
forms, contact the Youth
Expo office at (714) 751FAlR, Ext. 65 .

COLTON AUCTION-1902W. Valley Blvd. ,
Colton. Thursday, Saturday & Sunday. 8
a.m. to 3 p.m. (714) 877-0790.

RUBIDIOUX Drive In - Corner of Mission
and Opal in We st R iverside. Every S a t urday & Sunday. (714) 683-3781.

EL CAJON LIVES'l'OCK, HORSE & TACK
AUCTION - 2025 Harbison Canyon Road.
El C ajon . Saturday , 7 :00 p .m . (619)
266-0258.

VAN BUREN Drive In Swapmeet - 3035
Van Buren Blvd., Riverside. Saturday &
Sunday . (714) 688-2360.

L.A. HORSE & MULE AUCTION - 3226
Gilman Road, El Monte. Friday. 7:30 p .m .
(8 18) 448-2608.

LAKE PERRIS Outdoor Market - Lake
Perris Fai r grounds. Every S aturday. Free
admi ssion, free parking 8 a .rn. to 2 p .rn.
24 hour information (714) 792-2919.

MIKE'S LIVESTOCK, HORSE & TACK
AUCTION - 10415 Limoni te Ave., Mir a
Loma. Sat u r day, 7:00 p.m. (714) 685- 1215.

CHINO AUCTION - 7407 E . R ive r s ide
Ave., Ontari o . Tuesday. Saturda y & Sunda y . 8 a.m. to 3 p .m. (714) 877-0790.

PUBLIC AUCTION - 2970 R u b idoux Blvd.,
Rivers ide. 1st & 3rd Saturday of the month ,
9:00 n..m . (7 14) 788-9 113.

••
••
•.,
••

•
••
••

••
••
••
•

CALL THEATRES FOR
SHOW TIMES AND
CURRENT FEATURES

VAN BUREN DRIVE-IN
3 GIANT SCREENS
3035 V,111 Blne11. R1wrsidl'. CA

Ph (714) 688 2360

~

RUBIDOUX DRIVE-IN
$2.50 PER PERSON
CHILDREN UNDER 12 FREE
Ph (7 14) 683 4455

4 GIANT SCREENS
M ission at Ram ona, Pomoncl. CA

Ph (714) 628-05 l l

GENERAL CINEMA

/'o~'~'~fs~~

~

2. BankRepos

Mon - F ri a ll shows b e fo re 6 pm .
Sat & Sun 1st show only

. .

OPEN
7 Days
a Week
Call for Appts

Trinity Mobile Homes
8151 Arlington Avenue
Riverside, CA 92503

.

. ..

•

-=-=
~

-(213) 223-3644

(714) 351-4158
.

3. New 199l's
Double Wides
Garages, Brick Skirting
Porches
2 & 3 Bedrooms
Fountain Valley Ar~a

All Areas
Low Down
and
Easy Qualifying

'

10

370-2085
BARGAIN MATINEES $3 . 50

This Month's Trinity Specials:
l. New 1991
Double Wides
All Areas
Installed From
$28 ,90 0

I

••
••

•••
•••

Mission at 0J)dl, R;vesid<.>, C A

I

••
••
•••
•a
••
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Letter On Bad Neighbors & Bad Sheriff
Once again we are the victims of the greed and treachery of a local realtor
(managing rental next door to us). I have called the Sheriff nine times in 21 days
about these tenants: parking on our property; kids (many) playing on our property;
trash; unattended BBQ flames; treats to kill me; loud scolding, yelling and playing;
spinning rear wheels of motorcycles in dry leaves; drunken rages; antagonistic
comments as I move around my property.
More recently one next door neighbor threw a beer bottle, point blank, at my
head (injuring two finger one seriously). I was very shaken and upset by recovered
enough to discuss all with responding Sheriff. He was uncaring and cold-blooded;
belittled my complaints; showed no courtesy, sympathy or respect; and finally gave
me a totally inappropriate, shallow and insulting psycho-analysis. I finally told him
as he was leaving he had no worth as a person.
The managing realtor was very courteous/interested when he took my
complaints; but when he realized, on his own, I was the picketer/protester (against the
Arrowhead Woods Architectural Committee-AW AC) he did a 180 degree tum and
hung the phone. Later he was verbally abusive and challenged me to a fist fight. We
have written the owners-no answer. Over the years there have been 3-4 owners and
20-30 tenants next door - no problems.
Our protest against AW AC is a total success because I have spoken face to
face with 500 owners in Arrowhead Woods. I have proven, in an arena 25 years
removed from when our realtor swindled us (you can do anything you want with
the property), that owners arc still not being informed in a substantive way.
A WAC must go door to door vocally detailing their purpose/function; and
hand
each some comprehensive literature (an expanded/improved A WAC
handbook). Each new buyer should get the same treatment.
Rick Shields
(Mountain Storm)
Woodlands Hills, CA

Luxury3&4
Bedrooin Hoines
Eroin *127 ,990
V

----Our Luxury Homes Start at 1573 Square Feet
Arrow View Plan 1859 Sq. Ft.

Now you, can afford to own
a spacious home at Arrow Vista
in San Bernardino.
Built by Dukes - Dukes &
Associates, homes in this master
planned community have a long
list of luxury features, at afforda-

ble prices.
The Crest View floor plan
(not shown) has 1573 Sq Ft of
living space, a family room with a
fireplace, bonus room and a

States That Have Passed Laws
Protecting Employees' Right to .Privacy
(As of September 1991)

master suite with retreat & fireplace.
We also have the two story
Sky View and Arrow View with
1672 and 1859 Sq Ft of living
space, a laundry room and a
three car garage.
Don't wait, you can afford
to buy a luxurious home, with the
features you want at Arrow Vista.
Sales office open Monday
thru Sunday 11 AM to 6 PM, or
call us at (714) 880-3292.

Luxury Homes That You C11,n Afford
Features
• Central Air & Heating
• Vaulted Ceiling
• Front Yud Landscaping
with Sprinkler System
• Cement TUe Roofs
• Ceramic Tile Entry
' • -Concrete Driveway
and Walkway
• Covered Entry Way

Include
• His & Hen Walk-in Closets
• French Doors ·
• Wood Burning Fireplace
with tempred glass doors
& gas lighter

• Dishwasher
• Microwave Oven
• Laundry Room '
(selected p~)

A

N
Highland AY8

Baseline

Call us at (714) 880-3292

•

passed

[

not passed

VA, FHA, & Conventional Financing Available
© 1991, PM Editorial Services

For

A_d vertising Information
Call (714) 682-6111

7.95% interest for 30 years with
G NMA Bond Financing for first
time buyers only. Buyers must meet
special criteria to qualify for this
GNMA!oan.
• VA, FHA, a nd conventiona l fi nancing also are available.
Because we are constantly im-

proving our product, we reserve the
right to change floor plans, specifica•
tions and price with out notice.
For full details on down payments, loan qualifications and
available financing rates see the
agent on sight.

You can
Share The
Dream
-

4 I • 1

,t.

l

•
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FREE RENT AL INFORMA•
TION. We have houses, apts,
condos in all areas! Call Professional Property Management at
(714) 946-6701 and rent your
next home from us!
11-eot

· BIG BEAR- Enjoy your vacation in
the mtns high above the smog_ We

IOO'a OF AVAILABLE AYTS in

39311 Lark - Big Bear Lake

(714) 866-2700
Lakefront homes, ski chalets,
condos. cabins. Wkends & wkly,
fully equipped, all' areas_
7,.

800-423-AENT. Never a charge
to the renter.
1111t
ARE YOU SATISFIED?-Get the
most for your money! We have
2, 3, & 4 bedroom homes for rent
.f rom $800/mo. Your beck is our
call! Donna or Abbey (714) 354-

40687 Big Bear Bl - Big Bear Lake

,(714),816-$711 _.,

.

Cabins, homes & condol- Daily to .
monthly.-Ppol/fpa,

trpi.

,,. ·

GOLDEN BEAR . .

For $300 down you could own
your new home in Yucca Valley
just 25 miles from Palm Springs.
Please call (619) 365-5229. ,.,.

COTTAGES ,

(714) N8-2010
IMlrything. Call for reeerv.

from $625 to $1100/mo. Century
21 Hembree, Agent (714) 7879197/Office (714) 780-2666.

.,,.

JUoo,,.,__011.
'
...

,,.t
Vacadoa R•tai.

,'

BLOOMINGTON-100'S OF
HOMES for rent. Many with option
to • buy, PLUS duplexes, apts,
condos, AFDC/Sect.-8/Voucher
welcome! HomelN9I (714) 111915. Membership fee.
11111t

111G BEAR l.AKE-5 br, 21'l bath
2700 sq. ft. lake front home_ Near
ski slopes and downtown. Sleeps
14. For rent by owner. $260/per
night. Call (714) 626-9865 or
evenings (714) 624-9393.
1-t

COLTON-Single 2-story house.
4 br, 3 ba + den. $890/mo. + $890/
dep. (818) 330-0262. No pets.

,

I I"'·•

Al

19

1•t. .II

•1

I

PALM SPRiNGS-4 br, 2 ba
house. One mile to Tramway _Lge
lot. $850/mo. (714) 524-6288.

A& M
·

COMPLETE-.·
YARD SE~VICE

*' . . ·

* Lawns * Gardening * ct~-0~:
* Hauling * Treework * Cement Work * ·
Sprinkler Irutallaton & Repair
\\ ' I: \ \ '()Rh: H )R 'l ( )l . '.

*

* ·

I

I\

I I

*RESIDENTIAL* COMMERCIAL*

787-0-745

·-

CAN Team
The Child Abuse and Neglect (CAN)
Team at Riverside General Hospital
works with children who have been physically, . sexually or emotionally abused.
The team sees between thirty-five and fifty
children each month.
The CAN Team is in need of toys and
articles of clothing for children being
treated at the hospital. New toys, such as
small dolls and stuffed animals would
delight the young patients. New clothing,
such as socks, underwear and T-shirts,
are needed for children ages two through
ten years.
Items may be brought to the Child Abuse
and Neglect Team at Riverside General
Hospital or call (714) 358-7169 for further
information .
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SUNFLOWER APTS
3030 W Acacia Ave - Hemet

(714) 925-0145
1, 2 & 3 br, pools, Jacuzzis, cov'd
parking, children OK. tennis, IWBr
lhopa. Office cloeed Sun.
-

RJvenJde
RIVERS\DE- Ncar UCR 2 br. 1 ba
house . $525/mo • $525 dep _
Water pd, credit report required _
t714) 337-2994 .• __ ·------ - -·RIVf.RSll>E- Mira Loma arpa _
· 9524 52nd St. 3 br . ;> ha horse
ranch _ Dbl g·ar:ige. 1631 sq It. lg
, · 1ot·. tridry hook- up. frpl . $930/mo.
,,CiJljf213)487~5160
__ · _ __
· KIVF.RSll>F.-4 br. 2 ha house_
$925/mo , $1125 dep . New
homes. 1 h story. miniblinds.
(213) 56!>- 1800or(213) 865-0072.
,,_, · ~ , ; ~ , ; ~-

•1

,..

1••·

• . ••

• ...,

,..

1••

- •••

•••

••• ••

·

11

(714) 883-3086

15200 Grand Ave - Lake Efsinont

2 br/2 ba, unfum. A/C, patio, pool,
carport, cpl & drps. No pets -

1, 2, & 3 br, upscale amenities,

1s1n Lincoln St - Lake Elsinore

Perris

....

MORl :NO V/\1 .1.1:V MOllll ~
I IOM[ H[l'O·s $!,!,O to S1 ,()()()
,h)wn 1~aymm1ts 1111111 S!,!,O/mo
L , L Ouahly111u O /\ c;_ I qntla

MIRA LOMA-Lovely older ex-lg
2 br, 1 ba home w/atudy & suri
porch, completely remodeled,
nice neighborhood, 1 acre, n crpt & paint , ch i na hutch,
cabinets, frpl , water & trash paid_
$700/mo + dep. (714) 926-9104.

hi<' Moh1lr, 1101111,s (/I 4} ;.>,t,1
/!1/!,
, '
I, ' !:•JI

MORENO VALLEY-3 br, 2 ba
house_ 2 story on a .cul-de-sac,
lge fncd yd _ Avail 5/1/91 . ~
mo_ + $850 sec dep_ (619) 7583856_

MIRA LOMA-Lge 3 br, 2 ba
house. 10270 Jurupa Ad _Horses .
O .K. $750/mo. + $800/sec dep.
Drive by & call. (714) 540-1782.

-

'"

Jforei,o VaJJe7

(714) 674-0042

LAKE ELSINORE-Newer 3 br, 2
ba house w/fam rm & bonus rm .
on cul-de-sac in tract. Lg fncd back
yd, frpl, 174 N _ Pennsylvania.
Available. $800,'mo w/rebate oner.
Private party. (714) 874-4409
anytime_
hMD

I

J

MIRA LOMA-Studio apt Newly
painted & unique studio in lovely
surroundings in quiet acre w/
other rentals _~vai[ !m!"ediately.
See to appreciate,.water & trash
paid_ Consider redU'Ce r11nt for a
caretaker who ca'n do light maintenance. $350/mo + dep. (714)
926-9104.

. LAKEWOOD VILLA APTS

townhouse. Nice floorplan w/
attached gar. Drive by 812 Robin
Drive in Lake Elsinore and then
call Realty World, The Schnepf
Company (714) 682-8480.

1•

MIRA LOMA-Lge 2 br, 1 ba
home_ 10280 Jurupa Ad. Horses
O.K. $750/mo_ + $600/sec dep_
Drive by & call . (714) 540-1782.

pool, sp,,1, jacuzzi, private patios.
basic cable, views_1<>-6 dally. 4119t

'LAKE El.SINORE-3 br, 2~ ba

11

••

MIRA LOMA-2 br, 1 ba duplex.
$550/mo. + $600/sec dep. Horses
O.K. (714) 540-1782.

(714) 678-5864

MOBILEHOME AEPO'S_$500 to
--$1 .000 down Paymenls from
S5!>0/1110 E Z Ouahlying O_/\ .C _
. . Equ1fahle Mobili, Humr,s (714)
·2,14. 757~
11 "" i

11

MIRA LOMA-Lge 3 br, 2 ba
house on 0_65 acres_fiv rm, frplc,
lam rm , 2 car gar, stv, refrig .
• Horses O _K., close to schools &
shopping_ $930/mo. Call (213)
487-5160_

t1HO

GRAND OAK APTS

t _ A K E le I. S I N O R I'

1 & 2 br,· Adults -515+. Energyefficient. handicappecl units avail,
clubhOUSl!i,lplanned activities. Out. door rec w/pool, spa, BBQ's,
shuffleboard. Near shopping &
medical fac_
-

ll.

..., ·

a. ,..

1683 Pumalo - Highland

·

5151 Not.1tl Santa.Fe ~ Heme!

1 ....

I ••

PINECREST APTS

'

•• , .
· 1 I I

LAKE ELSINORE-Newer 3 br, 2
ba house w/prvt beach on lake to
boat, swim, fish. RV parking, fncd
back, outside entrance to 2 brs, lg
rms. $645/mo with rebate offer.
Available_ :l2970 Lilian, private
party_ (714) 674-4409 anytime.

,,,.t

OAK TERRACE APTS

MORENOVALLEY-3br, 1 bawl
one car attached gar. Single
family house on Allessandro
Blvd. Office at 13989 Moreno
Rose PL $575/sec dep + $100/
cleaning dep. Both refundable.
1714) 242-2177_

--

MIRA LOMA-2 br . 1 ha house.
Horses ok . 1 ciir gar_ 10280
Jurupa. $550/mo. $600 dop. (7 t 4)
2'14 -1115_

PERRIS-3 br house, horse property_ $900/mo + cleaning dep_
• $25.00 credit check. (714) 928-

3080.
PERRIS-1 br mobile home, room ·
for horses, $250/mo + cleaning •
dep. $25.00 credit check . (714)

928-3080.
- PERRIS-1 year old quiet neighborhood, 4 br, 2 ba, separate
living room & dining room, mini
blinds. 1700 sq ft, A/C. $900/mo,
$901)/sec dep. (714) ~2529.

,yft~~.ct"·;c, ;.;;. -.. ,.,.,

t::::i~&

-:.•

;t,·

; Barrel Racing .

~NN

1

••

LAKE ELSINORE-Newer 3 br, 1l'l
ba, custom 2 story house. BIii prvt
comer lot, lg stone frpl; paneling
in liv rm, balcony w/view of Ortega
Mnts, AV parking. Available_17725
Hayes Ave. $625/mo private party_
(714) 674-4409 anytime.
t11-10

m.1JJa11d
HIGHIAND-100'5 OF HOMES for
rent. Many with option to buy.
PLUS duplexes, apts, condos.
AFDC/Sect.-8/Voucher welcome!
Home/Net (714) 888-8115. Membership fee_

--- ·- Bemet
; ·,. (714) ~

,1

11

I
1••••1
1• • • • 1

JI

· l'ONTANA-Soulhridge (lrea . 3
h1 2 ba house. Liv rm . lam rm .
,;tv. microwave. frpl . dbl garage
. wIoppnnr. fore . sprinklers, •,iew
i:pt. bhnds. $875/mo , $700 sec
· : <lop. (818) 913'-3168Qf -(213) 229.- .1~66 •.
' . •
<5/22191

P~Sprlnl•

a,.llear

PHONE

I

CoJtoa ,.

BIG BEAR LAKE-2 br, 11'l bath,
fireplace, large home, lakefront,
,-r ski slopes and downtown,
lleeps 6. For rent by owner. $135/
per night Call (714) 626-9885 or
evenin11s 1714) 624-9393.
1-t

,,

'I

11. J •
•• • 1 "II II •

Pool, frpl, TV. kitchens, ciQse to

ALL AREAS2,3 and 4 br homes

I

11

..

39367'8ig'Bear Bl- Big Bear'Lake

'

HIGHLAND-4 br, 2 ba house. Liv .
rm, din rm, lge kitch . $1,000/mo.
+$1,000/secdep. (714) 862-6215_

GAYLE'S
RESORT RENTALS

9000
tw
• RENT! WHY RENT? Rent to buy.

- ... .

COl<ONA - Orange County .
border . Sierra Del Oro area. 4 br.
:l b<) house. 2 yrs new. 1800 sq
ft. Sl.075/mo • $1 .200 sec dep.
(/14) 651 -0612. -------- ---

BIG BEAR
VACATION RENTALS

So. California. Call L.A. Aentline.

,....

. Corona

have vacation cabin rentals from
$60/night. (714) 866-6260.
2111

So. California's rental hotline, 1-

Wl
1

.

Every Monday,Wednesday & Sunday

Practice and Jackpot Team Roping. Team
Roping, Monday & Wednesday at 7 p.m., Barrell
Races at 8 p.m. Sunday, Team Roping at 1 p .m.,
:~ Barrell Races at 2 p.m. Wednesday night points
go toward 1st & 2nd place Buckles 8 week
/ series. The Horse Camp, 236 6th Street, Norco.

),

.

..._

""

H~l( ~ere with 2 . rented houses
ripe
for development. Master planned for
industrial. Look this one over "DON'T OVERLOOK IT."
ONLY $120,000.
Call (714) 686-9641 NOW!
Ridgeway Co., Realtors
3784 Arlington Ave., Riverside CA 92506

,"'

. . , Every Saturday and Sunday:
:,,, Team Roping! At 1 pm & Thursday evenings at 5 pm at Santa Rosa Equestrian Center,
Gavilan Hills. Practice 1 hr. then draw pots.
Info: M.J. Carmichael (714) 275-0919, Arena
(714) 657-1866.

Every Fourth Sun<' ··
• Team Roping at Prad,
~ information (714) 597-

-' Arena in Chino,

Every Monday,. Wednesday & Friday:
Barrell Races & Team Roping. Team roping
at 7 pm, barrel races at 8. Sundays-team roping
12:30 pm, barrel races at 2:00 pm. For information call (714) 734-9135.

No Up-Front Fees.
Pre-Approvals Available.
Personalized Professonal Service
EQUITABLE MORTGAGE SERVICE
Residential • Commercial
and lrrcome Properties
Specializing in
Non-Conforming Loans.
For a Free Quote
Contact: Chris at (714) 825-0406
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Rancho
Cucamonga

MORENO VALLEY-4 br, 2¼ ba
2 story house. lam rm, frplc, lge
bkyd, Cl A & heat. $950/mo . + sec.
(818) 792-3669 or (818) 791-1358
after 6 p .m.
·

RANCHO CUCAMONGA-2
MORENO VALLEY -Hi dden

mstr bvr, 2 ba . Frplc , lndry hookups, storage, cov'd patio, pool ,
. spa , clubtiouse, gym, jogging
trail, tennis . Grt locale nr schools
& shops. $775/mo . + dep. (714)
981-3953 (eves) or (714) 9873229 (days & M-Thl

Springs Area. Nice family neigh.
All schools w/i n walking distance. View of greenbelt. 3 br, 2
ba . $875/ mo. Drive by 22750
Mountain View, then call Real ty
World , The Schnepf Company
(714) 682-8480.

MORENO VALLEY-Only 5
months new. 4 br, 2½ ba, over
2400 sq ft, located in prestigious

ONTARI0-3 br, 2 ba. Frplc, wall
to wall crpt, 2 car attached gar,
c 'vrd patio. Hurry on this one.
Drive by 2532 S. Greenwood. Call
Realty World - The Schnepf Co.
(714) 682-8480,
de-sac. Great price at $950/mo,
won 't last. Drive by 2527 S.
Greenwood. Call Realty World The Schnepf Co. (714) 682-8480.

Murrieta

crpt, 2 car alt garage, covd patio .
Hurry on this one. Call Realty
World - The Schnepf Co. (714)
682-8480. Go by and look at this
or.e - 2532 S. Greenwood.

SALE: Office Machine
Repair Shop, low rent,
good location; Moreno
Valley. (714) 656-3109
(bllS.) or (714) 242-1945
(res.) Also - Building can
be/eased.

lease. Lg cov'd patio, no pets.
Gardener included in $850/mo +
sec. Ask for Dorothy (714) 67&

-t

LAKERIDGE & SUNDANCE
38960 Calle Hermosa - Murrieta

(714) 677-7644
1 & 2 br. Walking dist to :Hot
Springs resort & golf course. pools,
cov'd prkg , CI A & heat, garage
(with selelcted units)
6119

CREDIT PROBLEMSCan't get credit. Do it
yourself and save $$$$.
Write-Credit Kit, P.O.
Box 8098. Riverside CA
92515.

MURRIETA -3 br, 2½ bath, 2 story
house. living room & family room,
dining · rm. $850/mo. (818) 9126331 or 302-8317.
2110t

1 ltC H'S w t house

HEADACHES-STRESS
TENSION-Try
Therapeutic Massage Call
(714) 359-3456.

private S! . l<J k1lch & f.im rrn .
wash / <11 y l10ok 11p, 111 -door p a 110,
work shop ( 11 If) 685 '1 299
cS/22/ 91

NOHCO :1 111 ? ha ho11sc. dbl
tJ,1ro11rt•. <;ov'd p,1l10 . near I 15,
m.11or ilppl,anc;es & 1nsui ;111 cc

fllOVICln(I ( / 14) 838-4581

MASSAGE**THERAPEUTIC & ethical-gentle,
intuitive,
Swedish/American,
Shiatzu, foot reflexology.
We make house calls, or
you can come to our
place, Riverside, (714)
359-3456.

ERASE BAD CREDITTry our do it yourself kitSave 50 percent- Call 24
hours (714) 359-1101.

..

C

FREE

CREDIT COSULTATION
CALL OR WRITE:

WEST COAST COMMUNICATIONS LTD .
:J 1161 Pierce Street, Suite 102
.

RIVERSIDE

714 359-1101

Furnished Mobile Home
1 bdrm., 1 bath, single-wide
comer Orangethrope/Palcentia
Ave., Close to 57 and 91 fwys.
$ l 1,000 or make offer.
714/524-1425 or 805/544-9129.

REDLANDS: 3 bedroom, 1
bath home, NO qualifying
$6000 down $750/month, great
starter home or investment
$91,000 (714) 243-7286.

leather '11°"~

Made to Order & Repairs
Tack
Purses
Wall ets
Saddles

•
•
•
•

Holsters
Saddle Bags
Custom B e lts ·
Gu,tar Straps '

I

3784 Arlington Ave
R ,vers,de . CA 92506

Message ( 7 14) 686-365 7
Res (714) 688-7581

29 Palms Lot - 80/30 with
view on hillside, utilities, no
ad sacrifice $6500 only $500
down (714) 243-77_86.
-;.. :..

Lincoln Height {Los Angeles)
house on 3 hillside lots with
view. Great potential for
handyman, no qualifying,
$5000 down $125,000 give
away price (714) 243-7786.

•
~

t
t

All legal forms completed
by Paralegals secializing
in bankruptcy. Chapter
$375 + Filing Fee, Chapter
$475 + Filing Fee wills,
life estates, divornd uch
more. Please call 2437700

1

•
••

DO ===-===-===-======-===-===-===-~
YOU
NEED ==========1
LEADS·?
WE OPERATE A COMPUTER TElEBROADCAmNG CENTER.
TElE8ROADCAmNG IS A COST EFFEmYE ADVERTISING TOOl
THAT MOVES COMMUNICATION INTO THE COMPUTER AGE.

we HAVE OVER

1,000 SCRIPTS RVRILRBLEI

YOUNG & ASSOCIATES

Palm Springs Area; 3 bdrm./2
bath home in quiet area only
$750/month (714) 243-7786.

DON'T PAY IIlGH
LEGAL FEES

STAN CAIN

•
•
•
•

In Your Area !!!
1-(900) 820-3344
$3 per minute
Must Be 18 Yrs.
CUSTOMER SALES
AND SERVICE in fastpaced cable TV ~ffice.
Good telephone and
general office skill
required. Benefits. Apply
at 3332 N. E. SL 9-4 M-F

FOR SALE:
• Ladies Square Dance
Clothes,
shoes
and
petticoats, dresses all
originals
in
perfect
condition (wash and
wear) $25 and up. CALL:
688-9124
• Sewing Patterns, oldies
but goddies (some never
used)
Fabrics
too!
CALL: 688-9124. 25
cents and up.
•- Fold(ng Poker Table •
Excellent condition. $65
or best offer. CALL:
688-9124
• Hummells: CALL 6889124

Why Suffer Bad Credit Another day Lonqer???
DO IT YOURSELF,
WITH WEST COAST COMMUNICATIONS,
CREDIT RESTORATION KIT

-

NOHCO ? hr 1 ha ho11se Horse

{J~J

1268.

Business Hours : Mon . - Fri. 8 a.m. to b o.m.

MURRIETA-3 br, 2 bath house for

c~~

HIALTO - MOBILEHOME
REPO'S . $500 to $ 1,000 down .
P.iymcnts lrorn $550/ rno E Z
O11.it1fy1119 0 A .C . Eq11ilabl cMobilc Hom es (71'1) 244 - 7575

• CREDIT REPAIR •\
CREDIT CLeARED•
• ·ERASE BAD CREDIT •

ONTARI0-3 br, 2 ba, frpl, w/w

MURRIETA-Murrieta Hot Springs.
Wow! $500 off on 1'h acre 3 br,
' 2 ba ranch -style home. 4 car
garage, w/ 1,400 sq ft detached
house. $600/ mo. Let's talk! (714)
969-5149.
10110t

,

POMONA-3 br, 1¾ ba condo. 2
story unit. $900/mo. + dep. (714)
861-2503 or (714) 982-4456.

ONTARI0-4 br, 2 ba, nice cul- .

24445 Postal. $365/mo. + $375
sec dep. Please drive by then call
us at Realty World , The Schnepf
Company (714) 682-8480.

•

Close to school, xlnt condition .
$525/mo. (818) 330-4184 .

LOCAL GIRLS

EOE

Ontario

MORENO VALLEY-1 br, 1 ba . .

CREDIT REPAIR 100
percent legal. No
gimmicks. Do it yourself
and save $$$$. We show
you how with our credit
kiL Call 24 hours (714)
359-1101.

d ition . $525/ mo. (818) 330-4184.

RIALTO-One 2 br, 1 ba apt.

l i'•ttttt

(714) 736-6400
1-800-446-6900

a nice closed in yd. $675/mo.
Drive by 24834 Eugena Ave. Then
call Realty World , The Schnepf
Company (714) 682-8480.

prop,•1 ly 011

RIALT0-3 br, 1¾ ba . Xlnt con-

Pomona

ECONO LODGE

MORENO VALLEY-3 br, 2 ba on

Horc:o

br, 2 ba, separate liv rm , & din
rm, mini blinds, 1,700 sq ft , A/
C. $900/mo. + $900/sec dep.
(71 4) 943-2529 or (213) 982-9385
after 4 p.m.

AKC Mini-Dachshund
puppies. Black and
tan female, black and
tan male, red and rust
male.
Beautiful
markings.
Little
bundles
of
love
waiting for you to
take them home. 351-

3131 Hamner Ave - Norco

Hidden Springs area. Beautiful
view , within walking distance of
elementary , middle & high
schools. $1200/mo, $1500/sec .
Phone Realty World - The
Schnepf Co. (714) 682-8480.

7777.

RiaJto

PERRIS-1 yr old quiet neigh. 4

P.O. Sox 7971 • Moreno Valley, CA 92303

714 247-1303

Are Your Telephone Bills Too High
Sever The Connection
Don't Put Your Business On Hold!
FLAT RATE
Only
Anywhere - Anytime
.15 a minute
United States, Alaska, Hawaii
24 Hours A Day •....... 7 Days A Week
1 Plus Dailing
Call Today
West Coast Communication
714/359-1101 (24 Hours)
11161 Pierce Street, Riverside, CA 92505
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Do You Need Help

Also Help You Find
Foreclosures

SnphEN's
PluMbiN~ &
DnAiN CllANiN~

785 5070

•

-

l>IIAI",

I~ ""

(It "''''•

EVERSOLE

&

Sales • Service • Parts
Specializing in Briggs & Stratton
Honda, Kohler & Tecumseh Engines
FINANCING AVAILABLE

ASSOCIATES
Distributor For

g

SUCCESS

MOTIVATION
INSTITUTE

l>I\ ( Ill"' O'lo

,II "'"' A< c "' '""'.

MOTIVATIONAL SALESWORKSHOPS AVAILABLE

SE HABLA ESPANOL

Phyllis Eversole

7l4-6K7-4462 .

(714) 849-1496

7 177 Hroc ktcm . St t> .l '. 11
l~1ve r <; 101i

369-1100

Yazzie's
Photography

Secure Your Investment In Your Home and Valuables ·

F.lre
PrEWinter

~Ii--·--

Mastercard &
VISA Accepted

714/ 688-3457

Bob(714)247-6925
nochar'I

WEDDINGS
PORTRAITS
SOCIAL GAJHERINGS

Free Estimates

Clear • Non-Taxic • Bio-Degradable
Totally Safe • Certified Product
California State Fire Marshall Approved

A State of the Art t'ire Retardent for natural f iber.
Protect your family and future by building a more fire safe home.
Ask tor more information and a demonstra tion .

f or lnlorma11on
Send Name, Add ,
Phone No .. To·
RAJ
12625 Frederrck St.
# 1-5 Dept 293
Moreno Valley,
CA 92388

FAX (714) 686-0576

Bus. (714) 686-5630

Discover your Full Potential

10941 Hole Ave., Riverside

LARRY WEBSTER
Insurance Agency

COMPUTER EASE
Menu's In s talled • Hard Disk
M anagement • Computer
Tune-up . Other Services
Business & Home Computers •
IBM & Compatibles

H,v, , •• d·

-:__

Lorraine J. Morgan, Certified Senior Escrow Officer
P.O. Box 2387

6509 Brockton Ave.
Riverside, Calif.

Riverside, CA 92516

DON WILLIAMS

DIVORCE
~BANKRUPTCY
LIVING TRUST. WILL
LIVING WILL, CORP.

HOMESTEAD s15oo
YO UR BUYER BROKER
R ES ID ENT IA L F,F SAL ES
f- HA VA Repos RPnl to O w n

SERVING THE PUBLIC.
ATTORNEYS . FINANCI AL
PLANNERS ANO OT HER
RELATED BUSINESS
NOT AN ATTORNEY WE DO NOT
GIVE LEGAL ADVICE.

[71'4:9"24:590~

279-5277
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS
GLADYS BECHEL
(714) 737-9732

~

Lou's lock
~ & Safe, Inc
(

•
•
•
, •

Specializing in Safes
Sales & Service
Mobile Locksmith
Master Keying

(714) 359-6993
10210 Indiana Avenue
Riverside, CA

IVES
OFFICE
MACHINE5'

• A d d 111 q M;i c h,n ns •
• C.i-,11 fl egi ste rs •

*

• 1 y pPwrit e r s

•

1:-XPl::Hl REPAIR

*

(714) 688-8552

tz~

,~,~ ,

Specialty
Merchandise
Personalized XMAS Cards
and Calendars
for your business.

(714) 781-6115
(714) 242-0400
Have Samples Will Travel!
Appointment Only!!

Lie.# 482267

()

Masters

I IHI>()
M , 1q r11J l 1.t

Av•·

'-.11&11· ()

H1v1•1~1c..h ·

FREE

Carpet or Furniture
Cleaning
Dry Clean, No Water
For Info Call

783-3940

Vorwerk
sales & supplies
12210 Michigan Ave. #J

Sl'RINKI.ERS INSTJ\I.I.EI) J\ I) REPJ\IRED
SI.OW ))RIP SYSTEMS • TRJ\CTOR (;RJ\D IN(;
I IYDROSEEDINC • SOD • ROTOTII.l.lN(;
MJ\I.IIH J I.ICHTINC • 1'1.J\NTS /\ND TREES
TRENC:II I N<; • 2·1 IIOIJR EMER(;Jo:NC:Y SERVICE

" For \ '0111 <:omJJl< ·t1 ·

• Ceiling fans installed

• Spa hook-ups
All Residential
Licensed

SERVICE
ELECTRIC

•
•
•
•
•

Pr e w1r ( !

('214) '281,.393'2

-I

DANIEL

T.

I

A d d Om,
C (i llular Pl1 t H H!'i
Ca r Se c1irity S y s tp 111 s
Ph o n P S y s l 1! r11 ~
FAX Lin e s

(714) 242-7394
(714) 656-5825

HUGHES, B.A., O.C.

PRECISION CHIROPRACTIC

HUGHES CHIROPRACTIC CORPORATION
401 NORTH BROOKHURST SUITE 110
ANAHEIM , CALIFORN IA 92801

Ken's
Automotive
Repair

CHARLES A.
JANSEN,
O.D., INC.

6131 Chapel Street
Riverside, CA 92503

RP51d e nt1.il • 811 ~11 H' '> '>

• Ja c ks

(714) 688-2828
Se Habla Espanol

Specializing in
Mini Trucks

R & M PHONE
COMMUNICATIONS
•

3761 Van Buren Blvd.
Riverside, CA

and Custom
Engine Building

CHRIS 714-829-9150

I .a,11/w ,,pin.~ N,·,•(/s Cr// "

-

$20.00

Chris' Landscapi119 SelVice
•
•
•
•
•

.

-

Court/OMV APPROVED
Special Sunday Class May 26 - $17.00

C.:ertification No.

21598

Saturday Appts Available

RIVERSIDE TRAFFIC SCHOOL

OLS

CREA - Certified Real Estate Appraiser

-

ADVERTISERS

AW
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LAWN & GARDEN
EQUIPMENT

OUR

DOS got you down? try

• 1ft """"
• R,·p1111,

R.~2~~J
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SUPPORT

714/247-8188

8720 Van Buren, Riverside, CA 92509
Free Home Protection Plan • Free Market Evaluation
For Details Call LORETTA THOMPSON, Sales Associate ·
Business (714) 685-5237
Residence (714) 685-7060

104W, M,1qno l 1.i Av<•
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... Landlords
Did Your Tenate Vacate and Leave All Their
Furnishings Behind ?
Then Call Us!!!!!!!

CENTURY 21 HEMBREE COUNTRY

))
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•••

1• • ·

:can't Take Someone To Clean It Out For•
You?

(714) 485-3463
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ARE YOU MOVING

To fill out any kind of Real Estate forms, or
just to read and understand them? We also help
you do your own home loans of any kind dqing
your own home loans will save you thousands
of dollars in your pocket.
Call now !!!!

f O R YO UR
PRIN ! IN G NF ED S

1•1

Comp lete

Eye E~ami-nations
Glasses
Contact Lenses
Lah on Pre mises
4000 Tyler Street
Riverside, CJ\ 92/503

(714) 359-7453

(714) 687-7100

RIDGEWAY CO.
REALTORS

ANTIQUE &JEWELRY

Come in for a
GOVERNMENT
OWNED
HOME LIST
3784 Arlington Avenue
Riverside

TOP CASH PAID !
For Most Any Gold
S live r-J e welry . Cla ss R111q s
Ch.iins . Dent;il Goin
Sterlmg Piece~.
New. Usecl or Broken'

WE PAY TOP DOLLAR !

4241 Ma rket Stree t
Oe An ta Thea if •r I
H1v1 •1<,rrh •
10to~plll
( N Pxl I D

--=(714) 956-2400 _._ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___._ _
(714)

686-9641

683-5280

1

